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Abstract

The upgrade of gravitational wave interferometers from first- to second-

generation will enable gravitational wave astronomy to become a reality,

providing a new view of our Universe. One of the numerous upgrades in

moving to the second-generation is the increased intra-cavity laser power in

the interferometer optical cavities, which should reduce the shot-noise in the

interferometer. Unfortunately, small, but finite, absorption of optical po\Meï

in the intra-cavity optics will result in thermal gradients within the inter-

ferometer optics, which causes wavefront distortion of the cavity eigenmode.

Numerical modelling, based on an analytic solution for the thermal gradient,

has shown that the effect of the accumulated wavefront distortion on the

cavity mode is to degrade the sensitivity of the interferometer, and it may

cause instrument failure. The wavefront distortion must, therefore, be com-

pensated and actuators for this purpose have been proposed but a suitable

wavefront sensor is required.

In this thesis, I describe an interferometric validation of the analytic solr-r-

tion for the thermal gradient which, as discussed above, is central to numeri-

cal modelling of advanced GWI. The bulk of the thesis, however, concentrates

on the development and testing of a wavefront sensor for wavefront com-

pensation. I shall describe a Hartmann wavefront sensor that can measure

wavefront changes, such as those due to substrate and coating absorption in

GWI, with unprecedented precision and accuracy. It is simple to optimize

and reliable, and appears very suitable for measuring wavefront distortion in

advanced gravitational wave interferometers.
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vrll Abstract

I shall also describe the deployment of the Hartmann wavefront sensor

at the High Optical Power Test Facility in Western Australia to measure

wavefront distortion in the optics of a high-optical-power cavity. Despite sig-

nificantly increased environmental noise, the sensor measured the wavefront

distortion in the optics with a precision necessary for deployment in an ad-

vanced gravitational wave interferometry. The Hartmann wavefront sensor

measurements were verified using measurements of the intra-cavity mode size

and intra-cavity power.

The potential use of the wavefront sensor for off-axis measurement of

wavefront distortion in a gravitation wave interferometer prompted an inves-

tigation into reconstruction of the on-axis wavefront distortion. The proof-of-

principle of the resulting single-view off-axis analysis is demonstrated using

simulated and actual measurements.
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List of Sy-bols

Throughout this thesis, several symbols will be used repeatedly to represent

specific quantities or parameters, the following is a list of these symbols and

short descriptions for the readers convenience. This list is not exhaustive

but every effort has been made to maintain conformity of symbols used here.

Wherever possible standard symbols and notation have been used which ap-

pear in most laser texts.
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Chapter 1

The rewards and challenges of
gravitational wave astronomy

1.1 The promise of new science and a better

understanding of the IJniverse

1.1.1 Gravitational waves

Gravitational waves (GW) are ripples in spacetime, predicted by Einstein in

1918 [1] as a solution to the General Theory of Relativity. Although they

have never been directly observed, there is excellent indirect evidence for

their existence. The pulsar PSR 81913+16, discovered by Hulse and Taylor

in7974 [2], shows a decay in its orbital period that is consistent with loss of

energy through the emission of gravitational waves as predicted by General

Relativity [3]. This observation earned Hulse and Taylor a Nobel Príze in

1993.

The generation of GW is analogous to the generation of EM waves. EM

waves are generated by the acceleration of charges and GW are generated

by the acceleration of masses. Whilst EM waves are dipolar in nature, the

lowest order GWs possible are quadrupolar in nature (monopolar GW and

dipolar GW would violate conservation of mass-energy and conservation of

1



2 CHAPTER 1. GRAVITA:IIONAL WAVE ASTRO¡\rOMY

momentum, respectively [a]). Thus a passing quadrupolar GW exerts a tidal
strain on space-time, stretching it along one axis and sqneezing it along the

perpendicular axis. This effect is characterizedby the ti,dal stratn amplztude,

h(ú), such that a passing gravitational wave of amplitude h(t) causes the

distance, -L¡".1, between two fiducial test masses to flnctuate by a time-varying

differential amount, AIt".t (t) : h(t) trr""r, [5]. The observable qlantity h(t)

decays as 7fr, where r is the distance between the source and the point

of observation, a fact that becomes very important in the discussion of the

measurement of GW.

The interaction between GW and matter is extremely weak and, there-

fore, the Universe is effectively transparent to GW and so the information

they carry from their soltrces is uncontaminated [4]. Given that they may

originate from areas, discussed in the following section, from which there is

little to no direct trVI radiation, GW illuminate the Universe in an entirely

new anci rich way.

I.L.2 Astrophysical sources of G\M and the new sci-

ence they may reveal

There are a variety of predicted astrophysical sources of GW. These sonrces

each proniise to reveal different types of new science in their GW radiation.

The following is a short list of the main types of sources and the associated

new sclence.

o Inspiral solrrces. Compact binary systems, such as PSR 81913+16,

containing either, two neutron-stars (|fS), a NS and a black-hole (BH),

or two BHs radiate orbital energy as GWs with a characteristic 'chirp'

signal [5]. When t]re first direct detection of GW occurs it will most

probably be from the final decay and merger of the two objects in a

compact binary system as these sorlrces are very powerfnl, are pre-

clicted to occur frequently enough to be seen and as the time depen-

dence of the GW signal emitted cluring the inspiral is believed to be



1.2. THE CHALLENGE OF GW INTERFEROMETRY

well-known. Detection of such a source would reveal new astrophysi-

cal information about the late inspiral and merger epochs of such an

inspiral. Conversely, non-detection would say that the current models

of GW generation are incorrect.

o Continuous sources, generally rotating asymmetric neutron stars (which

may additionally be observable as pulsars), would reveal observations

of extremely dense states of matter [ ] and maybe reveal an information

about free-quark matter [6].

o Burst sources. Detection of GW from the catastrophic core collapse

of massive stars would help our understanding of these violent events,

especially when combined with, for example, neutrino detections of the

same event [4].

o Stochastic sources. Random source, for example, the gravitational-

wave background from cosmological inflation [4], enabling testing of

new uniflcation physics.

The observation of GW holds great promise in terms of increasing oru

understanding of high energy astrophysical processes and non-linear General

Relativity. Additionally, it holds the promise of potentially revealing evi-

dence of new types of physics. As such grativational waves are a prominent

topic in the scientific commr-rnity and several large scale projects are under-

way to enable their direct detection and the development of observational

gravitational wave astronomy.

L.2 The challenge of GW interferometry

L.2.1 First generation GW interferometry

The tidal strain effect of GWs on fiducial test masses can be observed by

measuring the differential length change between a set of two test masses

separated by a distance Ll along one line and a second set of two test masses

tJ



4 CHAPTER 1. GR.\VITATIONAL W\VE ASTRONOMY

separated by a similar distance 12 along a perpendicular line. This measnre-

ment can be made using interferometry, hence the name gravitational wave

interferometry (GWI).

A schematic of a GWI is shown in Figure 1.1. It is, essentially, an L-

shaped Vlichelson interferometer formed from a laser, a beamsplitter, two

arms of length tr1 and L2 at right angles and a photo-diode measuring the

output of the interferometer [7] [8]. The signal-to-noise is maximized by

averaging for a dark fringe at the PD, and thus most of the power propagates

back towards the power recycling mirror (PRM) which reflects it back into

the interfetometer. A GW, of correct polarization, passing through the device

will compress one arm and distend the other. The change in the path length

difference between the two arms, Atro,-(t): L2(t) - Lt(i), is eq¡al to the

tidal strain amplitude, h(ú), multiplied by the average arm length, tru,,',.

Hence, there is a time-varying phase change between the two arms and a

time-varying change in the intensity on PD, both of which are proportional

to the tidal strain amplitude.

The interferometer arms are kilometer-scale length (a km in Initial LIGO)

in order to increase the length of time that the light in the arms is exposed to

a GW [7]. This has the effect of increasing the phase-deiay between the two

arms. The phase-delay is further increased by the addition of Fabry-Perot

cavities.

Ignoring other noise sources (seismic and snspension thermal noise), the

minimnm strain, hrn¿n, that can be measurecl is cletermined by photon shot

noise at the beam splitter, which is inversely proportional to the square

root of the number of photons, ly'o, incident on the beam splitter in a given

exposure time [7]. Therefore, h,n¿r, is given by

t--À1h 
'n¡¡' 

x 
B L-^ ,R 

(1'1 )

vv

where B is the mean number of times the light bounces back and forth

in the Fabry-Perot cavities (proportional to the cavities' finesse) [7]. At
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a first generation GWI. A power-recycled Fabry-
Perot long-baseline Michelson interferometer.
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low frequencies, (< 200 Hz), the minimum detectable strain is degraded by

seismic and suspension thermal noise. The minimum detectable strain at

higli frequencies, (> 200 Hz), can be decreased by increasing the number of
photons incident on BS, accomplished by placing the PRNI between the laser

and BS to form a resonant cavity between PRVI, ETiVII and ETM2.

The target strain sensitivity for Initial LIGO is approximately 3 x 70-22

@ 150 Hz [5]. The cnrrent sensitivity of Initial LIGO, expressed in units of
mlt/Hz, is shown in Figure 1.2. Converting to strain, by dividing by the 4
km length of the interferometer arms and multiplying by the square root of
the frequency, shows that Initial LIGO has achieved its design stain sensi-

tivity of approximately 3 x 10 22 @ 150 Hz. The strain sensitivity of Initial
LIGO is such that there is a reasonable, though not certain, chance of detect-

ing a GW in a year's worth of observations [8]. However, the aim of Initial
LIGO is to dernonstrate the up-scaling of laboratory interferometers to long-

baseiines wiih the projectecì improvement in sensitivity. in orcier to increase

the probable rate of detection it necessary to move to improve the sensi-

tivity of the interferometers, which recluires the next-generation 'aclvanced'

interferometers.

L.2.2 Advanced GWI enabling gravitational astronomy

The purpose of second-generation or 'advanced' interferometers is to increase

the rate of detection of GWs to a point where GW astronomy becomes feasi-

ble. The justification for trying to accomplish this is related to the 7f r decav

of h(t). If a seconcl-generation interferometer is l/ times more sensitive than

first-generation one, it can detect a 'standard canclle' l/ times further away.

The beauty of this is that it operates in all three dimensions and the volume

of space that is searched, and hence the event rate of GW, increases as 1y'3.

Therefore, if an advanced interferometer can achieve a 10x increase in sen-

sitivity, the nuniber of detectable sources increases by a factor of 1000, and

the estimated rate of detection of GWs will go from less than one detection

every year to an average rate of one detection a day! [5]
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of a second generation GWI. A power-recycled signal-
recycled Fabry-Perot long-baseline Michelson interferometer, including the
approximate power levels expected in the input laser and interferometer cav-
ities.

A schematic for an advanced GWI is shown in Figure 1.3. It largely

resembles the first-generation G\MI and the majority of the improvements to

the device have been highlighted. The improvements targeted for Advanced

LIGO are discussed below and divided into two groups, the first group are

those associated with reducing noise sources not discussed in detail in this

thesis, and the second group are those associated with increasing the number

of photons at the BS and hence decreasing photon shot noise.

o The improvements associated with other noise sources are

- Better seismic isolation and suspension systems to reduce seismic

motion coupling into the test masses
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- Heavier test masses made of higher qr-rality material to decrease

Brownian thermo-elastic noise and reduce radiation pressure noise.

- An output mode cleaneradded to improve the spatial profile of

any light incident on the PD.

o The improvements associated with decreasing shot noise:

- Increasing the laser power from from 10 W to 180 W [5]

- Increasing the power recycling factor from 30 to 80 [5] to increase

the total stored power in the PRC from 100 W to = 4 kW.

- Adding a signal recycling mirror to enable resonant sideband ex-

traction. In this system, the interferometer is turned into a tun-

able resonant cavity. This is useful for monitoring continuous

sources at known frequencies [10].

As a result of the improvements Advanced LIGO is expected to be sen-

sitive enough to measure strains as small as = 3 x 10-23 [11] in the range

60-300 Hz [5], resulting in an approximately 1000x increase in event rate for

expected sources [11].

I.2.3 Higher stored power leads to wavefront distor-
tion

The increase in optical power, while reducing the shot noise at the BS, also

has some side-effects which adversely affect the interferometer. The high re-

flectivity (HR) coatings, anti-reflection (AR) coaiings and optical substrates

absorb a small but frnite amount of the optical power in the PRC and the

arm cavities) as illustrated in Figure 1.4. This is particularly significant for

the substrates and the HR and AR coatings of the ITMs, the substrate and

coating of the BS and the HR coating of the ETMs [12].

The absorbed power causes local heating of the optic and results in an

internal temperature gradient. An analytic solution for the temperature

9
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\ I
\ .z

Power Recycling
Cavity Mode (2 kW)

Arm Cavity
Mode (800 kW)

AR coating

Figure 1.4: Absorption in ITM causes temperature distribution

distribution, T(r,z), which has not been directly validated, was reported by

Hello and Vinet [13]. The full form of this solution is outlined in Appendix

A..1. The integral of T(r,z) along the z-axis through the optic is also given

there. As discussed by Lawrence [12], the distribution changes the optical

properties in three ways:

1. Thermo-optic effect: the refractive index changes with temperature

and, therefore, there is a change in the optical length along a path S

through the material given by

,þ ?),o : # l,r?, z) ds

where dnldT is the thermo-optic coefficient. This effect is manifested

within the substrate of the optic.

2. Elasto-optic effect: thermal expansion results in mechanical strain which

results in local refractive index changes. The change in optical length

\z/

\I
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along a path S through the material is given by

11

where o is the coefficient of thermal expansion and p1 1 is the component

of the elasto-optic tensor along the probe beam polarization axis. This

effect is also manifested within the substrate of the optic.

3. Thermo-elastic effect: The surfaces of the optic expand along the op-

tical axis and the resulting change in optical path length is given bv

,þ ?)ro È cv pl , lrT?, r) a,

,þ (r)rrÈ zoptic a lrrQ, z) as

where noo¡i" is the refractive index of the optic. It also changes the

curvature of the surfaces, which affects reflection. Obviously, this effect

is also manifested at the surfaces of the optic.

The resulting changes to the mirror properties adversely affect the perfor-

mance of the interferometer, as discussed in the next section.

I.2.4 Advanced GWI: thermally-induced performance

reduction

Essentially, the thermal distortion in the cavity optics scatters power from

the fundamental spatial cavity mode into higher order spatial modes that are

not tesonant, as discussed by Strain eú ø1. [1a]. This has several effects on

the behaviour of the interferometer.

1. Power scattered out of the carrier mode in the arm and power recycling

cavities reduces the number of photons at the beam splitter.

2. Differential thermal lensing between the two arms of the interferometer

increases the phase noise at the dark port [12] and results in a mismatch

between the overlapping wavefronts at the beamsplitter [1a].
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3. Power is scattered out of the RF sidebands whose uses include, but are

not limited to, measnrement of the length of the PRC and also, in an

AC readout scheme, readout of the GW signal itself [15].

These effects have been predicted in numerical models of high optical

power cavities and advanced GWI (using the VIELODY code [16]) and the

thernial lensing has been shown to ultimately drive the advanced GW inter-

ferometer to failure [12]. It should be noted than these models are predicated

on the assumption that the Hello-Vinet theory is correct.

The problem in a nutshell: the abi,li,ty to znuesttgate new physr,cs wr,th

aduanced GWI i,s limi,ted, 'in part, by thermal lens'ing tn the optr,cs of the

GWI.

.3 Active compensation of absorption-induced

\ /avefront distortion

1.3.1 Thermal compensation techniques

Compensation of wavefront distortion has been suggested as a solution to

the problem of performance reduction of the interferometer and various tech-

niques have been demonstrated. A brief summary of the suggested techniques

is given below.

o Radiative heating from a shielded heating ring of the areas of a distorted

optic not heated by the cavity mode, as illustrated in Figure 1.5. This

was shown to be effective in reducing the overall distortion in a heatecl

optic by Lawrence et al. [17]

o Conductive heating of the barrel of a compensation plate in a high

power optical cavity was shown to produce a negative lens and com-

pensate for wavefront distortion in the intracavity optics by Zhao et al.

[1s]
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I Transmissive optic
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/
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Figure 1.5: Cross-section showing radiative heating from a shielded heating
ring

Compensation Plate

Figure 1.6: Staring heating of ITM

o A COz laser beam with a specific intensity profile that 'stares' at a dis-

torted optic, as illustrated in Figure 1.6, has been shown to be effective

in compensating wavefront distortion in Initial LIGO [19].

o A scanning CO2 raster pattern was proposed by Ryan Lawrence [12].

The initial design of Advanced LIGO does not include such an actuator

within the Thermal Compensation System (TCS), but the design is left

open to this installing this option [20].

All of the actuators listed above, however, require an accurate and sensi-

tive wavefront sensor to measure the distortion and compensation, in order

,l \'
illì CO2 laser +
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to function as part of a closed-loop active thermal compensation system.

L.3.2 'Wavefront sensor requirements for thermal com-

pensation

The requirements for an accurate and sensitive wavefront sensor for Advanced

LIGO have been investigated by Willems [21]. In Advanced LIGO, "the

extraction efficiency of the GW sidebands through the signal recycling cavity

(SRC) sets the most strigent requirement on TCS". The maximum acceptable

phase error for the sidebands per round trip is 0.08 radians @ 1064 nm :
13.5 nm. This wili ensure that no more than 0.1% of power is scattered out

of the sidebands per round trip, or no more than 570 in total. The following

requirements were therefore set for a wavefront sensor.

1. Sensor should have precision at least 10x better than this: 1..5 nm

(or À1467 @ 632.8 nm) [21]

2. The spatial resolution must be such as to not miss a feature from a

point absorber [21]. This requires a 1cm x 1cm grid to cover a

circular region 224 mm in diameter, approximately 23 x 23 sample

points.

3. The sensor may need to be installed in an off-axis configuration [12]

The current TCS design for Advanced T,TGO [20] requires an active ther-

mal compensation system with dedicated wavefront sensors and actuators for

each optic, as illustrated in Figure 1.7.

L.4 \Mavefront sensors for TCS

Two types of potential wavefront sensors for TCS are interferometric and

Hartmann-type sensors, the relative merits of which are presented in the

following discnssion.
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An interferometer is capable of functioning as a wavefront sensor when its

output is read by a CCD arl'ay. Phase shifting interferometry has achieved

very high accuracy (1 nm) and precision (0.1 nm) 122| This was accom-

plished by a attaching piezo-electric transducer (PZT) to a mirror in the

reference arrn of the interferometer, appyling a sinusoidally varying voltage

to the PZT, and measuring the time-varying interference pattern on the

CCD. The main drawback of an inteferometer is that it is highly intolerant

of mechanical vibrations [23] and alignment issues. Additionally, the inter-

ferometric measurement of phase distortion induced by an object requires

two separate path matched laser beam paths, increasing system complexity.

Hartmann-type sensors, discussed in detail in Chapter 3, can be sum-

marized here as being based upon a geometrical technique that samples the

gradient of the wauefront profile at a series of discrete points. Given that
they only require a single patli to measLrre wavefront distortion induced by

an object, they are relatively insensitive to alignment (in comparison to an

interferometer) and they offer a simpler alternative to interferometry. A
Hartmann sensor has been reported with a precision of 2.7 nm (À/500 @

106a nm) [2a]. Additionally, commercially available variants called Shack-

Hartmann sensors) also discttssed further in Chapter 3, are cluoted as having

an acclrracy of )/150 @ tj33 nm in an array of 25 x 19 lenstets [25].

The difference in the operation of the two sensors is sumnlarised as fol-

lows: an interferometer measures the difference between two different paths

recorcled at the same time and a Hartmann-type sensor measures the clif-

ference between the same patli recorded at two different times. Koch et al.

[26] compared a SH sensor and a phase shifting interferometer (PSI) and cle-

termined that they had comparable performance. They also suggested PSIs

could be replacecl with SH sensors in order to reduce system complexity.

Given the comparable performance of SH and Hartmann sensors, the conclu-

sions of Koch et al. can be assnmed to also apply to traditional Hartmamnn

sensors.

Given the existing complexity of GWI design (see Figures 1.3 and 1.7),
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the relative simplicity and promising performance of traditional Hartmann

sensors make them an attractive choice for inclusion in an active thermal

compensation system. As such, they were chosen for further study and de-

velopment, described in this thesis, to determine their suitability for such a

system.

1.5 This thesis

This thesis addresses several of the issues presented in the previous discns-

sion. A verification of the theory of Hello and Vinet that underlies the nu-

merical modelling of advanced GWI, described in Section 1.2.4, is presented

in Chapter 2. This veriflcation was performed in laboratory conditions us-

ing a Mach-Zehnder interferometer as the accuracy and sensitivity of the

Hartmann sensor had not been established at the time of the test. The

development of an ultra-sensitive and accurate Hartmann wavefront sensor)

suitable for measurement of absorption-induced wavefront distortion in ad-

vanced GWI, is described in Chapters 3 and 4. The application of this sensor

to the measlrrement of wavefront distortion in the input-coupling mirror of

a Fabry-Perot cavity suspended in a vacuum system at the HOPTF is then

presented in Chapter 5. This test was designed to produce a wavefront dis-

tortion similar to that expected in Advanced LIGO and is the first direct

measLrrement of absorption-induced wavefront distortion in a GWI-like envi-

ronment. Finally, the use of the HWS for single-view tomographic analysis

of axially symmetric temperature distributions is described in Chapter 6.

The overall effectiveness of the Hartmann wavefront sensor for measurement

of thermal lensing in advanced GWI and potential future developments are

snmmarised in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Interferometric test of
Flello-Vinet model

2.I Background

The analytical models for coating and substrate absorption-induced wave-

front distortion (WD), published by Hello and Vinet [13], are used in the

MELODY code which is used to model the behaviour of advanced gravita-

tional wave interferometers. These time dependent models have not been

validated however. Nevertheless, some aspects of WD theories have been in-

vestigated experimentally. Mansell et al. [27] measured absorption-induced

wavefront distortion in a test sample, but compared the result to an simpler

model proposed by Strain eú ø1. [1a] that does not include boundary condi-

tions or any axial or temporal information. Lawrence et al. lITl verified the

steady-state coating absorption analytic model by heating a cylindrical test

optic with a CO2 laser beam with a Gaussian profile. The temporal model

of Hello and Vinet was indirectly validated by Zhao et al. [18] when they

induced a thermal lens in one the mirrors of a Fabry-Perot optical cavity

and observed its effect on the cavity mode. However, no direct validation

with a wavefront measurement of either the coating or substrate temporal

Hello-Vinet models, or the substrate steady-state Hello-Vinet model have

19
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Glass test optic

Gaussian heating beam diameter

height

Fignre 2.I: A cylindrical test optic exposed to a Gaussian beam expected to
absorb optical power in the substrate and produce a wavefront distortion as

described by Hello and Vinet

been performed to date

2.2 Objective

The aim of this chapter, therefore, is to describe a bench-top test of the

temporal and steady-state Hello-Vinet model for substrate absorption using

a glass test optic, as depicted in Figure 2.7, which produces a wavefront

distortion that is similar in magnitude to that expected in Advanced LIGO

and satisfies the assumptions of Hello and Vinet (H-V) The design and choice

of the test optic is discussed in Section 2.3. The system used to produce

the wavefront distortion and its measurement using a Mach-Zehnder (MZ)

interferometer are described in Section 2.4. The results of the measurement

are reported in Section 2.5.

2.3 Design and choice of test optic

Why is this objective difficult to meet? The primary difficulty in this exper-

iment is creating an absorption-induced distortion in the test optic that is
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measnrable on a benchtop with, ideally, an amplitude similar to Advanced

LIGO. A secondary difficulty is controlling the experiment and environment

such that the signal is capable of being measured by an interferometer.

2.3.L Design

The size of the volumetric-absorption-induced wavefront distortion expected

in Advanced LIGO across the width of the cavity mode is, to first order,

approximately À, where I : 1064 nm. This is determined using the formulae

of Hello and Vinet (H-V) and knowing the power incident on the 20 cm

thick fused silica optics in Advanced LIGO is of the order of 2 kW, the

expected volumetric absorption in these optics is of the order of 50 ppm per

cm [28] [29] (giving a total absorbed power of approximately 2 \Matts) and

the thermo-optic coefficient, dnf dT, is approximately 6 x 10-6.

The maximum power available in the Gaussian beam for this benchtop

test was 500 mW @ 1064 nm. In order to produce a distortion of similar

size to Advanced LIGO, it was necessary to find a material with a higher

coefficient of volumetric absorption, cv, than the fused silica used in Advanced

LIGO. Additionally, this coefficient could not be so large that the Hello-Vinet

assumption of constant optical flux along the optical axis was no longer valid;

a concern that is addressed in Section 2.3.3.

2.3.2 Choice of material

Filter glasses typically have a well-defined absorption spectrum and are avail-

able with many different values of volumetric absorption @ 1064 nm.

Schott BG20 filter glass [30] was chosen because the volumetric absorption

@ 1064 nm (0.33% per mm) was large enough to produce a thermal lens

approximately l0% - 20% of the size expected in Advanced LIGO, but not

so large as to completely negate the assttmption in Hello-Vinet of uniform

optical flux through the material, as discussed in Section 2.3.3. The thermal

conductivity was not specified, but was expected to be in the range 0.9 - 1.05
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Property Value
Diameter 65.0 mm
Average Height 29.1 mm
Heat capacity 727 J kg-rK 1[31]

Density 2848+0.5 kg m 3 
( measured)

Thermal conductivity 0.9 - 1.05 W m-rK-r @ 18'C [31]
Emissivity o.e [35]
Volumetric absorption 0.33% mm-r (measured)

Table 2.1: Properties of the BG20 glass cylinder used for measuring absorp-
tion induced wavefront distortion

W m-1K-1 @ 18"C [31] because of its chemical composition (b0-60% SiO2, 11-

20%Na2O,71-2070 Pr:Nd, I-10% BzOs, I-70% BaO [32]). The thermo-optic

coefficient, dnfdT, is typically in the range 1-6 x10 6 
[33] [34]. Accurate

knowledge of this coefficient is not required, however, as the Hello-Vinet

theory was tested using the temporal de-¿elopment of the shape of the thermal

lens, as discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.I.

Two cylinders of BG20 glass were cut and polished. The first had a
diameter-to-length ratio (65 mm : 20 mm) similar to that for an Advanced

LIGO ftrsed silica mass. The second was 9.1 mm thicker in order to absorb

more power and produce a largcr thcrmal lcns. This latter cylinder is de-

picted in Figure 2.2 and its relevant properties are listed in Table 2.1. This

cylinder was used as the glass test optic (GTO) in the wavefront distortion
experiment.

2.3.3 Comparison of induced .WD 
\Mith H-V predici-

tion

The H-V model assttmes that the optical flux and beam-size are uniform

along the optical axis. In reality, the intensity, I, at any point along the

optical axis is given by
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Figure 2.2: Schott BG20 filter glass cylinder. The absorption spectrum is

such that the glass appears pink r-rnder natural or incandescent light and
appears green under florescent light; hence the pink edges where the camera
flash is illuminating the material and the green transmission in the upper left
hand side. The twisted wire around barrel of the glass cylinder is attached to
a temperature probe that was not used in the experiment described in this
chapter.

q
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I (")

:

1i,.,"exP?*r)

n*(r _ oz*\'í) 
)

Iin" for a z << I

where 1i'," is the incident intensity. For Advanced LIGO, the assumption

a z << 1 is valid. For larger a, such as in this experiment, higher order

terms are required to maintain accuracy in a Taylor-series expansion of the

absorbed intensity, for example:

I^b"(z)xeIin (7-az)

The effect of this z dependence on the absorption-induced WD was modelled

using a finite element simulation, a variant of the one described in Appendix

8.3, and compared to the predictions of H-V. Two H-V scenarios were mod-

elled using the parameters listed in Table 2.1. In the first simulation, the

volumetric absorption was 0.33% flfl-l, the same as that in the BG20 glass.

In the second simulation, the absorption was 1000x smaller than this. The

incident power was adjusted in the second simulation such that the total
absorbed po\Mer was the same as that in the first simulation. Note that the

simulation code described in Appendix 8.3 assumed constant flux through-

out the glass, whereas the cocle for these simulatìons assnmed an exponential

decrease in the flux as it was absorbed by the glass. The code used for these

simulations is identical in all other respects to the code in Appendix 8.3.

The results from the finite-element model: the temperature distribution

along the z-axis and the total \MD are shown in Figure 2.3 a) and b), re-

spectively. Also shown are the magnitude of the differences between the

high-absorption and low-absorption scenarios. As expected, there is a slight

variation in the temperature distribution with the high-absorption coefficient

scenario being slightly warmer toward the input face (h : -14.5 mm). The
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Figure 2.3: Predictions of the finite element model of absorption-induced
WD: a) Temperature along cylindrical axis for low-absorption (blue curve)
and high-absorption (red curve) coefficient scenarios. The green curve shows

30 x the difference between the two results. b) Radial WD (dn/d? x inte-

$ated temperature distribution) as a function of radius. The actual absorp-
tion curve (red) lies on top of the low absorption curve (blue). The green
curve shows 1000 x the difference between the two.

difference in the overall WD is negligible. Hence the BG20 glass cylinder is

appropriate for testing the H-V wavefront distortion equation.

2.4 Measurement and analysis of wavefront

distortion in test optic

In this section, I start by describing the system used to produce the WD in the

glass test optic (GTO), then I describe the measurement of the WD using

a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and finally the analysis of the interference

pattern.

1 OO0x dìfference
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2.4.L Multiple heating beam sizes

The heating beam size is one of the easiestl parameters in the H-V solution

to vary so as to change the size and shape of the expected wavefront distor-

tion. As a result, the experiment was designed to be run with three different

heating beam sizes and all other parameters kept constant to provide a more

rigorons test of the Hello-Vinet solution. Additionally, this allowed one of

the measurements to be used to calibrate the thermo-optic coefficient, since

the absolute size of the wavefront distortion predicted by Hello-Vinet is di-

rectly proportional to the thermo-optic coefficient and this was not precisely

known.

2.4.2 Experiment design

Figure 2.4 illustrates the experiment used to make an interferometric mea-

sLtrentertl oi absorpiiorr induced WD in a cyiindricaì iransmissive t,est mass.

The 65.0 mm x 29.1 mm BG20 glass test optic was monnted on four small

point contact sapphire balls to reduce conductive cooling and placed in a
tent to reduce convective cooling so radiative cooling was the dominant heat

loss mechanism.

A N4ach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer was created with a HeNe laser beam

(À : 632.8 nm) with the object and reference beams expanded to 75mm and

50mm by telescopes T2 and T3, respectively. The object and reference beams

had intensity profiles Io6¡ and I."¡, r€sp€ctively. The object beam was directed

along the axis of the BG20 glass, demagnified by 4x by telescope T4 and then

recombined with the reference beam by beamsplitter BS2. The interference

pattern of the two beams at the exit plane of the glass test optic was imaged

onto the CCD by lens L1 and a PC recordecl the digital output from the

CCD.

A mirror in the reference arm was tilted slightly, by an angle L.0,, to
introduce a carrier signal in the interference pattern, as required by the

lThe easiest parameter to vary is the incident power', but the only effect of this is to
scale the wavefront distortion without varying the shape.
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Fonrier analysis described in Section 2.4.4. The analytic expression for the

central horizontal cross-section interference pattern between the two beams,

Ii", (z), is thus given by

l'*(r) :Iobj-t-I."r +2\F"b'tr,.r""rlT ?þ@)+L0,fl1 (2 1)L^ 'l
where þ (r) is the wavefront distortion introduced by the BG20 glass.

The laser beam from the Innolight 500 mW 1064 nm Mephisto NPRO [36]

was passed through the PC-controlled shutter, S1, expanded by a telescope

(T1) and directed along the axis of the BG20 glass cylinder. Immediately

before the BG20 glass, the 1064 nm and 632.8 nm beams were combined by

a dichoric beam splitter (DCBS) which reflected 1064 nm and transmitted

632.8 nm. After the BG20 glass, the 1064 nm beam was absorbed by an

infra-red filter (IRF) that allowed visible light to pass through.

The telescope T1 was made using 150 mm and 50 mm lenses. The exper-

iment was repeated three times, varying the configuration of T1 each time to

change the heating beam size to test more rigourously the Hello-Vinet theory,

as discussed in Section 2.4.1. The telescope configurations were varied:

1. 150 mm lens then 50 mm lens: heating beam 7f e2-radils = 1.1 mm at

the exit plane of the GTO.

2. No telescope: heating beam If e2-radirs = 5.8 mm at the exit plane of

the GTO.

3. 50 mm lens then 150 mm lens: heating beam 7f e2-rad|us = 10.6 mm

at the exit plane of the GTO.

In the second conflguration (no telescope), the heating beam propagated

a distance of approximately 2.5 m from the NPRO to the GTO without

passing through any intervening lenses. The waist size of the heating beam at

the NPRO was approximately 150 pm. Hence, the beam was not completely

collimated at the GTO because of the natural divergence of a Gaussian beam.

However, the width varied by only 7-2To over the length of the glass test
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of experiment to measure thermal lensing in a cylin-
drical test optic. The output of a 500 mW 1064 nm laser is passed thror-rgh a
half-wave plate, ),f 2, and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and is incident on
a shutter S1. When the shutter is open, the beam passes through a telescope
and is transmitted through the BG20 glass test optic (GTO). The remainder
of the beam is absorbed by an IR filter, IRF, in front of the CCD. 'l'he output
of a 10 mW HeNe laser is the input to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the
object arm of which contains the BG20 optic. The object and reference arms
are expanded by telescopes, T2 and T3, respectively. The object arm was
demagnifled by telescope T4 and recombined with the reference arm at the
second beamsplitter, BS2. The interference pattern at the exit plane of the
glass test optic was imaged onto the CCD with lens L1. A dichroic beam
splitter, DCBS, immediately before the glass test optic was used to combine
the two different wavelengths.

T3

DCBS

reference beam

T2
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optic. This Gaussian divergence is also the reason that the beam size in

configuration 2 was not 3 x the beam size in configuration 1 and the beam

size in configuration 3 was not 3x the beam size in configuration2.

The flux of the 632.8 nm laser beam was at least 100x smaller than the

1064 nm laser beam in conflguration 3 and over 10,000x smaller in config-

uration 1. Additionally, the absorption of the 632.8 nm light in the BG20

glass is of the same order of magnitude as the absorption of the 1064 nm

tight [30]. As such, the thermal lensing due to the absorption of the HeNe

was not considered.

2.4.3 Measurement procedure

1. Adjust T1 and DCBS to direct an approximately collimated 1064 nm

beam along the axis of the glass test optic. [1064nm ON, 632.8nm

oFFl.

2. Adjust \12 plate so that most of the 1064 nm is reflected from the

polarising beam splitter (PBS) into the beam dump (BD) Remove

IR filter (IRF) and open shutter. Record an image of the beam size.

[1064nm Low Power, 632.8nm OFF].

3. Close shntter and adjust \l2pIate so that all the power is transmitted

through the PBS onto 51. [1O64nm ON & Blocked, 632.8nm OFF].

4. Place an object of known size at the exit plane of the glass test optic.

Measure the size of the image of the object on the CCD to determine

the magniflcation. [1064nm Blocked, 632.8nm ON]. Remove the object

of known size.

5. Start to record the interference patterns between the object and refer-

ence beams, /i,t (r,t),, at times t¿, at a rate of 70H2. At this stage z is

designated as negative (¿ < 0) and these patterns are used to determine

the rms background noise. [1064nm Blocked, 632.8nm ON].
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6. Use the PC to open the shutter and allow the 1064 nm onto the glass

test optic. This designates the time to : 0 s of the zeroth interference

pattern. [1064nm ON, 632.8nm ON].

7. Continue to record interference patterns (¿ > 0) on the CCD at a rate

of 10H2. The ¿th pattern, recorded at time ú¿, is designated Ii¡(r, t¿).

[1064nm ON, 632.8nm ON].

8. The last and Mth pattern, designatedt¡y¡, is the first one recorded after

ú: 1000.0 s. [1064nm ON, 632.8nm ON].

2.4.4 Analysis of MZ interference patterns

The following is a summary of phase profile extraction from the MZ inter-

ference patterns using Fourier transforms, described in detail by Malacara

[37]. This discussion begins with the interference pattern at time ú¿ due to

a wavefront distortion ,þ(r,t¡) with no tilt angle, Aá", between the object

and reference beams:

Ii,,,, (r, t¿) : Iori¡¿ I Ir.¡.¿o I 2 lT o @, to))Io6;.¿ I."¡.¿. coS (2 2)

where Io6¡.¿, is the intensity profile of the object beam, Io6; ¿o is the intensity
profile of the reference beam and y'r (r, tr) is the absorption-induced wavefront

distortion to be extracted. Equation 2.2, can be rearranged as a sum of

complex exponential terms

Ii,, (r, to) : g (r, t) -f h,¡ (r, t¿) + hi @, to)

where

g (r, t¿): Iobj,ú¿ f lref:¿¿

ìs the background intensity in the interference pattern and

(2 3)

(2 4)
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h,p (r, ¿o) : /.0i, r*," "*o [i '] rl @, to)) e.5)

is the complex form of the fringes in the interference pattern induced by the

wavefront distortion in the object arm of the interferometer.

The Fourier transform, S (f, t¿), of the interference pattern is thus

s (1,, to)
rf oo

I [rn @, t¡) e't*' dr
J-æ
G (f ,, ü) + H,þ (f ,, ü) + Hö (f ,, ü) (2.6)

where G(Í",t¿), H,l,(f,,ü) and H$U",to) are the Fourier transforms of

g(r, t¿), h,t,(r, ú¿) and hir@, ú¿), respectively. For the discrete intensity data

from the CCD, this is done using a discrete FFT. In IDL, the code is:

Fw = FFT(Iint)

The spectral components, H,1,(fr, ü), of the intensity-encoded phase infor-

mation in h,1, (r, ú¿) and the spectral components of the background intensity

distributiot, g (r, t¡), are both centered around f, : 0 and are therefore

indistingr-rishable. Separation of these signals into two distinct peaks in fre-

quency space is achieved by frequency shifting one signal with respect to the

other.

To achieve such a frequency shift, a linear carrier signal, 2r (f66,r),
where f 

^e, 
: L0, f 

^, 
is applied to the interference pattern by tilting a mirror

in the reference arm so that the angle between object and reference beams

becomes Adr. The complex representation of the fringes becomes

h.(r, t¿) :t¿ Irsfl¿¿ €XP

h,t, (r, ú¿) exp li,2r f 66, r]
ftT , ,þ (,, to) + Lr,,r))

and the interference pattern becomes
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Ii,¡ (r, t¡) : g (r, t¿) I h"(r, ti) + hi @, to)

: g (r, t¿) -l h,¡, (r, ú¿) exp [i,2tr f 66, r) + hi @, t) exp [-z 2tr f 6s, r)

An example of such an interference pattern measured by the interferometer

is shown in Figure 2.5 a).

The Fourier transforn, H"(f,, ü), of h"(r, ú¿) can be determined using

the Fourier transform of the Dirac delta function

g(") :exp[-z2tr fsr] + CU) : õU - fo)

and the Convolution Theorem

F {s (r) n @)}

where F {g (") n @)} denotes the Fourier transform of g (r) x h (r), giving

: Gff)*H(l)
: I** "(") 

, u (¡ _o) da,

H"(Í,, t¿) : H,,t, (f" - 1rc,, t¿) (2 7)

and the Fourier transform of the interference pattern becomes

S"(1,, t¿) : G (Í", to) I Hø (l* - foe", t¿) I H^p U, I Ím,, t¿)

The spectral components, H,¡(fr, to), of the intensity-encoded phase infor-

mation in hr¡,(r, t1) are thus centered around f tr,, as illustrated by the am-

plitude spectrum in Figure 2.5 b). The spectral components of the phase

information, the two lobes at !f6e,, are now clearly separated from the

spectral components of the background intensity, G (Í*, ú¿), centered around

ZCTO,

A band-pass filter, illustrated in Figure 2.6 a), is applied to one of the off-

set lobes to select the interference fringes and remove high spatial frequency
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Figure 2.5: Demonstration of phase extraction from interference pattern a)

Original interference pattern, b) FFT of interference pattern.

noise. That lobe is then demodulated to zero frequency by f m" as illustrated

in Figure 2.6b). The minimum width of the band-pass filter was determined

by applying this analysis to the H-V model with the BG20 parameters and a

heating beam width of 1.1 mm. The result of flltering the H-V signal with too

narrow a bandwidth is a smoothing of the WD and the loss of high-frecluency

information and is illustrated in Figure 2.7 a). Shown in Figure 2.7 b) is the

result of filtering the H-V with the bandwidth used in this experiment: there

is virtually no smoothing of the signal.

The filtering and demodulation of the discrete data, using a full band-

width of 70 spatial frequency units2 as in Figure 2.7 b), was done in IDL

using the following code:

bandwidth = 35.0

filter = exp(-Z * ((freq - fxc)/bandwidth)^B )

Fw-filt=fil-ter*Fw
Fw-demod = SHIFT(Fw-filt, fxc)

where f req is an array of indices corresponding to the spatial frequencies and

2If the interference pattern is sampled at -ôy' points with an interval of L,r, then the
spatiaÌ frequency unit of the complex values returned by the FFT is 1l@ Lr). In this case,
N : 7024 and Aø : 72 p,m is the width of one pixel ancl hence the sampling frequency
unit is 0.0814 mm-1.
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Figure 2.8: The reconstructed and filtered phase profile is given by the arc-
tangent of the inverse FFT yields of the demodulated and filtered carrier
signal.

fxc is the index of one of the offset lobes. The function SHIFT(x, n) moves

all the values along in the array x by n units, which is the digital equivalent

of demodulation. Note that the filter is a super-Gaussian, 
""p [- (f ,lLf"f].

After the filtering and demodulation, the inverse Fourier transform is

applied using

hl'¡D-f ilt = FFT(Fw-demod, /INVERSE)

to yield hwo,nr, (r). The phase proflle is extracted by taking the arctangent

2tr

) ,þ (r) : arctan

an example of which is illustrated in figure 2.8 a). The range of the arctangent

function is {-r,1r} and hence the return value Tlþ@) is "wrapped"

between these values. Unwrapping and extracting r/ (r) is a straightforward

process that is not described here.

The wavefront distortion in the zth pattern, at time ú¿, relative to the

zeroth pattern, at time úo : 0 s, WD¿, (r), is given by
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WD¿, (") : ,þt, (r) - ,þr" (") (2 S)

Once the wavefront distortion was found the residual tilt/prism in the x

and y directions was removed.

2.5 Results

2.5J Background noise

The rms background noise was determined by measuring the temporal fluctu-

ations in the interference patterns before the shutter was opened, I,n¡(r, t¿)

with ¿ ( 0 in Step 5, using the Fourier analysis described above and was

approximately )/150 for À : 632.8 nm.

2.5.2 Temporal development of measured wavefront

distortion

The measured wavefront distortion profiles at times t : 2.5 s, 8.5 s, 29.2 s and

100.0 s and for beam sizes ø : 1.1, 5.8 and 10.6 mm are plotted in Figures 2.9

and 2.10. The quasi-steady state at ú: 100.0 s, in Figure2.70 b), shows good

agreement with the H-V predicted profile for which a thermal conductivity

of 0.98 W m 1 K 1 was used. The measured profiles at the remaining times

appear to havc thc samc shapc as thc prcdictcd profilcs within thc rcgion of

the heating beam albeit with marginally reduced magnitudes.

To illustrate the diffusion of heat through the material, the optical path

difference between the center and r : tGTO diameær f 4 : 16.25 mm for the

measlrrements and the Hello-Vinet prediction is shown in Figure 2.11 a). The

temporal evolution of the OPD for a : 7.I mm was used to determine the

best-fit value of thermal conductivity, giving 0.98 W m-l K-1. As it has

been used to fit a parameter, the red plot in Figure 2.I7 a) cannot be used

to validate the model. The data for the ttl : 5.8 mm and 10.6 mm agree
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Figure 2.9: The wavefront distortion measured by the interferometer when
the test mass was heated with a laser beam of three different beam sizes:

w : Ll mm (red), tr : 5.8 mm (blue) , ltr : 10.6 mm (green). The results
were recorded at time ú1 from when the shutter was opened, where a) ¡:2.5
s, b) ú1 : 8.5 s. Note the different vertical scales on the figures. The black
lines show the prediction of H-V for each beam size.
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were recorded at time ú1 from when the shutter was opened, where a) tr:
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reasonably well with the H-V prediction.

To illustrate the development of a thermal lens, the average defocus across

a beam width (calculated from the measured WD) and the H-V prediction

of the development of the defocus is plotted in Figure 2.11 b). There is good

agreement between the temporal development of the measured and predicted

thermal lenses for beam sizes ¿,..r : 1.1 mm and 5.8 mm and reasonable agree-

ment for the very weak thermal lens when ø : 10.6 mm.

These measurements show good agreement with the predictions of Hello

and Vinet for longer times, however, there are small systematic differences

between the predictions and the measurements. These discrepancies are most

obvious in the central sections of the wavefront distortion proflles in Figures

2.9 a) and b) and Figures 2.10 a) and also in the blue curve in Figure 2.11

a) and, to a lesser extent, the green curve in Figure 2.11 b). It appears

from Figures 2.9 and 2.10 that there is less thermal lensing than expected

at earlier times. It is unlikely that this was due to less laser power/heating

at earlier times as the intensity of the NPRO was observed to be very stable

with time. A possible explanation is that, given the test optic is in a tent to

minimize air currents and not a vacuum to eliminate them, there is a small

amount of convective cooling of the glass test optic - a cooling mechanism

not included in the Hello-Vinet model.

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter has described an interferometric measurement, with a precision

of À/150 for À : 632.8 nm, to validate the formula of Hello and Vinet. A
completely independent evaluation proved to be difficult because the value

of thermal conductivity of the test material was not known well enough

and had to be determined from one of the measurements. The remaining

measurements show good agreement with the predictions of Hello and Vinet.

It is possible that the small deviations from the predicted results are due to

convective cooling of the glass test optic.
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The validation of the H-V model presented in this chapter increases the

confidence in the validity of numerical models of GWI, such as MELODY [16],

that employ the Hello-Vinet model, within the limitation of the systematic

error discussed. A more strenuous validation of the Hello-Vinet theory would

be possible with a stronger laser source, which would allow one to use a more

precisely characterized test optic, and construction of the experiment in a
vacuum chamber to eliminate convective cooling. Additionally, one could use

a Hartmann wavefront sensor, the construction and development of which is

described in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

Hartmann wavefront sensor

development

3.1 Introduction

The Hartmann Wavefront Sensor (HWS) was first used in 1900 [38] as a

way to measure aberrations in spherical mirrors and has since then been

applied to many more general wavefront sensing applications. Its popularity

has dramatically increased in recent years due to the incorporation into its

design of cheap and fast solid-state arrays [39]. This chapter discusses the

operation of the H\MS and describes its development for measuring thermal

lensing in advanced Gravitational Wave Interferometers.

Section 3.2 begins by describing several applications of Hartmann-type

sensors to familiarise the reader with the scenarios in which they can be

used. The basic physics and operation of a HWS are described in Section

3.2.2 and potential configurations of a HWS in an experiment are discussed

in Section 3.2.3. With the basic physics and operation covered, variants

of the standard Hartmann theme are described in Section 3.2.4, including

the popr-rlar Shack-Hartmann sensor. The suitability of these variants for

measuring thermal lensing in GWIs is contrasted with the traditional HWS.

Lastly, a short description of potential temperature inducecl limitations is

43
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described in Section 3.2.5.

The development of the HWS for an advanced GWI is described in Section

3.3. The design of the hardware components (the light source, the Hartmann

plate and the CCD) and the noise sources associated with these components

are described in Sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.3. The software components (the cen-

troiding and wavefront reconstruction algorithrns) and the errors associated

with these components are described in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5. Finally, the

total accumulated noise and error in the sensor are discussed in Section 3.3.6.

3.2 Hartmann sensor basics

3.2.t Applications of the Hartmann sensor

The original pttrpose of the Hartmann sensor was to characterise aberrations

in cur.¿ecl mirrors as illustratecl in Figure 3.1 (reprocluced from Ghozeil

[a0]). In this figure, a light source illuminates a plate containing a series of

apertures, the Hartmann plate (HP), that is directly in front of a test optic

(in this case) a mirror). The rays from the apertures are reflected from the

mirror and are incident on a photographic plate forming a pattern of spots.

The displacements of the spots, from the positions expected for an ideal optic,

reveal the aberrations in the mirror. This process of characterizing reflective

or transmissive optics with a HWS has been used since 1904 [41] [42) ï43)

l44l l45l 126l 1461 
,471. Note that the light from the source that reflects off

the mirror is often referred to as a "probe beam", a label that is used often

in the latter parts of this chapter.

Of the myriad of other applications of Hartmann-type sensors) a partic-

ularly salient one for this thesis is the measllrement of thermal lensing in

optics. It is interesting to note that one might consider this application to

be quite old; Plaskett employed a Hartmann sensor in 1920 to determine

the change in the optics oT a72-inch mirror due to temperatnre [48]. Nlore

recently, \¡Iansell eú ø/. [27] measr-rred the effect on laser beam quality with

a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor with a reproducibility of À/100 @ 633
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. 

- 
Hartmann plate

45

tn*"*'îic plate

Test optic

Light source

Figure 3.1: The original Hartmann test. A light source illuminates a Hart-
mann plate that is directly in front of a test optic. The resulting rays are
reflected onto the photographic plate, forming a pattern of spots. Aberra-
tions in the spot pattern reveal the aberrations in the test optic. Reproduced
from Ghozeil [40]

nm. Also, Lawrence et al. [17] described a measurement of a radiative ther-

mal corrector designed to compensate thermal lensing induced in an optic by

absorption of a Gaussian beam. Lawrence et al. used a Wavefront Sciences

CLAS-2D Shack-Hartmann sensor with a sensitivity of approximately À/100

@ 633 nm [25]. While these examples illustrate the application of Hartmann

sensor technology to thermal lensing problems, the sensors that were used

do not meet the sensitivity requirement for use in Advanced LIGO (better

than À1470 @ 633nm) established in Section 1.3.2.

Hartmann type sensors have also been used in:

o Adaptive optic systems in large ground-based optical telescopes [49]

[50] [51] [52]. Light from stars and other stellar bodies accumulates

phase aberrations upon passage through atmospheric turbulence. The

resolution of telescopes viewing this light has been improved by mea-

suring the aberrations using Shack-Hartmann sensors and actuating

upon the telescopes' optics to compensate for the effects.

o Ophthamology. Modified Hartmann tests have reflected rays off an

aberrated cornea have been used to measure its topography [53] [54].

//,

,//

,/,

,/,
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o The characterization of laser-beam parameters, such as M2, divergence

and beam widths [55] [56].

o The automatic alignment of a synchrotron beamline using a Hartmann

sensor (operating at 0.474 nm) has been demonstrated at the SOLEIL

synchrotron in France [57].

o The triangulation of a point-like source [58]

3.2.2 Overvie\/ of Hartmann sensor

Stated simply, a Hartmann sensor measlrres the change in the gradient of a

wavefront relative to a reference wavefront. The graclient change is numer-

ically integrated to give the wavefront change. The following description of

the operation of a Hartmann sensor is a summary of the original Hartmann

papers [38] [59] and the work by Ghozeil [40].

A Hartmann sensor consisting of an opaque plate containing an array of

apertures and an intensity recording medium is shown in Figure 3.2. Origi-

nally, the recording medium was a photographic plate, but it is now almost

exclusively a solid-state photo-sensitive array. The basic operation of a Hart-

mann sensor can be described succinctly by:

1. The wavefront, Vy'', or wavefront change, AW : W'- W, to be mea-

sured is incident on the Hartmann plate (HP) which divides it into a

set of rays, known as Hartmar¿n rûys.

In a traditional Hartmann sensor the apertures are simply

holes in a screen from which the rays diffract. There are a

variety of commonly used arrangements of apertures: radial

patterns [60], square arrays, or hexagonally closed-packed ar-

rays. The process of optimizing the apertures in the Hart-

mann plate for measnring thermally-induced wavefront dis-

tortion in GWIs is discnssed in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.2: An aberrated wavefront W is incident on a Hartmann plate
(HP) The resulting rays propagate a distance .L, normal to the wavefront,
and are incident on a CCD. The spot position, :r'¿, is determined by the
centroid of that spot's intensity profile. The reference spot positions, r¿,
(either measured using a non-aberrated wavefront, W or calculated using
the hole positions in the HP) are indicated by the intersection of the dotted
lines and the CCD. The gradient of the wavefront at the rith aperture is given
by the displacement, L,r¿, from the reference position divided by L.

HP
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2. The rays propagate a known distance ,L, normal to the wavefront, and

are incident on the CCD.

The process of optimization of tr is also discussed in Section

3.3.2. The lever arm needs to be accurately known in order

to prevent systematic errors in the gradient of the wavefront

change. Fortunately, it can be calibrated by measuring an

accurately known gradient as demonstrated in Section 4.2.

3. The pattern of spots on the CCD is recorded as a digital image.

An example image of a recorded pattern of spots is shown in

Figure 3.3. The operation of the CCD, the digitization and

the noise are discnssed in Section 3.3.3.

4. The position of the zth spot, rl, is determined by a centroiding algo-

rithm.

The optimization of centroiding algorithms is discussed in

Section 3.3.4.

5. The displacement of each spot, Ar¿, from a previor-rsly measured refer-

ence positiort, t¿, for wavefront W is calculated.

6. The gradient of the wavefront change is calculated r-rsing

ôA\ / Lr¿
ðr L

The angle between the ith Hartmann ray and its reference ray

is eqr-ral to the displacement, L,r¿ divided by the lever arm,

L Rayces [61] showed that this angle is approximately pro-

portional to the gradient of the wavefront aberration. Figure

3.4 shows an aberrated wave-front PC and a spherical ref-

erence wavefront SC of radius R centerecl at Q. The wave-
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(a) Hartmann spots on a CCD

(b) Hartmann spots - closer view

Figure 3.3: a) An example of a Hartamnn spot pattern and b) a closer view
of some of the spots.
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front change (aberration), AW, is defined as the distance PS

Rayces determined the following relation:

aaw
ðr

which can be simplified to

larl
lgsl - ^w

A,r
L

aaw
ðr

(3 1)

(3 2)

if one assumes L << R and AW ( L. For absorption-induced

wavefront distortion in GWIs, A\Ä/ = 10-7 m, L = 10-2 m

and the reference wavefront is approximately flat (R = oo).

That is, these assumptions and thus Equation 3.2 are valid.

7. The wavefront change, AW, is calculated by integrating the discrete

gradient field.

The techniques used to integrate the fleld and the propagtion

of errors in the integration are based largely on the work of

Southwell 162] and are discussed in Section 3.3.5.

3.2.2.I Absolute or differential operation

In a conventional HWS, an absolute measurement of that wavefront can

be made by comparing the measured spot positions with the reference spot

positions (Step 5) which are determined using the positions of the holes in the

Hartmann plate, typically known with an accuracy of t1¡zm. Alternatively,

the positions of those holes could be calibrated by illuminating the HWS

with a flat wavefront and measuring the spot centroids on the CCD - except

that the flatness of this wavefront must be verified with another method. The
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Figure 3.4: Reference sphere SC and wave-front PC (propagating to the
right), QS : QC : R, PS : AW. Reproduced and revised version of the
figure from Rayces [61].
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uncertainty of the absolute positions of the reference spots therefore limits the

accuracy of the HWS when used in the conventional absolute measurement.

For absorption-induced wavefront distortion in GWI, however, one is in-

terested only in the differential wavefront change, AW, from an undistorted

wavefront. The reference spots produced by the unclistorted wavefront at

an earlier time are measured accurately by the sensor. This renioves a po-

tential systematic error and allows mnch greater accuracy. All of the HWS

measlrrements within this thesis are differential.

3.2.3 Hartmann plate - CCD configurations

When measuring the wavefront change in a large diameter beam, some de-

magnification of the beam is necessary to fit the region of interest onto the

CCD of the HWS. For example, the wavefront sensor in Advanced LIGO
rnnsi. nrnho n ).)A rnin r] icryìpl pr rcoinn /cpo Sontinn 1 ? ?l I- ^".lor in Êi thi.'--'-"' -t-'

onto a 12 mm x 12 mm CCD it must be demagnified by a factor of 18.7.

Similarly, the beam probing the distortion in the 65 mm diameter BG20 glass

test optic described in Section 2.3.2 must be demagnified by a factor of 5.4.

To facilitate this, the Hartmann plate, CCD and demagnifying optics can be

configured in several ways, as shown in Figure 3.5.

In Configuration A, a Hartmann plate is placed at the plane HP¿ im-

mediately after the test optic and before the telescope. Tlie rays from the

Hartmann sensor propagate through the telescope, which demagnifies them

by X,'1, and then are incident on the CCD. The effective lever alm of the

Hartmann sensor, L1, is the distance between the Hartmann plate and the

conjugate plane of the CCD, CCD¡.

In Configuration B, a different Hartmann plate is placecl at the plane HP¡,

the conjugate plane of HP¿. The wavefront from the test optic propagates

through the telescope and is incident on the Hartmann plate.

Configurations A and B are equivalent if the Hartmann plate in B is a

clemagnified version of the plate in A and Lz : LrllVI2. Thns, if the test

optic introduces the primary aberration defocus, S, for example, given bv
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Figure 3.5: Two configurations of the Hartmann sensor. Configuration A:
the Hartmann plate is placed at HP¿ immediately after a test optic that
changes the wavefront from W to W'. The beam propagates through a
telescope, which demagnifies it by M onto a CCD. The effective lever arm of
the Hartmann sensor, L1, is the distance between the Hartmann plate and the
conjugate plane of the CCD, CCD¡. Configuration B: the beam propagates
through the test optic and telescope and is incident on the Hartmann plate
at HP¡, the conjugate plane of HP¿, where the lever arm is Lz:LtlM2.
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W:9r'
2

then the size of the aberration, S, at HP¡ is M2 times that at HPo. In
other words, if the test optic introduces a wavefront change with a radins

of curvatute R6 then the Hartmann sensor will measure a wavefront change

with a radius of curvature R¡: RolM2. This is important in the analysis

of a thermal lens in a high optical power cavity and its effect on the cavity

mode, discussed in Chapter 5.

3.2.4 Variants of the traditional Flartmann sensor

3.2.4.I Shack-Hartmann

In the S-H sensor, the holes in the HP were replaced by a lenslet arrày

by Shack [63]. Such a lenslet array is illustrated in Figure 3.6. A Shack-

Hartmann sensor operates in largely the same way as a standard Hartmann

sensor, except that the wavefront propagating through the lenslets are fo-

cussed onto the CCD rather than diffracting from the aperture. This results

in spots that are smaller than those from apertures of the same diameter in a

Hartmann sensor. The advantages and disadvantages of the Shack-Hartmann

sensor are described below and summarised in Table 3.2.4.7.

o Flexibility: the lever arm distance between the array and the CCD may

be varied easily in the Hartmann sensor) whereas in a Shack-Hartmann

sensor it is approximately equal to the focal length of the lenslets [64].

o Light collection: The Shack-Hartmann aruày has a higher transmission

per unit area and also concentrates the light onto the CCD, which is

an advantage in astronomical adaptive optics applications when there

are only a iimited number of photons available [65].

o Spatial resolution: The spots in the Hartmann and Shack-Hartmann

sensors need to be separatecl from one another to prevent cross-talk
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'Wavefront

Lenslet arcay CCD surface

Figure 3.6: A distorted wavefront incident on a Shack-Hartmann lenslet
arra.y. The light through the each lenslet is focussed to a position on the
CCD determined by the average gradient of the wavefront over the lenslet.
The dotted lines show the reference positions of the spots when the incident
wavefront is flat.
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and the subsequent reduction in sensitivity. The area on the CCD oc-

cupied by a spot in a Hartmann sensor is larger than the area occupied

by a spot in a Shack-Hartmann sensor (assuming the Hartmann aper-

ture and Shack-Hartmann lenslet diameters are equal). Therefore the

lenslets in a Shack-Hartrlann sensor can be packed closer togther than

in a Hartamnn sensor and achieve a higher spatial resolution.

o Both are slrsceptible to the misalignments between the array and the

detector identified by Pfund eú ø1. [66]. Of the misalignments identified

(translation of the array in the :L or A directions, translation of the arrày

along the z axis, rotation of the array about lhe z axis and rotation of

the array about the r andg axes) only rotation about the r and g axes

poses any problems for a differential measnrement [67] and this can be

mitigated by careful assembly of the Hartmann sensor, as discussed in

Section 3.3.2.3. For the orientation of the axes, see Figure 3.2.

o The spots in a Hartmann sensor will typically cover more pixels than a

Shack-Hartmann sensor. This may average out the effects of any non-

nniform response in the pixels of the CCD, but it does not improve the

accuracy of the centroid. This can be shown using the theoretical result

lrigliglited by Thornas et al. [63]: the minimum possible centroid noise

in a Gaussian spot with rms size ø.oo¿ and pure photon noise, is equal

to

where ffpr, is the average number of photons per spot. If the photon flux

on the CCD is large enongh, then the number of photons per spot will

be proportional to the area of the spot, which is proportional to o2*o¡,

and hence o¡¡on will be a consta,nt. lrlote that this only applies if a spot

covers an area greater than one pixel. If a spot is smaller than a single

pixel there is only a single clata point and the location of the center of

dl/on
dspot

,Æ
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Table 3.1: A comparison of the relative merits of Shack-Hartmann and Hart-
mann sensors

the spot cannot be determined with sub-pixel precision. In this case,

a Hartmann sensor with larger spots will offer an improvement on a
Shack-Hartmann sensor with single pixel-sized spots.

o A Hartmann sensor is a simpler device and is easier and cheaper to

manufacture than a Shack Hartmann lenslet array.

o A Shack-Hartmann array may suffer from aberrations in the lenslets

[67] Clearly, this will not be a problem for a Hartmann sensor as it
contains no lenslets.

Ultimately, the large number of available photons, flexibility, low cost and

the relative ease of manufacturing a Hartmann plate to exact specifications

led to its choice over a commercially available Shack-Hartmann sensor.

3.2.4.2 Other variations

Other minor variations on the Hartmann sensor theme include:

o The scanning Hartmann sensor in which an incoming wave front is

scanned by a moving aperture that is created using a programmable

liquid-crystal display [69] [70] or a single beam is scanned across a CCD

using a galvanometer-based rotating mirror [71]. In this configuration,

cross-talk is not an issue. However, because of the sequential scanning,

real-time operation is not possible making it unsuitable for use in a

GWI.

Property Shack-Hartmann Hartmann
Best sensitivity at time of design À 150 @ 633 nm [25] À/500 1064 nm 24

Lever arm is variable No Yes
Higher transmission per unit area Yes No

More pixels per spot No Yes
Subject to lenslet aberrations Yes No

Ease of manufacture Medium Easy
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Figure 3.7: Apertures on the Hartmann plate move further apart as the
temperature of the plate increases. The dashed circles represent the original
positions and the solid circles represent the new positions after an increase
in temperature.

o The interferometeric Hartmann sensor l52l172]. The spots in the Hart-

mann sensor are deliberately brought closer together to create inter-

ference fringes between neighbouring spots. Changes in the fringes are

used to extract the wavefront change. Using this method West [52]

reliably measured wavefront distortions as small as 10 nm, which does

not satisfy the Advanced LIGO sensitivity requirement of 1.35 nm :

^1467 
@ 633 nm.
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3.2.5 Temperature dependence of Hartmann sensors

As discussed by Chernyshov et al. [73], if the temperature of the Hartmann

sensor changes then there will be thermal expansion in the components of the

sensor. Thermal expansion of the HP causes an increased distance between

the holes, as shown in Figure 3.7, which results in an increase in the distance

between the spots on the CCD which increases the change in the wavefront

gradient measured by the sensor. Thermal expansion of the CCD results in

a decrease in the apparent distance between the spots.

For the HWS discussed in this chapter, the thermal effect is dominated by

thermal expansion of the brass HP and leads to a systematic error equivalent

to defocus, S, as shown below.

Assume that there is a uniform (and small) increase in temperature, 47,
of the Hartmann plate. The increased distance between two Hartmann holes,

A/th"r-rl, is given by

AÍth".-ul :0hpLT /r o\
\.)..)/

where ho is the nominal distance between holes on the Hartmann plate. The

distance between the two corresponding spots on the CCD increases by the

same amount and the apparent change in gradient, A (AW) f ðr, is

a (^w)
0r

(3.4)

or more generally

hp

(3.5)
a(AW) ¡c-LT¡

a" :\ L /'
for the distance, r, between any two points. The apparent change in gradient
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is linear in z and, therefore, the apparent change in wavefront is quadratic

in r. That is, thermal expansion of the HP results in a measurement of the

primary aberration defocus [37], with a coefficient Sth",-ul, given by

Sth".-ul
aLT

L
(3.6)

3.3 Hartmann sensor for advanced GWI

As discussed in Section 7.3.2, the requirements for the wavefront sensor to

be used in the thermal compensation system in Advanced LIGO l20l lTal are

1. A sensitivity of at least 
^1785 

@ 1064 nm

2. Spatial resolution sufficient to cover a 224 mm diameter circle with
sampling points that are separated by less than 10 mm.

This section describes the design of a Hartmann sensor that exceeds these

requirements. The description of the sensor harclware includes the probe

beam light source in Section 3.3.1, the optimization of the Hartmann plate

and lever arm distance in Section 3.3.2 and the choice of the CCD camera

in Section 3.3.3. The analysis software is discnssed in the following two

snbsections, and includes the description of a novel centroiding algorithm

and discussion of the wavefront reconstruction algorithm. Finally, Section

3.3.6 collates the errors identified in earlier sections to determine the overall

sensitivity.

3.3.1 Light source - coherent versus incoherent

The probe beam is an integral part of the use of a HWS to measure thermal

lensing in an optic. The effect of intensity noise in the probe beam should

thus be included in the overall noise of the sensor.
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Property Value

Product name Agilent HFBR- 1414 Transmitter
Emmiting Material AlGaAs
Fibre Output Power 60 pW

Peak Wavelength 820 nm
Coherence Length (FWHM 5.5 ¡rm

Fibre size 501725 pm

Table 3.2: Properties for Agilent fibre-coupled LtrD

The intensity of the light source will fluctuate due to photon shot noise

and also due to time-varying coherent effects, such as interference fringes,

that are present in the intensity distribution.

Photon shot noise, dphoron, is simply the Poissonian fluctuations in the

number of photons, Nr, arriving in a given time interval, given by

dphoton : 
\Æ (3 7)

This will be quantified in the discussion about the CCD in Section 3.3.3.

Coherent fluctuations, dcoherenr, in the intensity pattern depend entirely

on the particular system under test. They are more likely to appear in a

system with many transmissive optics, in which multiple reflections of the

beam may occur, as opposed to one with purely reflective optics. As such,

no attempt will be made to quantify them at this point.

It is possible to circumvent these effects entirely by using a source with

a short coherence length. The feasibility of using an incoherent light source

was discussed by Roddier in 1990 [75]. Additionally, an incoherent source

will reduce the inteferometric cross-talk between neighbouring spots. This is

modelled and discussed in Section 3.3.2.

Thus, a fibre-coupled AlGaAs LED, with the properties listed in Table

3.2, was chosen as the primary light source for the H\ /S. The coherence

length of this source was measured using a path-matched iVlichelson interfer-

ometer and observing the Michelson visibility 176],V¡r¡, given by
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Figure 3.8: A plot of the Michelson visibility in the output of the interferom-
eter as a function of the optical path difference. The horizontal dashed line
is due background fluctuations in the object and reference intensity profiles.
The best fit Gaussian, indicated by the dashed line, has a FWHM coherence
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It-IzVM: I,+1,

of interference fringes as a ftrnction of optical path difference, where 11 and 12

are the maximum and minimum intensities of the fringes, respectively. The

results are plotted in Figure 3.8.

3.3.2 Optimization of Hartmann plate design

The optimum Hartmann plate design for measuring thermally indr-rced wave-

front changes in the optics of a GWI is found by determining the best combi-

nation of hole size, h", hole spacinE, hp,and lever arm,, L, that give a spatial

resolution and sensitivity consistent with the Advanced LIGO requirements

stated in Section 7.3.2.

For example, longer lever arms will yield greater displacements of the

spots on the CCD in response to a given wavefront change, resulting in better

sensitivity for a constant uncertainty in the centroid positions. However,

diffraction from the holes increases the size of the spots on the CCD and,

if the lever arm was long enough then there would be substantial cross-talk

between neighbouring spots, reducing the sensitivity. Of course, cross-talk

could be reduced by increasing the hole spacing of the holes in the array but

this would decrease the spatial resolution. Alternatively, cross-talk could be

reduced by varying the hole size: either increasing the hole size if tr is large

and there is substantial diffraction, or decreasing the hole size if tr is small

and there is minimal diffraction. The optimum balance between these, h,",

ho and ,L must be found.

Unfortunately, the optimum balance cannot be found analytically be-

cause a typical Hartmann sensor is arranged such that the CCD is in the

near field of the holes in the plate. Therefore, numerical simulation of the

diffraction patterns for various Hartmann plate configurations was used to

find the optimum solution.
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The modelling simulated a Hartmann sensor operating in Configr-rration

A, shown in Figure 3.5. It calculated the wavefront change induced by ab-

sorption of a 8 mm (If e2-radius) Gaussian beam in a 30 mm high, 50 mm

diameter cylinder of Schott FK51 glass, which was a potential candidate glass

for the thermal lensing experiment described in the previous chapter at the

time of design.

3.3.2.1 Modelling

The simulation, described below, determined the RMS noise, dsim: in the cen-

troid measurements for a Hello-Vinet thermal lens for a variety of Hartmann

sensor configurations. The smallest noise occnrs when the separation of the

holes, h, in the Hartmann plate is large and the lever arm is long, but this

is undesirable because of the low spatial resolution. Ideally, the RMS noise

should be small, i.e. lf o¡^ shouid be large, and the density of holes, x 7lhl,
should also be large. Therefore, a figure of merit (FOM) was defined by

FOM : (o.,- h'r)

The configuration with the largest figure of merit was then manufactured.

Note that only close-packed hexagonal arrays were modelled because the

density of spots is approximately 15% larger than in square arrays of the

same hole spacing, improving the spatial resolution and reducing the error

in the reconstruction of the wavefront as discussed in Section 3.3.5.

The simulation used the physical optics propagation package in the ZEIVIAX

Optical Design program l77l178]. The code used for this simulation is listed

in Appendix 8.1.

The procedure used for each simnlation was:

1. Choose the parameters for the Hartmann plate and lever arm from

the following sets :
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0.2,0.4,0.6, 0.8 or 1.0 mm radius

2.25, 2.50, 2.7 5, 3.00, 3. 25, 3. 50, 3. 75 or 4. 00 mm

100, 300, 500, 700 or900 mm.

2. Create a 7024 x 1024 numerical mask representing a 60 mm x 60 mm

square Hartmann plate, slightly larger than the 50 mm diameter of

the FK51 glass cylinder, with 4 rings of holes in a close-packed

hexagonal arrangement (61 holes). Weight each pixel in the array by

the fraction of its area that is covered by an aperture.

3. Create a 7024 x 7024 array representing the phase front incident on

the Hartmann plate in Mathematica.

4. Calculate the phase across the array, given by 2n lÀ times the optical

path distortion due to an 8 mm (7f e2-radítrs) laser beam heating a

cylindrical piece of FK51 Schott Glass using Hello-Vinet.

5. Combine the mask and phase front to calculate the electric field

immediately after transmission through the Hartmann plate.

6. Use the diffraction propagation code in ZEMAX to propagate the

field array through the chosen lever arm distance to an output plane.

7. Convert the field at the output plane to intensity and digitize into an

8-bit TIFF image.

8. Calculate spot centroids, using Equation 3.10 (see Section 3.3.4), and

centroid displacements from their nominal position.

9. Determine the magnitude of the measured gradient as a function of

radial position.

h":
2

hp:
L:
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10. Compare to the known theoretical gradient of the Hello-Vinet

distortion, calculated by the gradient mutiplied by the lever arm and

divicled bv the pixel size.

11. Calculate the standard deviation of the difference between the

measured and known gradients.

The intensity patterns, resulting from Step 7, for h" : 2.0 mm, ho : 2.75

mm, L: 300 mm is shown in Figure 3.9 a) and for å" : 0.8 mm, ho : 2.25

mm, L: 900 mm is shown in Figure 3.10 a). Plots for the simulated (points)

and known (line) spot displacements, resulting from Step 10, for lz" : 2.0

mnr, ho :2.75 mm, .L : 300 mm, and for h" : 0.8 mm, ho :2.25 m¡¡, L :
900 mm are shown in Figure 3.9 b) and Figure 3.10 b).

The five best Hartmann sensor parameter sets and their figures of merit

are listed in Table 3.3. The parameter set: (hole diameter of 0.8 mm diameter

and hole spacing of 2.25 mm) was chosen for fabrication as a Hartmann plate.

Subsequently, it was decided that the sensor would be more robust if the

Hartmann plate was physically attached to CCD, as shown in Configuration

B in Figure 3.5. Thus the hole spacing and hole size were demagnified by a

factor, lV[ x $.3, the demagnification of the telescope in Figure 3.5, and the

lever arm was demagnifred by ¡4'2. The parameter sets for Configr-rrations A

and B are listed in Table 3.4.

A hexagonally-cÌose packecl array of 150 ¡r,m diameter holes spacecl 430 ¡tnt

apart was laser drilled in a 50pm thick piece of brass plate to cover a 72.5 x

12.5 nrm area. The laser drilling process could position holes to within 17 p"m

[7e].

The plate, as viewed under a microscope, is shown in Figure 3.11. The

small diameter holes have a tendency to get clogged with dust when the plate

is stored in a dirty environment. The two images in this fìgure show that
plate before and after cleaning in an ultrasonic bath. Also indicated is the

hexagonal unit cell.
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Figr-rre 3.9: a) Numerically determined diffraction pattern from a Hartmann
plate with h,: 2.0 mm, ho : 2.75 m¡¡j L: 300 mm and b) the simulated
(points) and known (solid line) centroid displacements.
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Figure 3.10: a) Numerically determined diffraction pattern from a Hartmann
plate with h. : 0.8 mm, ho : 2.25 mm) L: 900 mm and b) the simulated
(points) and known (sotid line) centroid displacements.
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Table 3.3: Best five Hartmann plate configurations as rated by the figure of
merit (FOM),

Configuration A Conflguration B

Hole diameter 0.8 mm 150 ¡;m
Hole Spacing 2.25 mm 430 ¡,rn
Lever Arm ( 900 mm (31 mm

Table 3.4: Final design parameters for the Hartmann sensor

Figure 3.11: Hartmann plate as viewed under microscope. a) as delivered, b)
after cleaning in an ultrasonic bath and with hexagonal unit cells highlighted.
Note that the second image is brighter because the plate was more highly
illuminated.

Hole diameter, å, (--) Hole Spacing, ho (mm Lever Arm, L --) FOM
0.8 2.25 900 92.L

0.8 2.25 700 67.5

0.8 2.75 900 66.1
0.8 2.50 500 57.8

0.8 2.50 700 55.9
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3.3.2.2 Simulations of cross-talk

If the arrày of holes in the HP is is illuminated by a spatially varying intensity

and/or wavefront, then centroid pr-rlling due to cross-talk will occur and result

in systematic errors in the centroid displacements. The magnitude of these

errors will also be affected by the length of the lever arm and the coherence

length of the light source, particularly if spurious interference fringes are

produced by transmissive optics between the light source and HWS.

Numerical simttlations were used to quantify the effect of cross-talk for

Configuration B. The simulations used two different lever arms, 31 mm and

10 mm, and coherent light, with a wavelength of 820 nm, and incoherent

light with a central wavelength of 820 nm and a FWH\tI spectral width of

120 nm (the width of a source with a coherence length of 5.5¡rm).

The systematic error due to cross-talk was calcnlated by comparing the

displacement of a spot centroid due to wavefront defocus for an isolated spot

and a spot at the centre of 6 hexagonally-coordinated neighbouring spots.

The procedure nsed for this simulation was:

1. Single hole HP, shown in Figure 3.12 a)

(a) Illuminate the HP with a flat wavefront and simulate numerically

the diffraction pattern at the lever arm distance using Fourier

diffraction propagation [80] (see Appendix 8.2 for the source code

of this simulation). Determine the centroid.

(h) Repeat step 1 (u), hut illuminate with a wavefront aberratecl by

a small, randomly-selected, amount of the primary aberration de-

focus that is centered at a random position within the vicinity of

the hole in the HP.

2. Seven hole HP, shown in Figure 3.13 a)

(a) Repeat step 1 (u).

(b) Repeat step 2 (u), but illuminate with the aberrated wavefront

used in step 1 (b).
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The resulting diffraction patterns for the single hole HP are shown in

Figure 3.12 b) and c) coherent and incoherent, respectively, for the 31 mm

lever arm and d) and e) coherent and incoherent, respectively, for the 10

mm lever arm. The diffraction patterns for the seven hole HP are shown in

Figure 3.13 b) - e), arranged in the same order as the previous figure.

The cross-talk is defined to be that part of the spot displacement that is

due to the presence of neighbouring spots. The two quantities required to

calculate this are:

o The displacement of the spot for the single hole HP, Azrn, given by

the difference between the centroid calculated in step 1 (b) and the

centroid calculated in step 1 (u).

o The displacement of the central spot for the seven hole HP, Lrzn, given

by the difference between the centroid calculated in step 2 (b) and the

centroid calculated in step 2 (").

Recall that Az1¡ and Az7¡ are simulations of the same wavefront curva-

ture. Thus, the cross-talk, eç1, is given by

L,r7¡ - L,r¡",

Lr:r,-
(3 8)

The results of the cross-talk simulations are summarised in Table 3.5. The

cross-talk shown in this table is the result of averaging over many defocus

aberrations. They show that the contribution of cross-talk is much more

significant with a lever arm of 30 mm than 10 mm. They also show that better

results are obtained with the incoherent source, which is not unexpected

because of the reduced interference between neighbor,rring spots.

As a result of these simulations, the nominal lever arm in the design was

reduced to 10 mm. It should be noted that this is a departure from the

optimized design reached in Section 3.3.2.1., however, the reduction of the

lever arm by a factor of only 3 in order to reduce the systematic cross-talk

for the incoherent source by a factor of 18.75 was deemed to be worthwhile.

6c.t
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(a) Hartmann mask

(b) Coherent: ,L:31mm (c) Incoherent: .L:31mm

(d) Coherent: L:10mm (e) Incoherent: -L:10mm

Figure 3.12: a) Simulatecl Hartmann plate with a single hole. b) calculated
diffraction pattern from the Hartmann plate at a distance of 31 mm when
illuminated with a coherent 820 nm light sor-rrce and c) with an incoherent 820
nm light soLrrce with a coherence length of 5.5 ¡rm. d) diffraction pattern at
a clistance of 10 mm when illuminated with a coherent 820 nm light source
and e) with an incoherent 820 nm light source with a coherence length of
5.5 ¡r,m.
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(a) Hartmann mask

(b) Coherent: ,t:31mm (c) Incoherent: .L-31mm

(d) Coherent: ,L:10mm (e) Incoherent: ,L:10mm

Figure 3.13: a) Simulated Hartmann plate with multiple holes. b) calculated
diffraction pattern from the Hartmann plate at a distance of 31 mm when
illuminated with a coherent 820 nm light source and c) with an incoherent 820
nm light source with a coherence length of 5.5 ¡lm. d) pattern at a distance
of 10 mm when illuminated with a coherent 820 nm light source and e) with
an incoherent 820 nm light solrrce with a coherence length of 5.5 ¡lm.
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Lever Arm Length Crosstalk - Coherent Crosstalk - Incoherent

10 mm 0.18% 0.08%
31 mm q nvlL.t /o 7.5%

Table 3.5: Level of cross-talk error in the centroid displacement of a single
Hartmann spot for coherent and incoherent sources at two different lever arm
lengths

3.3.2.3 H.WS construction

An exploded view of the final Hartmann sensor is illustrated in Figure 3.14.

A 4 mm thick spacer containing a 36 mm diameter hole is bolted to the front

of the CCD camera (the CCD is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.3). A front

plate, also containing a 36 mm diameter hole, is bolted to the spacer. The

Hartmann plate is sandwiched between the spacer and the front plate in a

30 ¡r,m recessed region. The CCD is nominally 6 mm behind the front face

of the camera body. In combination with the spacer, this yields a lever arm,

-L, of approximately 10 mm.

This construction addresses problems of CCD-HP alignment. Rotations

of the HP about the r or g axes will cause errors in the HWS measurement.

Either of these rotations callse the CCD and HP not to be parallel. Therefore,

the lever arm distance between the CCD and HP will not be constant across

the face of the HP. This is not a problem here because) as shown in Figure

3.14, the CCD is nominally parallel to the front face of the camera housing

and the sandwich construction should minimize misalignments between the

HP and the CCD.

3.3.2.4 Estimated temperature dependent defocus error

For a brass Hartmann plate (with a linear thermal expansion coefficient,

cvb,.ass, of 20.3¡rmm-1K I [81]) and a lever arm length of 10.43 mm (the

measurenlent of which is described in the next chapter), the temperatnre

dependent defocus error can be determinecl using Equation 3,6
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Spacer Bolts

Power connector

C)
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schematic icon
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- Front plate

-tfL,

Hartmann plate
50pm thick

CCD

Figure 3.14: A 4mm wide spacer is bolted to the front of the Dalsa 1M60
camera. The Hartmann plate is positioned in a 30 ¡^lm recess in the front
plate which is then bolted onto the camera. 36mm diameter holes in both
plates allow the the rays to propagate onto the CCD. The inset shows the
icon used to represent the HWS in schematic diagrams.

+l- i 30prn recess
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3.3.3 CCD camera

The CCD records a digital image of the intensity distribution of the Hart-

mann spots by accumulating photoelectrons, produced by the incident light

in an l/, x { array of picture elements (pixels). Once exposure is complete,

the CCD transfers the accumulated charge in each pixel out of the array and

converts the output into a measurable voltage [82]. This voltage is passed

through an n-bit A/D converter to yield the digital numbers (DN) that make

up the digital image. The recording, transfer and digitization processes can

introduce noise which degrades the image fidelity and reduces the ability of

Hartmann sensor to locate accurately the centroids of the each of the spots

in the image.

One additional problem during exposure is the leakage of charge from a
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Parameter Value

Array size 1024 x 1024 pixels
Pixel size, p. 72pmx12pm
Digitization 12 bits

Quantum efficiency @ 820 nm x 6Ta

Fuìl well capacity linear operation) 350,000 electrons
Dark cnrrent @ 45'C 1.3 x 10 rbA per pixel
Random Readorrt noise (rms) 1.2 DN
Fixed pattern noise 3.8 % rms
Random non-uniformity 0.3 % rms
Antiblooming > 100x saturation level

Table 3.6: Specifications of Dalsa 1lVI60 CCD camera using an FTT 1010-M
irnage sensor [85] [36]. Note tliat the operating temperature of the CCD
array is approximately 45"C when the room temperature is approximately
20"c.

full pixel well into the wells of ad.jacent pixels. This effect is known as bloom-

ing and it will reduce the quality of the ctigital image. Fortnnately, modern

scientific grade CCDs have antiblooming featules that use an overflow drain

below each pixel to prevent blooming for reasonable exposure levels. Charge

flows into the drain before it is able to flow into adjacent pixels and is con-

stantly removed [82] [83] [84]. 'l'he magnitude of the anti-blooming in a OCD

refers to the multiple of the satnration level that can be applied to a pixel

before any charge leaks into a neighbouring pixel. Ultimately, this feature

allows the CCD to be used close to saturation level, improving the sensitivity,

without any danger of adjacent pixels contaminating one another.

A Dalsa 1M60 CCD camera [85], the relevant parameters of which are

listed in Table 3.6, was chosen as the image sensor in the Hartmann wave-

front sensor. The substantial technical and diagnostic information available

on this CCD indicates that it should be shot-noise limited (see below). A

measlrrement that tested and verified this conclusion is clescribed in this sec-

tion after a brief discussion of the various noise sources in the CCD. The

magnitudes of these noise sources are collated in Table 3.7 for convenience.
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3.3.3.1 Expected noise in CCD

The dominant noise soLrrces) in order of their appearance in the measurement

pïocess, are:

o Photon shot noise. This arises because of the non-uniform arrival of

the photons at the pixels. It can be calculated by dividing the number

of electrons per pixel, ÄL, by the quantum efficiency (QE x 6%) to

determine the approximate number of photons, No, required to produce

-Öy'" electrons. For the Dalsa 1M60, N, = 5.8 x 106 when Ä/" is equal

to the maximum value of 350,000. The rms noise in the number of

photons is /Nr This can be expressed in electrons by multiplying by

the QE. The maximum rms fluctuation due to photon shot noise is 145

electrons.

o Photoelectron shot noise arises because of the random nature of the

photoelectric conversion process and is given by 1/fi. For the maxi-

mum number of electrons in a pixel (Ä[ : 350, 000) the rms fluctuation

clue to electron shot noise is 592 electrons.

o Readout noise is due to random noise sources within the sensor, includ-

ing dark current and amplifler noise. Dark current refers to electrons

which are thermally generated, rather than photo-generated. The HWS

typically uses a short integration time (< 50 ms) and thus dark current

can be ignored. Amplifier noise is simply the noise introduced by the

sensor electronics. The specified value [Af] in Table 3.6 is 1.2 digital

numbers (DN) This can be converted into electrons assuming a gain of

4096 DN per 350,000 electrons. The readout noise is thus 103 electrons.

o Digitization noise is the uncertainty in the measurement of the number

of electrons in a pixel because of quantization into an n-bit scale. This

is calculated using Equation 4.4:

1 ¡/-
- 

Lmax
udigital

Vù '
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Noise Typ" RMS Value (el) Yo of total variance

Photon shot noise 745 5.40 %
Photoelectron shot noise 592 97.2 %
Random readout noise 103 2.76 %
Digitization noise @ 12-bits 49.3 0.63 %
Fixed Pattern noise 3.9 0.004%
Random non-uniformity 0.3 2 x I0-5 Yo

Table 3.7: Noise from each sonrce expressed in electrons.

which gives a value of 49.3 electrons when ff"-u* : 350,000 electrons

and n: 12.

The remaining noise solrrces specified by the camera manufacturer, fixed

pattern noise and photoresponse non-uniformity, were small enough, see Ta-

ble 3.7, to be safely ignored.

It is clear from Table 3.7 that digitization noise is negligible and that
the total noise is dominated by photoelectron shot noise for the Dalsa 1M60

CCD. The contribution of the digitization noise for a reduced number of bits

is shown in Table 3.8, indicating that lO-bits, as opposed to 12-bits, would

not increase the total noise significantly. The total relative error, ororf N", in

this Table is calculated using

otut ø3,r,",. * o3,r,r.,

¡f" N"

where o3rn".u is the total variance from all the other noise sources as presented

in Table 3.8. In summary, using a CCD with more than 10-bits of digitization
is worthwhile only if the photoelectron shot noise is also reduced, This would

be accomplished by increasing the maximum number of electrons per pixel.

3.3.3.2 CCD: Measurement of noise

To confirm that the CCD was indeed shot noise limited, it was illuminated

at three different intensity levels by the LED described in Section 3.3.1. The

RMS fluctuations in the DN of the pixels were measured and are plotted as
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Number of bits Total var. (el') % of total var Total relative error

ther sources 3.82 x 10

8 10.0 x 10b 62% 0.29%
I 5.38 x 105 29% 0.2t%
10 4.27 x 705 e.3% 0.79%
11 3.92 x 10" 2.5Y 0.78%
1.2 3.85 x 10b 0.63% 0.1.8%

Table 3.8: The contribution of digitization noise to the total variance in the
pixel measurement using 8 to 12-bit digitization. All other noise sources are
assumed to be fixed at the levels shown in Table 3.7. Also shown is the
overall relative error in the measurements in each pixel.

a function of digital number in Figure 3.15 on a log-log scale. A line with

slope -1f 2, the dependence expected for Poissonian statistics, is also plotted

in Figure 3.15. The good agreement indicates that the noise in the CCD is,

indeed, Poissonian and therefore that the CCD is random. From this plot,

the relative error at DN : 4095 is estimated to be 2.5 x 10-3 (È 10-26).

This is equivalent to the noise in a Poissonian distribution with a mean of

= 160,000 counts, assumed to be the equivalent number of electrons in the

pixel well when full. This value is slightly less than the nominal full well

capacity of 350,000 electrons.

3.3.3.3 Pixel size measurement

Since all centroid positions are calculated in units of pixels, the wavefront

reconstruction is only as accurate and precise as the pixel size, p. . Therefore,

the pixel size was measured as outlined below.

The CCD was illuminated with the diffraction pattern from the edge

of a razor blade and the image recorded. The CCD was then translated

horizontally and perpendicular to the illuminating beam by 6,001 + 0.003

mm using a micrometer-controlled translation stage. A second image of the

diffraction pattern was recorded. The two images are shown in Figure 3.16.

Horizontal cross-sections of each image are plotted in Figure 3.17. The second

fringe in the diffraction pattern was chosen as a well defined feature to locate
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Figure 3.15: RMS fluctuation in intensity vs intensity. The dashed line has
a slope of -112.

on the CCD when it was in the two positions and its peak was found for both

images. The data points marked by the square boxes in Figure 3.16 indicate

the data that were used to calculate the peaks. The difference between the

two peaks was 500.9 pixels. This yielded an average apparent pixel size of

11.975 t 0.005 ¡;m.

3.3.4 Centroiding algorithms

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, a centroid algorithm is normally used to locate

the centres of the spots in a Hartmann image. The conventional form of this

algorithm is

(3.10)
\-¿: À¡#:x ç-j - M#"* ¡ '
/,i= Nmtn ¿rj:h[mtn L¿J

where p. is the pixel size, ¿ and j are the CCD pixel indices in the horizontal
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Figure 3.16: Fixed diffraction pattern on the CCD before (top) and after
(bottom) a lateral translation of the CCD by 6.001 mm as measured on a

micrometer-controlled translation stage.
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Figure 3.17: Average horizontal cross section of 1.0 mm vertical slice of both
images shown in Figure 3.16 in the vicinity of the edge of the shadow. The
peak of the second fringe in the diffraction pattern was determined for both
images over the range indicated bv the square data points.
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and vertical directions, respectively, and I¿7 is the intensity of the zTth pixel.

This algorithm can give rise to significant systematic errors depending

on the limits of summations, especiaily if the centroid of the spot is not

at the center of the detection area [87]. Many variations on this algorithm

have therefore been developed to minimize systematic and random errors in

the centroid. Much of this work was concerned with the performance of the

algorithm (and any variations) for a low photon flux [88] [89], such as might be

used in adaptive optics in astronomy. However, much brighter light sources

can be nsed for metrology and thermal lens measurement. Therefore, rather

than considering all the various centroiding algorithms, this discnssion will be

limiied to those that perform best in high photon flux: the weighted center

of gravity algorithm [87] [S8] [68] and a novel 'fractional pixel' algorithm of

the author's design.

3.3.4.I 'Weighted center of gravity (WCoG)

The WCoG algorithm applies a mask to the intensity distribution such that a

weighting, (F.)0, is given to different pixels depending on their digital value.

The basic 1-D form is

t;ï;,",¿ri(F.)inwcoc:n,ffi (3.11)

The weighting function is quite often chosen to be a Gaussian that is

centered around an a pri,orr, estimate of the spots center [63]. Alternatively,

it can chosen to be the intensity in the pixel raised to a power P - 1 [87]:

(F-)o: rl-'

and thus

(3.12)_ DÍ:?;,. ; r¡
¿WCoG - Ps ,-r.*_ ,t

L2 L:Lmi¡ -¿

Note that the summation rang€ i,r,,i. < i < i-o* about a spot is chosen
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such that the central pixel is that pixel with the maximum intensity. Ad-

ditionally, the summation range extends by the same amolrnt, n1, in the

positive and negative directions from the central pixel, resulting in 2U l7
pixels, an odd number, in the range.

3.3.4.2 FYactional pixel centroiding (FPC)

An iterative algorithm to locate the centroid of a symmetric intensity distri-

bution was developed. A vagr-rely similar method was suggested by Topa [90]

for use in a Shack-Hartmann sensor.

The premise for this algorithm is derived from the problem identified by

Topa [90] of a symmetric spot being located asymmetrically about a pixel

on the CCD array, The center of the range of summation for the centroid

calculation is not coincident with the center of the spot and there is a sys-

tematic error in the centroid calculation. In general, it is very unlikely that

the true center of a spot will lie in the center of a pixel. If, however, the

range of summation can be altered such that the true center lies at the cen-

ter of the range of summation, then the systematic error should be removed.

Therefore, we must treat the data from the CCD as a continuum and con-

sider fractional pixels. Thus, the true centroi,d, i.s defined to be that centro,id

wh'ich 'is co'inc'ident wi,th the center of the rectangular regr,on (borcar) used to

calculate i,t.

Since the coordinates on the CCD are considered to be a continuunr,

but the individual pixels still need to be identified with discrete indices,

the following scheme applies. The coordinates in the continuum, (i,j), are

labelled with a bar to signify their continuous nature and the indices of the

pixels remain the same, z and j. In the 'ijth pixel, therefore, the continuum

ranges from (ã,7) in the bottom left corner to (z * I, j + 1) in the top right

corner.

The algorithm used to locate the true centroid, (illustrated schematically

in figure 3.18) is:

1. Define a boxcar of ranging from 'd6 to z1 in the horizontal direction and
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jo to jt in the vertical direction, that is approximately centered over a

spot in the digital image.

2. Apply eqnation 3.13 to determine the centroid. The numerator of the

eqr:ation is the sum of a series of values. Each value in that sum is

the weighted intensity, I¿j, of the i,jth pixel multiplied by the fraction

of the area, A¿¡, of that pixel that is covered by the boxcar and the

center, (r-t¿, J-t¿), of the intersection between the pixel and the boxcar.

The denominator is the sum of the weights, A¿j, multiplied by the

intensities, Iij. If the boxcar range is restricted to the discrete indices,

this centroid algorithm becomes the same as the conventional centroid

algorithm in Equation 3.10.

(r,., A,.) : p" FC (I¡¡ : i¡, ir, lo, lt) (3.13)

where zi-1¿ and j^i¿ are definecl

¿o+(i+1) for i:floor(io)
for ceiling (i;) < i < floor (i¡)

for z:floor(ir)

Ps

2

xmid: zl

./mid -

and A¿¡ is defined

t-+Ð for r : floor (-rb)

j++ for ceiling(ro) I j<floor(j1)

+ for i : floor (it)

(i + 1) - ii for z : floor (zs)

1 for ceiling(i;) < i < floor(i¡) x

i-t-i for ¿:floor(ir)

I
2

i*it
2

A,^
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(j +1)-jo for l:floor(jo)
for ceiling (fo) < 7 < floor (71)

for i:floor(it)

85

1

.]t - .l

3. Center the new boxcar at this centroid.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 untii the difference between the calculated cen-

troid of a boxcar and the center of that boxcar differ by less than a

specified error value.

3.3.4.3 Comparison of algorithms

A numerical simulation was used to compare the accuracy of the WCoG

and FPC algorithms in determining the centroid of a 2D Gaussian intensity

distribution with a lf e2 full-width of 8.4 pixels, in the pïesence of realistic

noise sources. The width of 8.4 pixels was chosen because this is the width

for the best fit Gaussian to a spot 10 mm from the Hartmann plate designed

in Section 3.3.2.

A Gaussian spot with a known center, :rçr, wâs produced. Shot noise (SN)

was added at the realistic levels determined in Section 3.3.3.2 and readout

noise (RN) at the levels in Table 3.7 were added and the spot was quantized

using l2-bif digitization. The centroid of the spot was found with both al-

gorithms for a given summation range in the WCoG algorithm and a boxcar

of the same width in the FPC algorithm. In this instance the optimum sum-

mation range/boxcar width was determined to be 19 pixels. The Gaussian

spot was moved to a new location, rçr, aîd the procedure was repeated.

The difference between the centroids from the first and second spots was de-

termined for both algorithms and was compared to the known displacement.

The results are summarised in Table 3.9.

The FPC is, r-rltimately, limited in precision because all pixels are weighted

by the same amount. Those pixels with higher levels of shot noise, due to less

electrons in the pixel well, will increase the overall noise in the centroid calcu-
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Figure 3.18: A cartoon of the pixels on a CCD and the integration regions.
The centroid is determined for a boxcar of fixed width that is positioncd
to include fractional parts of pixels. The true center is illustrated by the
cross. -îhe center of each boxcar is the centrozd of the previor-rs boxcar. The
successive boxcars and their numbered central spots are seen approaching
the tnre center.

Algorithm SN&RN
Fractional Pixel Centroiding 0.34 % pixel
Weighted Center of Gravity 0.19 % pixel

Table 3.9: RiVIS error in the FPC and WCoG centroiding algorithms mea-
sttrements of displacem.ents in the presence of realistic noise sources, shot
noise (SN) and readout noise (RN)
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lation. Conversely, the WCoG algorithm preferentially weights those pixels

with higher intensities, and, therefore, lower levels of shot noise reducing the

overall noise in the centroid calculation.

The FPC algorithm was used for earlier HWS measurements described

in Section 4.3 and in Chapter 6. Later measurements, the remaining HWS

measurements in Chapter 4 and all measurements in Chapter 5, used the

WCoG algorithm.

3.3.5 \Mavefront recorìstruction algorithm

For most applications the discrete gradient field output from the HWS must

be converted, via numerical or analytic integration, into a wavefront map

for additional post-processingl. Most of the material published on wave-

front reconstruction is based on the work of Southwell 162] who applied

reconstruction techniques that were developed for shearing interferometers

to Hartmann-type sensors and described the two basic types of wavefront

reconstruction algorithms: modal and zonal.

3.3.5.1 Modal wavefront reconstruction

In modal reconstruction the wavefront is represented by the sum of continu-

ous functions

W (r, ù:Da¿ f¿(r, a)
rL

i:t

and its gradient is represented by

n

üw 1r, ù : Da¿i f¿ @, a)
i:1

The coefficients ø¿ are found by performing a least-squares fit of the gradient

functions, i fo(r, A),to the discrete gradient field measured by the HWS.

lsometimes full wavefront reconstruction is unnecessary and the analysis can be done
with the gradient data directl¡ for example in the measurement of defocus [91] .
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Zernike polynomials are a particularly popular choice for SHWS used in

adaptive optics [92] [93] and ophthalmology [94] because they are orthogonal

over circular apertures, or approximately orthogonal over a discretely sam-

pled circular aperture. However, unless many polynomials are used, which

becomes computationally expensive, the result is generally a smooth wave-

front map.

The smooth nature of the reconstructed wavefront tends to mask localized

thermal blooming. Ryan Lawrence [12] found that Zernikes were inappro-

priate for describing point absorbers and scanning CO2 laser compensation.

Recall from the requirements for the wavefront sensor, Section 7.3.2, that af-

ter wavefront reconstruction one must be able to resolve the thermal lensing

from a point absorber. For this reason modal reconstruction is considered to

be inappropriate for use in a Hartmann sensor measuring thermal lensing in

the optics of a GWI.

3.3.5.2 ZonaI wavefront reconstruction

ZonaI wavefront reconstruction determines the best fit wavefront at the center

of each of the holes in the Hartmann plate. The advantage of this technique is

that it typically provides richer information than the modal technique [95].

Nttmerical integration can produce rounding errors when there are sharp

peaks in the wavefront. The following is a description of a reconstruction

technique reported by Southwell, which uses the Gauss-Seidel iteration.

A.n itcrativc algorithût can be used to reconstruct the wavefront, W-,
at each of the ,VI points on the Hartmann sensor from the discrete gradient

field, G-, given by

c-:{r,,rt (# #) },'
First, the nearest neighbours of each point must be found. The nearest

neighbours of a point are defined as those points the distance to which lies

within the range hrle f 2, as illustrated in Figure 3.19, where ho is the hole
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Figure 3.19: Hartmann spots arranged in a hexagonal grid and numbered
from 1 to 24. The nearest neighbrours of the 13th spot are those lying within
the dashed annular region of inner radius hp - € and outer radius ho+ e.

spacing of the alray of spots. This can be expressed as an M x M matrix,

L*.r.1

oo
t0

a
9

o
5

o
4

O
2

o
I

L* 1if li*-i"l-hole
0 if lñ"-i"l-hp)€

where d- designates the rnth point, d' designates the rzth point and where

the tolerance value, e, is included to allow for any small deviations from a

hexagonal arrày.

Next, a matrix of wavefront differences between nearest neighbours, A1¡¡neiBhbours

is defined:

n

Awff'fhbo"" : if lñ^-î"1 -ho{ e

if lñ^-ñ"1 -hrt€
Lw*n

0

where the wavefront difference, Aw-,r, between a point, i-, and its neigh-
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bour, Én, is found using the Improved Euler-Cauchy method (Her-rn's method)

[e6]:

Lw,'.n. +

+

rn

rn

ôw
A"

aw
Aa

ôW
A"

aw
Aa

;t(
;l(

)"1

)"1

x (r*-r,,") I

X (a* - a") (3.14)

The wavefront can be now be reconstructed using Gauss-Seidel iteration

as follows:

1. Begin with a flat wavefront map as a zeroth guess, such that

W-,¡:0

2. Determine the kth wavefront map, W^,n, by updating each value in

the map, Wm,k-t, using the matrix 4*neiBhbours'

rr/ I[, n*ffighbours + DËr l\,ni xw¡,r< tYYrn,k: (3.15)

In the Jacobi method, the wavefront is updated as a whole. That is, all

the wavefront values, W*,* are updated from a previous set of values

{Wt,*-t,Wz,¿-1,. .',W-,-1,À-1,Wrn, k,- 1,..., Wru,¿". t}

In Gauss-Seidel method, the wavefront value W^,* is updated from a

set including the most recently updated values

{Wt,t, Wz,¡., . . . , W--1, k,W*,te- rt. .. , W¡¿,¿ t}

3. Repeat step 2 until the change between successive iterations is less than

a previonsly defined error valLre.
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4. Once the wavefront, W-, has been reconstructed at the discrete points,

d-, use linear interpolation to convert the discrete hexagonal array of

wavefront values into a 2D Cartesian array suitable for display as a

contour plot.

In certain cases, the wavefront is such that it appears likely that rounding

error will occur in the numerical integration. The wavefront may contain a

sharp peak, for example. In this case, the rounding error can be reduced

by artificially adding points into the discrete gradient field, such that a new

point lies between two of the original points in the gradient field and the

gradient of the new point is determined by interpolating the gradients of

several of the surrounding points.

3.3.5.3 Error propagation - FYom gradient to wavefront

The mean square error (variance) in the reconstructed wavefront, øflu, de-

pends on the variance in the wavefront difference between adjacent holes,

o2o*. tt can be predicted using

o?,t, : Ctw o2nw (3.16)

where C¡y¿ is the Southwell noise coefficient, [62], and the variance in the

wavefront difference between adjacent holes, af;*, is given by

-2 lho (o,"+or"\l'oLw:l; \-T)) (3 17)

where or" and oa" are the rms errors in the ø and E centroids, respectively,

ho is the distance between the holes in the Hartmann plate and tr is the lever

arm of the Hartmann sensor.

As pointed out by Southwell 162], C^w is dependent on the number and

a rangement of holes. Following Southwell's methodology, the noise coeffi-

cient was numerically determined as a function of the number of holes in a

hexagonal close-packed arrangement and the results are shown in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: The Southwell noise coefficient of the Gauss-Seidel iterative
matrix wavefront reconstruction versus the number of holes in the HP. A
hexagonal close-packed arrangement of spots was used. Note that this result
assumes that the noise in the gradient field is uncorrelated.

This coefficient allows one to predict the noise in the overall reconstructed

wavefront if the noise in the gradient fleld is uncorrelated. The actual noise

is determined by analyzing the reconstructed wavefront. Note that C¡w ( 1

for the approximately 700 holes requirecl for a HWS for aclvancecl GWI ancl

thus the zonal reconstruction reduces the effect of uncorrelated noise in the

gradient field on the reconstructed wavefront.

3.3.6 Summary of noise sources

The noise sources discussed in the previous sections are summarized below

for convenience.
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o Coherent Noise: An incoherent source was chosen to mitigate the effects
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of noise dne to parasitic interference fringes caused by transmissive

beam-control optics.

o Cross-talk: It was established in Section 3.3.2 that the level of cross-

talk between neighbouring spots is about 0.08% of the signal size, or

one part in 1250. Hence, for a signal with a maximum size of 200 nm,

the cross-talk is not expected to produce an error greater than 0.16 nm.

o Random noise: (shot noise, readout noise and digitization). The error

in the centroid due to these random noise sources is expected to be

about 0.79% pixel using the WCoG algorithm and0.34%o using the FPC

algorithm, (see Table 3.9). Using Equations 3.16 and 3.17 and anoise

coefficient for the variance of approximately 0.4 (see Figure 3.20 for 700

gradient measurements) the rms wavefront error is estimated to be 0.6

nm for the WCoG algorithm and 1.1 nm for the FPC algorithm. Since

these noise sources are random, this can be improved by averaging.

. Stn".-ur (7): One can specify the maximum permissible temperature

fluctuation, Aflrru*, such that the error from this source is not greater

than \M,-"*: 
^1467 

@ 633 nm : 1.35 nm.

2
AZ.^* W.

0.04 K

The largest source or error in the sensor is expected to be random noise in

the CCD (shot noise, readout noise and digitization uncertainty). This will
contribute an error of approximately 0.6 nm, or about )/1050 @ 633nm, to a

wavefront measurement of thermal lensing in a GWI, which is substantially

better than the sensitivity required for the wavefront sensor in Advanced

LIGO. If, in addtion, there is a signal of approximately 200 nm to be mea-

sured, cross-talk will also contribute and the total error will be approximately

:
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0.76 nm or about À/830 @ 633nm.

3.4 Conclusion

The design and development of a HWS for advanced GWI has been presented

in this chapter. Random noise in the CCD has been identified as the major

error source in the HWS limiting the sensitivity to about )/1050 @ 633nm -

a value that can be improved with averaging due to the random nature of the

noise. In the next chapter, diagnostic testing of and measurements using this

sensor are described and the improvement of the sensitivity with averaging

is demonstrated.



Chapter 4

Testitrg the sensor

4.L Introduction

This chapter focusses on the calibration and testing of the Hartmann wave-

front sensor (HWS) described in Chapter 3. The accuracy of the sensor is

determined by that of the pixel spacing, p,, and the lever arm, tr, used to

convert the transverse displacement of the Hartmann spots to the gradient

field corresponding to the wavefront change. The measurement of p. was

described in Section 3.3.3.3, yielding L7.975 t 0.005¡zm. The measurement

of tr will be discussed in Section 4.2. The sensitivity (precision) of the HWS

is expected to be affected by the light source used for the HWS, see Section

3.3.1, and fluctuations in the temperature of the HWS, see section 3.3.2.4.

In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, therefore) a comparison of the noise floor of the

centroids in the HWS for different light sources and a measurement of its

temperature sensitivity are described.

For a suitable light source and temperature stability, the sensitivity of

the HWS is expected to be limited by photoelectron shot noise. Thus, in

Section 4.5, a measurement is described of the noise floor of the HWS and the

improvement that can be obtained by averaging the centroid positions over

multiple Hartmann images. The measurement of a small known wavefront

change to determine the accuracy of the HWS is described in Section 4.6.

95
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4.2 Lever arm calibration

The nominal value of the lever arm, L, the distance between the Hartmann

plate ancl the CCD, in the fr-rlly assembled Hartmann sensor is approximately

10 mm. Given that every gradient measurement of the sensor relies on this

valLre, any error in it reduces the o,ccura,c?J of the sensor. As this error is

common to all measllrements it thns represents a systematic error. It was

therefore necessary to refine the value of the lever arm.

An experiment that precisely and accurately determines the lever arm of

the Hartmann wavefront sensor is illustrated in Figure 4.7. Vertical needles

that could be bolted coaxially to tapped holes were designed. These were

bolted, at various times, into the regular grid of holes in a Newport RS Series

Research Grade Optical Table at positions A, B, C and D. Position E, shown

in Figure 4.1, contained no vertical needle, but was the intersection of the

line through BD ancl the line parallel to AB that passed through C. The

HWS was placed at the point of intersection of the line through AB and the

line through CD and was approximately normally incident to AB, the precise

angle of incidence not being critical.

A HeNe laser beam was aligned to needles at A and B by overlapping

their shadows. The needles were removed and the resulting spot pattern was

recorded and centroided 25 times. The mirrors VI1 ancl iVI2 were then used

to align the beam to needles at positions C and D, again by overlapping their

shaclows. The needles were removed and the new spot pattern was recorclecl

and centroided 25 times. This procedure was repeatecl 4 times.

Figure 4.2 shows the horizontal translation of the measurecl centroids.

The average measrued horizontal displacement, Ar, was 286.1 + 0.3 pixels,

approximately 4.6x the horizontal-liole-spacing. Using this value and similar

triangles, it is straightforward to cletermine tr

L
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the experiment used to calibrate the lever arm.
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o","]*Ël (4 1)

where p" is the previously determined value of the pixel size (see Section

3.3.3.3). Since lABl : 1750.0 + 0.5 mm and lDEl : 575.0 + 0.5 rnrn, L :
10.43 + 0.02 mm. The errors in lABl and lDEl are given by the error in

the placement of the tapped holes in the optical table and is set, rather

conservatively, to 0.5 mm.

The assumption of similar triangles is limited by the degree to which the

HWS is not normally incident to the beam lABl. If the HWS is rotated

away from normal incidence by a small angle ôd, then there will be a scaling

error in the similar triangles assumption of the order of õ0212 when ôá is

given in radians. For instance, if õ0 : 2.5 degrees then the scaling error is

approximately 0.1%. Since the HWS can easily be aligned to better than 2.5

degrees the similar triangles assumption is assumed to be completely valid.

The accuracy of I is determined by the accuracy of L,r, p", lABl and

lDtrl. However, in a wavefront measurement, transverse spot displacements,

A,r¡, ãïe converted to wavefront gradients, ðWif 0r, using

ô'Wi Lr p" Ar¿ lDtrl
Ar lABl

It is clear that the accuracy of a gradient measurement is limited by Ar¿,

lABl and lDEl.

4.2.L Discounting other solutions due to pattern de-

generacy

The other possible, though unlikely, solutions, corresponding to spot pat-

tern displacements of 3.6x and 5.6x the horizontal-hole-spacing, would give

L : 8.77 mm and L : 12.71mm. These solutions were discounted by com-

paring the spot profile with numerical predictions as described below. The

cross-sections of measnred spots at two different wavelengths, ) : 632.8 nm

0rL
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Figure 4.2: The measured centroids on the CCD for the HeNe aligned with
needles A and B (red) and with needles C and B (btue). Note that the
circular mask was digitally added after the measurement as a visual aid.
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(coherent) and À: 820 nm (incoherent), were compared to the cross-sections

of a simulation using ZEVIAX for the three potential solutions for the lever

arm. The results are shown in Figure 4.3. The best matches between the

measured and simulated diffraction patterns are in Figure 4.3 c) and cl) cor-

responding to a lever arm of 10.43 mm, thus verifying the previor-rs result.

Additionally, this result is consistent with a lever arm of approximately 11

mm, determined using a schematic diagram of the CCD camera and a mea-

surement of the spacer thickness.

The comparison of the measured and siniulated diffraction patterns to ver-

ify the lever arm measrlrement provides some interesting information about

the diffraction of the rays from the Hartmann plate. However, it would have

been unnecessary to verify the lever arm measllrement using this comparison

in the absence of pattern degeneracy. A simpler measrlrement would have

covered all holes except for a single column and used the displacement of the

spots from that coiumn to measnre the iever arm.

4.3 Comparison of incoherent and coherent

light sources

The Hartmann sensor should have lower noise when illuminated with light

from a broadband source because this light is free of coherent effects that can

cause fluctttations in the intensity pattern illuminating the sensor. To test

this, the distribution of centroid fluctuations in the Hartmann sensor was

investigated when it was illuminated with different light sorlrces, coherent

and incoherent, and operated under clifferent conditions as shown in Figure

4.4. The incoherent source was the flbre-coupled super luminescent diode

(SLD) described in Section 3.3.1 and the coherent source was a HeNe laser

beam.

In Tests 7 k 2 the wavefront from a light source diverged from the source

onto a Hartmann sensor placed a short distance away. In Tests 3 & 4 the

light propagated through a series of transmissive optical elements before be-
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Figure 4.3: Intensity cross sections from measured Hartmann spots (red)
illuminated with a), c), e) 632.8 nm coherent light and b), d), f) 820 nm
incoherent light. Physical optics simulations by ZEMAX (blue) are also
pÌotted. 5 x the magnitude of the difference is also shown (green). The best
match between measured and simulated is at 10.43mm.
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Figure 4.4: Experimental setup to test the precision of the Hartmann sensor.
a) Test 1: An incoherent source (output from a fibre coupled SLD) directly
illuminates the Hartmann wavefront sensor. Test 2: A HeNe laser beam
focussed to form a waist that directly illuminates the Hartmann wavefront
sensor. b) Test 3: An incoherent source that propagates through multiple
transmissive optics illuminates the Hartmann wavefront sensor. Test 4: A
HeNe laser beam that propagates through multiple transmissive optics illu-
minates the Hartmann wavefront sensor.
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Figure 4.5: The distribution of the deviations of each of the M centroids from
its average value for each Test and best fit Gaussians. a) Test 1: incoherent
illumination and no optics between source and Hartmann sensor, b) Test 2:

coherent illumination and no optics, except a single imaging lens, between
source and Hartmann sensor, c) Test 3: incoherent illumination and multiple
optics between source and Hartmann sensor, d) Test 4: coherent source and
multiple optics between source and Hartmann sensor.
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ing incident upon the Hartmann sensor. A series of ,À/ images of the M
Hartmann spots was recorded over a short period of time for each set-up.

The patterns were analyzed using the FPC algorithm described in Section

3.3.4.2 to obtain a list of all centroids over all images. For simplicity, the

analysis only considered the u component of the centroids.

For each test, the average centroids for the 7th spot from ly' images, r¡,
was calculated using

\-N ,,,õ-: 
- 

ut:I 'rþJ- M ! where i :7, M

The deviations, Lr¿j, of each of the IVI centroids from its average value for

all images were determined using

¡/

The distributions of the deviations for the four tests are plotted in Figr-rre

4.6 and are compared to a best fit Gaussian. The width of the distribution

in Tests 1-3 is consistent with the shot noise limit, 0.34% of a pixel for the

FPC algorithm, estabiished in Section 3.3.4.3, and the good agreement with
the Gaussian distributions shows that the distribution of centroid deviations

are largely random. The distribution of centroid deviations in Test 4 is much

wider, indicating an additional noise source.

The RMS deviation of the centroids in the ith image, from those in the

initial image, is defined as

dcenti :
Ðf:t("0¡ -:xo)2

M -7

and the temporal variation of this RMS deviation is shown in Figure 4.6.

Since the graphs for Test 7,2 k 3 are independent of z, the fluctuations in

the centroids are random. Futhermore, the RMS deviation for these tests is

similar to the 0.34% shot-noise floor predicted in the previous chapter. For
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Figure 4.6: RMS centroid difference between each set of centroids and the
first image set vs time. a) Tests 7 k 2: incoherent source (blLre) and coherent
source (red), no optics between source and Hartmann sensor. b) Tests 3
k 4: incoherent source (blue) and coherent source (red), multiple optics
between source and Hartmann sensor. Note that the incoherent source test
(blue) was run for approximately 50 s and the coherent source test (red) for
approximately 100 s.
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Test 4, however, it is clear that there is a large temporal variation in the RVIS

deviation. This is further eviclence for some non-random noise component.

The most plausible explanation for this component is the presence of inter-

ference fringes in the intensity pattern, acquired from multiple reflections in

the transmissive optics, resulting in fluctuations in the Hartmann spots that

are not dne to the variations in phase of the wavefront.

These resttlts clearly demonstrate that using an incoherent source as a

probe beam yields a more robust Hartmann wavefront sensor as the incoher-

ent source remains shot-noise limited in scenarios where a coherent source

cloes not.

4.4 Temperature dependence of HWS

As discussecl in Section ,3.2.5, if Hartmann sensor measr,rrements are made be-

fore and after a temperatnre change then there could be an apparent change

in the wavefront where none exists. This change would appear as the primary

aberration defocus.

A measurement was made of this temperature dependent error using a

system very similar to that shown in Figure 4.4 a). The HWS was turned on,

at t : 0, and illuminated with light from the SLD. Two temperature sensors,

one on the A/D converter and the other on the CCD sensor board, recorded

the temperature of the camera from t :22.5s. Centroiding the Hartmann

patterns arrd calculating the apparent defocus, relative to the first pattern,

commencecl at t : 34.0 s.

The results of these measurements are plotted in the semi-logarithmic

plot in Figure 4.7. The red and blue data show the temperatnre at the A/D
converter and CCD sensor) respectively. Notice that the temperature of the

A/D converter starts increasing immediately, while the intial increase in the

temperatnre of the CCD is much slower and ultimately settles on a lower

value. The initial increase in the resultant apparent defocus (green data) is

delayed further still. This indicates that the heat in the canera is generatecl
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Figure 4.7: Temperature on the A/D board of the camera (red) and tem-
perature on the CCD sensor (blue). Apparent defocus, relative to the initial
state, measured by HWS (green).

in the immediate vicinity of the A/D converter and diffuses first to the CCD

and, subsequently, to the Hartmann plate.

Figure 4.8 is a scatter plot of the defocus and the temperature on the A/D
converter for measurements that were recorded at the same time. Notice

that there is a one-to-one and approximately linear relationship between

defocus and temperature. Also shown is the line of best fit, with a slope of

0.0025 m-l K-l. Recall that an estimate, 0.00195 m-1 K-t, of this coefficient

was determined in Section 3.3.2.4.

The approximate linear relationship between defocus and temperature

and the reasonable agreement between the expected and measured values of

the coefficient of the temperature dependence of defocus are strong evidence

for the existence of a temperature dependent error in the Hartmann sensor

that is consistent with the physical argument presented in Section 3.2.5.

Also illustrated by this experiment is the necessity of allowing the Hartmann

sensor approximately 3 hours to reach a steady state temperature before it
should be used.
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Figure 4.8: Scatter plot of the measured defocus vs temperature. The dashed
line is the best linear fit and has a slope : 0.0025 m-lK-r

4.5 Noise floor of the Hartmann sensor

The equivalent wavefront error due to noise in the sensor was measured us-

ing the system shown in Figure 4.4 a) using the 820nm fibre-coupled super-

luminescent diode (SLD). Spot centroidsl were calculated for consecutive

Hartmann images separated in time by 15 s and the average prism (tip/titt)
in each image was removed. These zero-prism centroids were used to calcu-

late the error in the discrete gradient fleld and subsequent wavefront change.

A typical gradient field and map of the wavefront change, which has an RMS

error of 
^11450, 

are shown in Figure 4.9 a) and b), respectively. The RMS

error for these maps varied between À/1000 and l/2000 which is consistent

with the shot noise limit, established in Section 4.3, and the Southwell noise

coefficient (see Section 3.3.5.3), Ctw:0.2, calculated for Ä[ro1".:263 used

in this example. In general, the RMS wavefront error for azonal reconstruc-

tion across all holes, assuming uncorrelated noise, is given AV CIi* x o¿¡W,

where o6¡ar is the RMS wavefront difference between adjacent holes, which

was deflned in Eqr-ration 3.17 and is repeated here.

lAll the remaining experiments in this chapter used the WCoG algorithm to calculate
the spot centroids.
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o^w :9 oo, (42)
L

where o¡, is the average RMS error in the individual centroids.

If the statistical characteristics of the noise do not vary with time (i.e.

the noise is stationary) then the wavefront error should be reduced by av-

eraging over multiple Hartmann images. To test this, a sequence of 2000

Hartmann images was recorded at 30 images/second and the global prism

was removed from each image. A set of reference centroids was then calcu-

lated by averaging over ÄI."¡ : 1000 images, consisting of the first and last

500 images. The central 1000 images were used to calculate sets of centroids

averaged over ly'o.r* images, where ly'ors : 1,...,990. This process ensured

that the reference and average centroids were statistically independent. The

procedure was repeated 5 times. The dependence of o61r¡ on Nu', is plotted

in Figure 4.10, showing that otw { 
^175,500 

at ly'.u, : 990.

The precliction of a numerical simulation that assumes stationary random

noise given by

oT- (N^"r) : oT*,,
11

-I

ly'avs ' Nr",
(4 3)

is also plotted in Figr-rre 4.10, where aLWJ, the ly'u.n*: l error, is the only

free parameter. For small No.,r, the error decreases as N:13, as expected and

it asymptotically approaches a value that is Nlr' belo- the ly'o.,* : 1 error,

the limit due to noise in the reference centroids. Note the good agreement

between the measurement and the numerical prediction, except for No,n, >

300 where the measured error is slightly larger than that predicted.

The RMS wavefront error was approximately )/15,500, which is larger

than the 
^f 

2I,000 predicted using the Southwell noise coefficient appropriate

to this measurement. These discrepancies are probably due to the effect of

a low-frequency temperature fluctuation, which is described in Section 4.6.

These results demonstrate that the dominant noise in the Hartmann

wavefront sensor is random and well described by Poissonian statistics, which
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Figure 4.10: The improvement in HWS sensitivity due to averaging over
ly'u,n* Hartmann images. The solid curve shows the improvement predicted
assuming only random, stationary noise in the spot centroids

is consistent with the HWS being shot-noise limited as predicted in Section

3.3.3. The sensitivity is limited when averaging, implying an additional small

noise source. It is plausible that thermal expansion of the HP may be a con-

tributing factor to this noise.

4.6 Accuracy test using known \ /avefront change

A simultaneous measurement of the accuracy and precision of the HWS can

be tested by measuring a well-known, and preferably small, wavefront change.

Therefore, an experiment was developed to create a small quadratic wavefront

change, the primary aberration defocus.

4.6.L Analytic form of known \r/avefront change

Consider a wavefront diverging from a point source and incident on a Hart-

mann sensor a distance zs àwa,!,) as illustrated in Figure 4.11. The equation

for the wavefront at height h is

100 101 1 0r 104
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HP

WW'
CCD

Figure 4.11: Schematic showing the change in direction of a Hartmann ray
in the presence of defocus.

W(h)-zs- zl + h2, (4 4)

and the gradient of the wavefront in the paraxial limit is

awh
(4.5)Ah zs

If the source is translated toward the HWS by L,z, the new wavefront W',,

equal to the original wavefront plus the wavefront change 4tr4l, has a gradient

at height h given by

AW' h
(4 6)õh zs - A,z

The gradient of the wavefront change is then given by

Ao

<__

Zs

A,Z

L

a (^w)
ah Zg

hh
zs- Lz

-L¿ h

zo (zo - Lt)
Sh

(4 7)

(4.8)
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where S is the primary aberration defocus. The gradient can also be ex-

pressed as

a (Lw)
ah,

(4 e)

A,Z

Qo - ¡r¡ 6* 1¡uo

La
L

(4.10)

The measured wavefront change, which can be made arbitrarily small by

reducing A,z, ís characterized by plotting A (LW) /ôh versus E6, determining

the slope of the line-of-best-fit and the deviation of the data points about this

line. The predicted wavefront change is, therefore, known with the accuracy

with which zs, L and L,z are known.

4.6.2 Experiment design

The layout of the system used to measure Az and the resulting wavefront

change is shown in Figure 4.72. 'the HWS was illuminated by light emitted

from the optical fiber coupled to the 820 nm Agilent HFBR-1414 super-

luminescent diode described in Section 3.3.1. The fiber was mounted on a

micrometer-controlled translation stage to allow the distance, zs, between

the light source and the HWS to be adjusted precisely.

Translation of the fibre end, Az, was measured using a Michelson inter-

ferometer, in which the input beam was split at point A. The object beam

of the interferometer was formed by the path A-M"6¡-A, whers Mobj was a

mirror mounted on the fibre holder on the translation stage. The reference

beam was formed by the path A-B-C-M,"¡-C-B-A, where M."¡ was a mirror

mounted on the front of the HWS. These beams were recombined on a CCD,

and the horizontal cross-section of the interference pattern was recorded as

rapidly as the CCD would allow, approximately 13 Hz. To assist in measur-

ing L,z, a small amount or horizontal tilt was introduced between the object

and reference beams resulting in vertical fringes on the CCD and a sinnsoidal

intensity pattern in the horizontal direction, which moved across on the CCD
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Interferometer
read-out

Optical fibre
zo

from SLD

M
Hartmann

HeNe laser

stage sensor

Figure 4.72: Ã schematic of the Hartmann wavefront sensor and the system
used to test the sensor. The sensor was illuminated using a fiber-coupled
super luminescent diode (SLD), the free end of which was mounted on a

translation stage. Changes in the distance between the flber end and the
Hartmann plate were measured using a Michelson interferometer.

in response to a translation Az. Fourier analysis was used to filter out all

the noise, leaving only the sinusoidal signal. An example of the interference

pattern measured by the CCD and the filtered signal are shown in Figure

4.L3.

A change, L,z,in the distance between HWS and the fibre holder results

in a horizontal translation of the sinusoid by a phase, Ló, given by

IL

w

CCDrcl

4r A.zLó: ) (4.11)

If the phase change per CCD frame was less than z- then the translation

of the sinusoid per frame was unambiguous (i.e. avoided any modulo 2r
ambignity) and the change in phase and thus A,z over time could be tracked.

Provided it was varied slowly, Az could be recorded with approximately 10

nm precision for small translations.
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Figure 4.13: A cross-section of the interference pattern or-ttput from the
Michelson interferometer measured on the CCD. The solid line shows the
measured fringes and the dotted line shows the filtered sinuosidal modulation
due to the tilt introduce into the reference beam. The vertical dashed lirre
indicates the position at which the phase is measured in every frame.

4.6.3 Calibration of the origin for zs

The accuracy of the defocus measurement can be determined by comparing

the measured defocus with that predicted using Equation 4.10, but this com-

parison requires an accurate determination of the origin of zs. The nominal

distance between the HP and the fibre end, znom) caÍr be measured with a

ruler with a precision of t1 mm. A micrometer or calipers could not be used

to measure the nominal because the HP was not a rigid surface. The true

distance between the HP and the fibre end is z¡ and will differ from this

nominal value by a systematic offset e, such that

t^a0 - anom -T ¿z

Therefore, if e" can be determined and a measurement of zno- exists, then

the origin of zo can be determined. This can be accomplished by exploiting

the non-linear dependence of the gradient of the wavefront change on zs.

Equations 4.7 and 4.9 can be combined to give
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Ly Lz
hL zo (zo - L")

where the theoretical slope, mtl,eory, of LglL versus h is thus

L,z
Illtheory

zo (zo - Lr)

mtn"o.v (6r)
L,Z

If a translation, A,z, from an initial nominal distance, zrro-, is made, with

HWS measurements of l/ spots taken before and after, then the slope of

the line-of-best-fit, m6¡, of (LAIL). versus h¿, where 1< i ( ff, can be

determined. The corresponding valne of m11,"o., (e") can be determined at

this nominal distarrce.

Mnltiple, Iarge translations were made, Lz x 1 mm, for a series of nomi-

nal distances, znom) between the HP ald Lhe fibre eld. The resullilg Lheorel-

ical and fitted slopes, rnrh"o.y and m6¡, respectively) were plotted versus the

nominal distances z.'o^ plus an estimate of e". This resulted in two non-linear

curves that were offset from one another. The value 62 was varied to displace

the curves until they lay on top of one another, as illustrated in Figure 4.14,

thereby yielding a value for the systematic offset €", and hence calibrating

the origin of zs.

In this wà¡, zs for the measlrrement in Section 4.6.5 was determined to

be 91.7 10.2 mm. Note that, although the best fit of z¡ gives an error

of approximately +0.03 mm, the error here is set to 0.2 mm because the

relative error in the lever arm L, which is used in the calculation of 26, is

approximately 0.2% (recall that L :10.43 + 0.02 mm).

Ïzno i €"] (lz,o^ -l e,] - Lz)
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4.6.4 Mitigating cyclic temperature fluctuations

Since AW was intended to be very small to simultaneously test precision

as well as accuracy, the temperature dependence of the HWS, discussed in

Section 3.2.5, was expected to introduce a significant error in response to any

changes in temperature. Recall that the change in wavefront due to a change

in temperature appears to be quadratic - the same form as the signal to be

measured in this defocus experiment!

Periodic fluctuations in the temperature of the CCD (+150 mK @ 0.5

mHz) were observed due to the laboratory air-conditioning (if the air- con-

ditioning was turned off the laboratory was subject to diurnal temperature

variations, approximately i5,500mK per day). The air-conditioning induced

temperature fluctuations were periodic and the translations could be timed

to coincide with a maxima or a minima such that the average temperature

before and after translation was the same and the net effect of these fluctu-

ations would thus be minimal. This was done by performing multiple trans-

lations of the fibre end and then leaving the system for another 2-3 hours to

record the period and phase of the background fluctuations. Knowing these

values, the periodic signal could be traced back in time and the translation

that occurred closest to a turning point of the periodic signal could then be

selected.

4.6.5 Experiment procedure

The experimental procedure was:

1. ú"*pt : -180:00 minutes. The HWS was turned on 3 hours in advance

of any measurements to allow it to reach a steady-state temperature.

2. t.*pt: 000:00 minutes. The Michelson interferometer started

recording interference patterns at approximately 73 Hz and ran

continuously for the 6 hour duration of the experiment.
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3. ú"*pt : 000:10 minutes. A temperature record of the HWS sensor was

started and ran continuously for the 6 hour duration of the

experiment. This was read from the the on-board sensors with a

frequency of 33 mHz (every 30 s).

4. t.*pt: 000:20 minutes. The HWS sensor started and ran continuously

for the 6 hour duration of the experiment. Centroid patterns were

recorded at approximately 33H2.

5. ú"*pt æ 000:20 --+ 006:30 minutes. 10,000 centroids were recorded at

the intial position.

6. ú"*pt = 006:30 ---+ 007:30 minutes. The flbre was translated

approximately 10¡;m closer to the HWS by adjusting the translation

stage, This was done extremely carefully and slowly to enable

successful tracking of the fringes in the interference pattern.

7. t.*pt = 007:30 ---+ 014:00 minutes. 10,000 centroids were recorded at

the new position.

8. ú"*pt = 014:00 ---+ 143:00 minutes. Steps 6 and 7 were repeated a

further 18 times.

9. ú"*pt = 143:00 ---+ 360:00 minutes. The equipment was left recording

data for a further 3.5 hours.

10. ú"*p¡ : 360:00 minutes. All data recording ceased.

4.6.6 Results

The defocus measured in Step 9 is plotted in Figure 4.15 a), the OPD mea-

sured by the interferometer for this Step in Figure 4.15 c) and the tempera-

ture measured by the on-board temperature sensors on the HWS in Figure

4.15 e). A sinusoidal variation in defocus with a frequency of 0.5 mHz can

be seen in the defocus data, the OPD measurements and the on-board tem-

perature. The spectral components of this signal are shown for the defocus,
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OPD ancl temperature in Figures 4.15 b), d) and f), respectively. Given that

it has been establishecl, Section 3.2.5, that the HWS prodnces a temperature

dependent systematic error that appears to be defocus and that the temper-

ature and defocus oscillations have the same frequency, it is concluded that
the observed periodic flttctttations in defocus are carlsed by the cycling lab-

oratory temperature. Periodic thermal expansion of the optical table would

also explain the fluctnations in OPD observed in Figure 4.15 c).

The defocus measurements were made by comparing measnrements im-

mediately before and after maxima or minima in the temperature cycle,

with the fibre translation itself coinciding with the maxima or minima. The

fluctuations in temperature were slowest at these points and the average

temperatnre of the measurements before and after the clisplacement were

approximately the same. The sinusoidal signal measured after the last mea-

surement was traced backward in time to determine the displacement which

occnrred closest to a maxima or minima ancl therefore had the smallest sys-

tematic error. This is illustrated Figure 4.16. The clisplacement at 68 minutes

coinciclecl with a maximum of the sinusoid and hence the centroids immedi-

ately before and after this measlrrement were used in the following analysis.

The change in the optical path length, measnred by the interferometer, was

1,9,2 + 0.1pm, giving L,z :9.60 + 0.05 ¡rm.

The vertical gradient field of the wavefront clistortion was determined

from the difference between the Hartmann centroicls before and after the dis-

placement at ú : 68 minutes. This was done for centroicls averaged over ly'".n,

measurements for Nn s : 1,100, 1000,5000. Figlre 4.17 shows plots of the

vertical component of the gradient field for the four averages. The predicted

value of vertical gradient is also plotted. These plots show a linear relation-

ship between the local gradient and transverse position, Ao, às predicted bv

Equation 4.10, and the improvement in sensitivity due to averaging.

The defocus due to the sorlrce translation can be calculated using the

slope, m, of the line-of-best-fit to this data and S : m (ro + L) f zs and the

results are summarised in Table 4.1. Linear regression analysis was used to
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Figure 4.15: a) Hartmann sensor defocus measurement and b) its temporal
spectrum. c) Mach-Zehnder interferometer optical path distortion measure-
ment and d) its temporal spectrum, e) Average temperature measured by
the two CCD temperature sensors and f) its temporal spectrum. These plots
show a 0.5 mHz sinusoidal signal common to the defocus, interferometer and
temperature measurements.
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of the laboratory temperature and are traced backward in time. Notice that
the displacement at 68 minutes coincides with a peak.
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ly'avg Defocus, S Accuracy Precision
1 -1.3+0.2x7 m À/860 )/330

100 -I.727+0.036x10 3m 1

^l37oo
À/1800

1000 -1.150+0.008x10 
3m-r

^15200 ^182005000 -1.159 + 0.007 x 10-3m 1 r/3300 À/e3oo
Expected value -L74 + 0.01 x 10-r m-r

Table 4.1: Summary of the defocus measlrrements with the HWS averaged
ovet Nu,r, measurements, where ly'ors:1, 100, 1000 and 5000. Precision is
given by the 95% confidence interval.

determine the slope and precision of the line-of-best-fit. The uncertainty in

,S when averaged over 5000 images is equivalent to an nncertainty in the

wavefront sag of 0.1 nm (À/9300) over the CCD aperture (= 10 mm), wliich

is roughly twice the previously measured )/15,500 due probably to non-

stationary noise during the extended acquistion time.

The accuracy of the defocus measurement over the apertrrre of the HWS

(= 10 mm) is determined by comparing the measured defocus with the pre-

dicted value of -7.I4+0.01 x 10-3m-1, which differs from the measurement

by abont 2 x 70 5nt-1 or 7.7Y0, for ly'o,,, : 5000. This error is eqnivalent to

À/3300 and could be explained by a change in average temperature of the

HWS of order 10 mK.

These results show that the HWS is ideal for high precision and high

accuracy measurement of wavefront changes, and represent a large improve-

ment in the state-of-the-art. The application to the neasnrement of a small

wavefront change due to defocus, ,S, with a precision of 7 x tO-0 --t (see

Table 4.1 for ly'nus:5000 )was demonstrated. It was also established that
the sensor measures this aberration with an accuracv of about 2 x 10-5 m-r.

4.7 Conclusion

The sensitivity and accuracy of the Hartmann sensor has been demonstrated

by the results reported in this chapter. In Section 4.3, the choice of an

incoherent light source was shown to be crucial in reducing the uncertainty
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in centroid measurements to a shot-noise limit. A high precision and accuracy

calibration of the effective lever arm of the Hartmann sensor was described

in Section 4.2. In Section 4.5, the background noise in the Hartmann sensor

was shown to be dominated by Poissonian shot-noise and capable of being

reduced to at least À/15,500 by averaging multiple measurements. Evidence

of another, potentially temperature related, noise source was observed at this

level. An observation of the temperature dependent error in the Hartmann

sensor was described in Section 4.4 and a simple measurement of the size

of this effect yielded a result relatively close to the expected value. Section

4.6 described the measurement of the accuracy using a novel experiment

to induce very small, yet well-defined, wavefront aberrations and the results

from this experiment demonstrated the measurement of a very small defocus,

equivalent to an 850m lens, with an accuracy of 7.7% and a precision of 0.7%.
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Chapter 5

Direct measurement of
wavefront distortion at the
High Optical Power Test

Facility

5.1 Background

The High Optical Power Test Facility (HOPTF), operated by the Australian

Consortium for Interferometric Gravitational Astronomy (ACIGA), is a test

facility designed to investigate critical issues associated with high po\Mer op-

tical cavities, such as the measurement and compensation of absorption-

induced wavefront distortion and the effect of parametric instabilities on

cavity stability [97].

The high optical power cavity at the facility has previously been used

to investigate the effect of absorption-induced thermal lensing in the cavity

optics on the cavity mode size by Zhao et al, [1S]. This',À/as accomplished

by measuring the spatial profile of the light emitted from the cavity and

comparing it with that predicted by a FEM, assuming the dominant thermal

time constants expected for the intra-cavity optics and that the cavity power

t27
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was constant. Whilst there appeared to be reasonable agreement between

measurement and model in that investigation, such a technic¡-re could not be

used to produce a signal suitable for a thermal compensation system (TCS)

in Advanced LIGO, as described in Section 1.3 and illustrated in Figure 1.7,

as it a) estimates only the defocus (thermal lens) component of the wavefront

distortion (WD), and b) could not determine the WD of individual optics

within a GWI.

5.2 Objectives

In this chapter, I describe the first direct measurement of wavefront distortion

in an optical cavity that has high stored power using a sensor that meets the

sensitivity and spatial resolution criteria specified for Advanced LIGO (see

Section 1.3.2).

The installation of the sensor at the HOTPF and the properties of the

cavity itself are discussed in Section 5.3, as well a measurement of the sensor

noise floor. The experimental procedure and analysis of the data from the

sensor are discussed in Section 5.4. This discussion is particularly detailed

because the sensor measures the absorption-induced WD of multiple intra-

cavity optics off-axis and this measurement must be converted to the on-axis

distortion that is experienced by the cavity mode. The results of the wave-

front measurement and their validation using two independent measurements

are reported in Section 5.5 and concluding remarks are made in Section 5.6.

5.3 Description of measurement system

5.3.1 The HOPTF high-optical-power cavity in detail

The current optical configuration is a 77 m Fabry-Perot cavity in which the

substrate of the input coupler or 'input test mass' (ITM) is inside the cavity

to enhance the absorption-inducecl wavefront distortion in that mirror, as
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Vacuum system
140 mm

L3 BP
7.0 - 8.4 kW

t0w

77m

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the Fabry-Perot cavity with high stored power,
located at the HOPTF.

ITM ETM CP

Material Sapphire Sapphire Fused Silica
Diameter 100 mm 150 mm 160 mm
Thickness 46 mm 80 mm 17 mm
Radius of curvature flat 720 + 100 m flat
HR transmission 1840 + 100 ppm 20 ppm nla
AR reflectivity 30 f 20 ppm 12 t 10 ppm 100 ppm
Volumetric absorption = 51 ppm/cm nla x 2 ppmf cm

Table 5.1: Physical parameters of the HOPTF Fabry-Perot cavity optics

shown in Figure 5.1. The cavity also contains a fused-silica compensation

plate (CP) that can be heated via a heating coil wrapped around its barrel

surface, which is used by other members of ACIGA.

The optical and physical parameters of the ITM, CP and the end test

mass (ETM) are shown in Table 5.1. The cavity has a measured finesse of

approximately 1400 [98], which is consistent with the losses due to the AR

coatings and absorption of the CP and ITM substrates. A laser beam from a

10W Nd:YAG single frequency 1064 nm laser [99] is passed through a series

of input optics (a pre-mode cleaner, isolator, mode-matching and alignment

optics) and the remaining 5 - 6W is coupled into the 77 m Fabry-Perot cavity,

resulting in approximately 7.0 - 8.4kW of intra-cavity power. A small amount

of the cavity mode is transmitted through the end test mirror (ETM) and

is imaged onto a beam profiler (BP) with a demagnification : 2.92 + 0.05,

thereby recording the cavity mode size and power level at the ETM.

5-6W

ETMITM
CP

input
optics

Nd:YAG
LASER
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5.3.2 Installation of the H\MS at HOPTF

A HWS was installed at the HOPTF to measure the wavefront clistortion

in the ITVI and the CP at an off-axis angle as illustrated in Figure 5.2.

The HWS was identical to the one described in Chapters 4 ancl 5, the only

nrodification being a more powerful light sor-rrce (QPhotonics QSDM-790-2
2mW 800 nm fibre-coupled superluminescent diode [100]). The output of the

fibre was collimated into an approximately 80 mm diameter beam, steered

into the vacnum system and through the ITM and the CP at an angle of

10". The interior of the vacuum system, the beam steering mirrors, M2, M3,

and 1VI4, the CP and the ITVI are shown in the photograph in Figure 5.3.

After transmission thror-rgh the ITVI and CP, the beam was steered out of the

vacuLlm system, through an imaging lens, L2 (f : 500 --), and was incident

on the HWS. The imaging lens was adjusted such that the exit plane of the

ITVI, p.6¡. was imaged onto the Hartmann plate.

The ITNI suspension assembly [101] can be seen snrronnding the ITM in
Figure 5.3 and also in Figure 5.4 a). Part of the Hartmann probe beam was

obscnred by several components of this suspension assembly, as illustrated in

the coniputer-generated rendering of the ITVI and suspension assembly, from

the point-of-view of the probe beam, shown in Figure 5.4 b). The top and

bottom cross beams, on which the magnetic actuators used to align the ITIVI

are mounted, which cannot be removecl, obscure a substantial fraction of the

ITM but a region about 3 x the cavity mocle diameter around the center

of the cavity mode remains unobscurcd. This is sufficicnt for mcasuling thc

wavefront distortion in the region of the cavity mode. Additionally, there

were two brackets to the left and right of the IT\¡l center that obscured part

of the HWS probe beam. The front LH and rear RH brackets were removed as

their removal had little to no effect on the suspension system (these brackets

honsed two safety stops and their removal left 12 remaining stops). This final

confignration is iìlustrated in the computer-generated rendering in Figure 5.4

c).

The aperture is highlighted in the computer-generated rendering in Figure
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Figure 5.3: Photograph showing interior of the vacuum system, the beam
steering mirrors, M2, M3, and M4, the CP and the ITM.

5.5 a) with the positions of the centers of the ITM and CP indicated by red

and blue crosses) respectively. An image of the probe beam at poaj is shown

in Figure 5.5 b).

5.3.3 Reduction of environmental noise coupling into
H\MS

The wavefront distortion across the whole aperture was measured with the

Nd:YAG laser off so that there was no stored power in the cavity. The

RMS error when the HWS was first installed, averaged over 10 contiguous

Hartmann images, as a ftrnction of time is shown in Figure 5.6 in curve

a), exhibiting much higher average RMS wavefront error than the theoretical

shot-noise limit for the sensor: Àf 45 vs À/3000. The additional noise was pri-

marily due to air filters creating turbulence in the vicinity of the experiment.

Additionally, the volume of air through which the probe beam passed was

significantly greater than for the shot-noise limited measurements described

in Chapter 4 and hence the contribution from air currents was greater.
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l. JL)

b)

c)

Figure 5.4: a) Photograph of the ITM installed in its suspension system. b)
Computer-generated rendering of the ITM and suspension system from the
point-of-view of the probe beam. c) Computer-generated rendering of the
ITM and suspension system from the point-of-view of the HWS with the
corner brackets removed.

a)

\
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(u) (b)

Figure 5.5: a) computer-generated rendered view of ITM and suspension
system at 10 degrees with aperture highlighted and the positions of the ITM
and CP centers indicated by red and blue crosses, respectively. b) Image of
the probe beam shadow at pouj.

10 7

CL

C)

o
Z
a
C(

1 0-8

o)

b)

c)

d)

'10-e

10-10

0 50 100 150
Time (s)

Figure 5.6: RMS noise in HWS measurement versus time. a) With all air
filters on, b) with air filters off, c) with air filters off and beam tubes enclosing
the majority of the beam path and d) shot-noise limit (simulated).
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When the air filters were turned off to reduce air currents, the RMS

wavefront error decreased to an average value of )/130. The time dependence

of the RMS wavefront error for that conflguration is displayed in Figure 5.6

in curve b). The RMS wavefront error was further decreased by isolating

a substantial fraction of the probe beam with beam tubes, as illustrated in

the photographs in Figure 5.7. The final average RMS wavefront error was

^1730 
and this error as a function of time is shown in Figure 5.6 in curve

c). Also shown in this figure, curve d), is the RMS wavefront error expected

for purely random noise, with an average of l/3000. The large excursions

from the mean RMS level in curve c) indicate that there is probably still
some correlated noise in the wavefront. Indeed, the wavefront difference for

curve c) at t = 75 s indicates evidence of correlated noise as shown in Figure

5.8. This is most likely due to residual air currents and the large volume of

air in the probe beam, although it could also be acoustic vibration of the

optical components. To alleviate this in future the probe beam could be

expanded inside the vacuum system reducing the volume of air to which it is
exposed. Nevertheless, the sensor as installed in this experiment still satisifes

the Advanced LIGO sensitivity specification.

5.4 Measurement procedure and analysis

5.4.I Measurement procedure

The procedure for measuring the thermal lensing in the sapphire (ITM) and

fused silica (CP) as a function of time, wher€ úe*pt is the experiment time, is

as follows:

1. ú"*pt = -15 s. Start recording Hartmann images to establish reference

centroids before the 1064 nm beam is coupled into the cavity.

2. t"*pt : 0 s. Couple 10W laser into cavity. Start recording the trans-

mitted power and beam size with the beam profiler (BP)
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tlxl trn sourcc

Vrcuun

(u)

Figure 5.7: Photographs showing some of the (improvised) beam tubes that
attenuated background noise in the HWS.
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56 7mm

45 3mm

-J l nm

-2 2om

LJnm

0 3nm

0 6nm

1 5nm

34 Omm

22 7mm

1 1.Jmm

0 Omm

0 Omm 11 3mm 22.7mm 34 Omm 45.3mm 56 7mm

Figure 5.8: An example of correlated noise in the background wavefront
difference for curve c) in Figure 5.6 at t x 75 s.

3. ú"*pt : 0 s + úexpt = 300 s. Continue recording Hartmann images to

measure the temporal development of thermal distortions in the ITM
and cP.

4. t.*pt È 300 s. Turn off 1064 nm beam.

5. ú"*pt È 300 s + úexpt ã 400 s. Continue recording Hartmann images to

observe the decay of thermal distortions in the ITM and CP.

6. ú"*pt È 400 s, Cease recording with the HWS and the BP

This procedure was repeated on 13 separate occasions, The power level

in the cavity was noticeably more stable on some occasions than others dne

to variations in the mode-matching of the 1064 nm laser into the Fabry-Perot

cavity.
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5.4.2 Analysis of wavefront distortion

As indicated earlier, the Hartmann probe beam is incident on the CP and

the IT1VI with a 10" angle of incidence so that the wavefront distortions can

be measured separately. In Section 5.4.2.7, I show how this off-axis HWS

measurement of distortion is transformed into the distortion that would be

measured by an on-axis probe beam. The on-axis WD is measured in trans-

mission through the CP and ITM, however, while the cavity mode is reflected

from the high-reflecting surface of the ITM. Thus, in Section 5.4.2.2,I show

how the on-axis distortion can be used to determine the distortion experi-

enced by the cavity mode. Lastly, in Section 5.4.2.3,I show how to determine,

from the distortion experienced by the cavity mode, the thermally induced

defocus, which can be used to calculate the cavity mode size at the ETM.

In Section 5.5 the calculated mode size is compared with the measnrements

from the BP to show that the wavefront distortion measurement is accurate.

Note that the off-axis to on-axis transformation described here is valid

only because the CP and ITNI are separated by a distance that is large

compared to the thickness of the ITVI and CP, and the angle of incidence is

small. More generally, a tomographic analysis should be used to achieve this

transformation as described in Chapter 6.

6.4.2.1 Converting off-axis distortion to on-axis distortion

A schematic illustrating the off-axis probe beam propagating through the CP

and ITNI is shown in Figrue 5.9 a). The lesults of a nurnerical sirlulation of

the expectecl off-axis wavefront distortion dne to Hello-Vinet thermal gradi-

ent inside the optics is shown in Figure 5.9 b), where this off-axis distortion is

labeiled 1ry¡(on). Two lobes are clearly seen, indicating the distortion in the

two optics. Due to the shallow viewing angle, a vertical cross-section through

each lobe is approximately equivalent to what would have been measured in

that component in an on-axis view. These cross-sections are indicatecl by

dashed lines in Figure 5.9 b) and are labelled WD!'.fJn and WD!'$) for the

sapphire and fused silica cross-sections, respectively.
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Figure 5.9: a) Off-axis probe beam refracting through sapphire ITM and
fused silica CP. b) Simulated off-axis wavefront distortion, 'WD("tr), 

showing
the two vertical cross-sections, WDf'$) and WDI'.ßrr, used to determine the
defocus in the fused-silica and sapphire, blue and red respectively.

WD(orr)FS WD(orr)s¡pp
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The on-axis and off-axis distortions differ because of two effects. Firstly,

each lobe is smeared or elongated slightly in the horizontal direction due to

the axial extent of the thermal lenses. Secondly, each lobe is contaminated

slightly by the signal from the other lobe. This can be seen by considering

ray A in Figure 5.9 a): despite the fact that it is dominated by the strong

thermal lens at the center of the sapphire, there is still a contribution to the

total distortion from the thermal lens in the compensation plate. Thus, the

vertical cross-sections through each lobe represent a sum of on-axis wavefront

distortions which can be expressed as

wD!".fJ*, :
wD$"$) :

Ke, (¿) wDl"ß' r Kcr 1r; wo!'j)
Ke,, (t) wD!:{) -t Kcz(¿) WDSßH

(5 1)

(5 2)

where WDSß' and WD$"$) are the on-axis distortions of the sapphire and

fnsed silica, respectively, Kpr (ú) and Kt" (t) describe the elongation of the

sapphire and fused silica distortion, respectively, and K"r (ú) and Kç2 (ú)

describe the contribution of the fused-silica and sapphire distortion to the

opposite cross-section, respectively.

The parameters KB1 (¿), Kr, (ú), K"t (t) and Kcr(t) can be determined

using the geometry of the ITM-CP-probe-beam arrangement and assuming

the temporal development of the wavefront distortion as described by Hello

and Vinet (see Appendix 4.1) to first order.

The on-axis distortion is determined by solving the Equations 5.1 and 5.2

to yield

WD (o")
SAPH

KE, wD!"fJH - Kcr wD$:$)
Kpr Kpz - Kcr Kcz

b' 
' 
wD!'f;Ju * bp wDf"$) (5.3)
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Figure 5.10: Conversion parameters for off-axis distortion, calculated using
the Hello-Vinet equation and known geometry of ITM, CP and probe beam

WD (on)
FS

K' wDf'$, - K"rwD!"f/"
Kpr Knz - KctKcz

b2 WDS'f;Ju -F bz, wD!'J)

where the conversion parameters, bt r, br z, bzt and b2 2, àrê plotted in Figure

5.10.

5.4.2.2 Converting on-axis'WD to round-trip cavity-mode'WD

As noted by Ryan Lawrence [12] and others, and discussed in Section 7.2.3,

absorption in the substrate of a mirror leads to wavefront distortion via the

thermo-optic, elasto-optic and thermo-elastic effects. The flrst two effects
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Sapphire Fused Silica

Thermooptic Effect (SUB1, SUB2) 1 1

Elastooptic Effect (SUB1, SUB2) 0.2 -0.01
Thermoelastic expansion (CS1, . . ., CS4) 0.8 0.06

Table 5.2: Sizes of thermoelastic deformation and the elastooptic effect rel-
ative to the size of the thermooptic effect. SUB1, SUB2 and CS1, . . ., CS4,
refer to the locations at which these effects occLlr as indicated in Figure 5.11.

result in volumetric distortions that are acquired on transniission through the

substrate, while thermo-elastic distortion leads to surface deformation and

thr-rs is acquired on reflection or refraction at the surface. The relative sizes

of the thermo-optic, elasto-optic and thermo-elastic distortion for sapphire

and fi-rsed silica are listed in Table 5.2 (reproduced from Table 2.7 in Ryan

Lawrence's Ph.D thesis [tZ]).

A schematic diagram showing the cavity mode and ihe Hartmann beani

probing these distortions is illustrated in Figure 5.11. With the exception of

the distortion at curved surface 4 (CS4), the cavity mode experiences every

distortion twice that the probe beam experiences once. Therefore, the major

difference between the distortion experienced by the cavity mode and probe

heam a,rises at CS4, drre to the thermo-elastic effect, which the cavity mode

experiences on reflection ancl the probe beam on transmission. The relative

sizes of tlie distortions accumulated by the probe beam and the cavity mode

can be determined r-rsing a simple ABCD matrix description of the reflection

of the cavity mode from and the transmission of the probe beam through

the ITVI and knowing the relative sizes of the thermo-optic, thermo-elastic

and elasto-optic effects (see Appendix 4.3 for details). This modelling shows

that the wavefront distortion experiencecl by the cavity mode in the ITNI is

a factor of 2.53 largel than that measured by the HWS probe beam. Hence

the clistortion experienced by the cavity mode, Vy'D.o.,11", can be expressed

WD"o,,¡¡, x 2.5J x wn!"fln +2.0 x wol!') (5 5)
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CP

ITM
probe beam

cavity mode

SUB2

CS4 CS3
SUBI

CS2 CSI

Figure 5.11: The probe beam (blue) is transmitted through both substrates,
SUB1 and SUB2, and through all curved surfaces, CS1 to CS4. The cavity
mode (red) is transmitted through both substrates, SUBl and SUB2, and
through curved surfaces, CS1 to CS3 and is reflected from CS4.

6.4.2.3 Defocus of cavity-mode 'WD and ETM beam size

The characterization of the distortion by the defocus, S, is achieved using

the method of Arain et al. [102] which determines the maximum overlap

integral, I (^9), between the distortion experienced by the cavity mode and a

spherically curved mirror, where

r (s) t::
"*n(-" i*fu]) x

"*n (, lT *o". ity (r) - +s "'l) a" (5 6)

where t¿rrv (S) is the calculated cavity mode size at the ITM and the defo-

cus of the cavity, Scavity, is the value of ,S which maximizes the integral in

Equation 5.6 and is, therefore, a solution of

+

I
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d I (^g)-år.: o (5.7)

The cavity mode can then be found from the cavity g-parameters (see

Seigman [1Oe] for full details) given by

. L"uu
9p1.vt: 1 - r;I ÙETM

and

grr¡a (S) - 1 - S L.u,,

where Æpru, Ê11¡1 are the radii of curvature of the end test mass and inpr-rt

test mass, respectively, and tr".,n is the iength of the cavity. The mode size

at the ITM, 'u¡1¡a (^9), is given by

trrrr,¡ (S) : L"uu \ 9pru
1T grrrr,r (S) [1 - gt"n (S) grtn]

Note that since the cavity mode size at the ITM, .ttr (S), depends on the

calculated cavity defocus, ,9, this procedure must be iterated several times

to reach a convergent solution. It is first run using ,¿lrru (0) equal to the cold

cavity (nominal) mode size at the ITM to determine the new cavity mode

and then iterated several times, using the updated cavity mode sizes at the

ITM. Once a convergent solution is found, the cavity mode size at the ETM,

tupr¡r (S), is then calculated using

?rp.¡tr (^9) :

5.5 Results

This section describes the results of the HWS measurement of wavefront

distortion. The comparison of the measured off-axis distortion with that ex-

Lru, À

'tT

gIrr'a (S)

9nrl,r [1 - gIru (S) g"tt]
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pected is discussed in Section 5.5.1, and the temporal development of vertical

cross-sections are compared to H-V in Section 5.5.2. The measured distor-

tion is also validated by comparing it to that predicted using a FEM and the

measured stored power and by comparing the predicted mode size with that
measured.

5.5.1 Measured off-axis wavefront distortion

The discrete gradient fields measured by the HWS at successively later times

are shown in Figure 5.12 a) - f), and the corresponding off-axis wavefront

profiles, 1y¡(on), are shown in Figure 5.13 u) - f). The wavefront profiles

cleariy show two wavefront distortions forming at different rates, where the

lens in the sapphire (RHS lobe) is the larger and forms more quickly. The

distance between the centers of the two distortions (= 23 mm) is consistent

with the projection of the centers of the two optical elements separated by

140 mm and viewed at 10", as previously illustrated in Figure 5.9 a).

The vertical cross sections of the distortions, WD!'.fJ' and WDI'$), at

time ú"*o1 = 300 s are plotted in Figure 5.14. The ratio of the wavefront

distortion on transmission due to the sapphire compared to that due to the

fused silica is 1.62. Assuming that this distortion is the steady-state value

and using the theory of Hello and Vinet (see Section 4.1), the ratio of the

absorbed power in the sapphire and fused silica is 40, which is significantly

different to the ratio of 93 determined indirectly by Zhao et al. [18]. This

provides an additional demonstration that direct measurement of thermal

lensing with a wavefront sensor provides more accurate information about

the behaviour of the cavity than can be inferred without such a measurement.

5.5.2 Temporal development of cavity defocus

The cavity defocus produced by the measured off-axis wavefront distortion

was calculated using the procedure described in Section 5.4.2. The time

dependence of the cavity defocus is shown in Figure 5.15 a). Also plotted
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Figure 5.12: Vector fields showing the gradient of the wavefront distortion in
sapphire and fi-rsed silica at various times from ú"*o¡ : 0 s, at which the laser
was locked to the cavity. The magnitude of the gradient is proportional to
the length of a vector (from the tip of the arrow to the end of the line) at
that point. The numbers on the axes indicate the coordinates on the HWS
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Figure 5.13: Contour plots of the wavefront distortion in sapphire and fused
silica, 1ry¡(on), at various times from ú"*o¡ : 0 s, at which the laser was locked
to the cavity. In order to compare the wavefront distortion at different times,
all plots share the same colour scale. As such, parts of the distortion saturate
the scale at later times resulting in an apparent reduction of spatial extent
with time.
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Figure 5.14: Vertical cross-sections of wavefront distortion in the sapphire
ITM, WD!'f;Jr, (red) and fused silica CP, WDf'$), (blue). Some residual tilt
is present on the WD.

is the temporal development of the defocus predicted by the theory of Hello

and Vinet. This theory, however, assumes that the power is constant, which

it is not in this case as shown in Figure 5.15 b). The difference between

the measured and theoretical curves illustrates the advantage of having a

wavefront sensor: the temporal development of the thermal lensing in the

two optics may be measured directly and individually in each of the optics,

rather than inferred from the behaviour of the cavity and an idealized model

of the thermal lensing. This does not imply that the Hello-Vinet theory

is incorrect, merely that this scenario does not lie within the range of the

assumptions of the theory. Therefore, it would be inappropriate to apply the

Hello-Vinet theory to this cavity to diagnose its properties.

5.5.3 Correlation of measured distortion and stored

poïver

A finite element simulation was run to model the temporal development

of the thermal lenses in the sapphire and fused silica using the temporal
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development of the intra-cavity power and beam size measured by the beam

profiler. The source code for the model can be found in Appendix 8.3. The

normalized defocus of this lens is plotted as a function of time in Figure 5.16

a) (red). Also plotted is the normalized defocus measured by the Hartmann

sensor (blLre). The difference between the two clrrves is plotted in Figure 5.16

b) and has an rms value of approximately 0.03. The curves were normalized

by setting the average value between úe*pr : 100 and le*pt : 300 s to 1. This

was necessary because that the transmittance through the end mirror is not

known accurately and, hence, the absolute power in the cavity can not be

determined accurately. There is clearly good agreement between the finite

element model of the defocus and the defocus measured bv the HWS sensor'.

5.5.4 Correlation of measured distortion and cavity
mode size

The cavity mode size at the ETM, as nleasured by the beam profiler, and the

mode size predicted by the measured distortion were compared for a measure-

ment that had particularly unstable mode-matching. The results are plotted

in Figure 5.17 a). There is excellent agreement between the magnitudes of

the predicted and measured cavity mode sizes and a clear correlation be-

tween fluctnations in the measured and predicted mode sizes. The difference

between the measttred and predicted cavity mode size is plottecl in Figure

5.17 b) and has an rms valne of approximately 0.05 mm.

5.6 Conclusion

The results presented in this Chapter show that the HWS described in Chap-

ters 3 and 4 can be used to measure absorption-induced wavefront distortion

in optics that are snspended in a large vacuum system. The sensitivity of

the sensor was À/730 where À:800 nm (average of 10 frames), which was

worse tlian the shot-noise limited sensitivity, probably due to residual air
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currents. The HWS was validated by showing that the measured distortion

was consistent with the predictions of a FEM of the ITM and CP and the

measured cavity power, and by showing that the cavity mode size predicted

using the measured distortion agreed to within 0.05 mm (rms), about 0.7Ta,

with the measured mode size.

These results thus indicate that the installed HWS is both sufficiently

sensitive for the measurements of absorption-induced wavefront distortion in

advanced GWI, concordant with the requirements stated in Section 1.3.2, and

is accurate. Importantly, the HWS provides a direct, detailed measurement

of the variation of the WD, rather than a measurement that relies on the

validity of assumptions and models. Although the wavefront distortion was

characterized by the defocus in this instance, the profile is rich in spatial

information that is necessary for any future directed compensation system,

such as the scanning CO2 heating laser described in Section 1.3.1.
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Chapter 6

Otr axis measurement of
wavefront distortion

6.1 Background

The measurement of three-dimensional index-of-refraction distributions with
an optical wavefront sensor was described by Roggemann et al. [104]. They

framed the problem to cover arbitrary three dimensional index-of-refraction

distributions and, as such, required multiple views of the variations in accor-

dance with traditional tomography. The solution presented in this chapter

takes advantage of the cylindrical symmetry inherent in the thermal lens-

ing problem in a GWI to solve for the refractive index distribution in the

glass test masses using only a single view approximately 20 - 40" off-axis.

Tomographic reconstruction of cylindrically symmetric refractive index dis-

tribntions nsing a single view has previously been discussed by Miranda et al.

[105]. However, their solution relied on a view that was perpendicular to the

axis of symmetry. This view is not possible with a temperature distribution

in a cylindrical glass optic and hence their solution is not applicable to this

problem.

155
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6.2 Objective

In this chapter I will describe the measurement of absorption induced wave-

front distortion (WD) using an off-axis HWS. I begin by discussing, in Section

6.3, the analysi,s of a measured off-axis wavefront distortion to determine the

axially-symmetric temperature distribution in a test mass, and thus calcu-

late the on-axis wavefront distortion. The objective of the remainder of the

chapter is the proof-of-principle of the analysis under ideal conditions using a

numerical simulation, described in Section 6.5, and under practical conditions

using a bench-top experiment, described in Section 6.5.3.

6.3 Analysis of wavefront distortion measured

off-axis

A probe beam transmitting through an axially-symmetric temperature dis-

tribution T (r,z) in a test optic is shown in Figure 6.1. The temperature

distribution results in a refractive index distribution, n(r, z) + n2, which is

a deviation from the nominal refractive index, n¡. The resulting wavefront

distortion, WD (zl, 11t), is measured at the plane P-"u". The projection of

this wavefront distortion onto the exit plane of the optic, P"*1¡, is denoted

WD (r, g) ancl is determinecl by the path integral through T (r, z), where the

path, õ (r), is defined parametrically

õ (")

r, (z)

vo Q)

: {ro Q) ,ue Q) , z}

: r+ztan(d)
:a

where ø and E are the coordinates of the path as it crosses the plane z :0
and are related to the coordinates r/ and Ul,by
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WD(x',y')

x'+ve

]lout of page)

x'-ve

Dr meas

Figure 6.1: Schematic showing off-axis transmission through an axially sym-
metric thermo-refractive index distribution, n(r,z) : dnldT xT(r,z) in a

test optic with nominal refractive index n2. The accumulated wavefront dis-
tortion, WD(rl, yt), is measured at the plane P-"*. The accumulated wave-
front distortion projected onto the exit plane of the optic, P"*i1, is denoted
WD(r, s).
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rt : /cos(p)

Ul

Thus, the path integral that returns the projected wavefront distortion

WD (2, E), is given

'U

WD (r,y)

where ld' (r)l is the infinitesimal length of a path element given by

# 1,",' 
r @ e) ,a e) ,òld' (z)l ð'z

2 2

+l"'Q)l

tan2 (d) + 1

6.3.1 A zonal representation of T(r, z)

In a zonal representation, the region of the temperature distribution is spanned

by a set of discrete volume elements, or voxels, V¡(r,z),that are discontin-

nous in r and z and have a uniform internal density, defined as

V¡Q,z):
1 for

0 otherwise

r¿ { r 1 r¿¡t and z¡ 1- z 1. z¡+t

The boundaries of these functions in the cut-away of a cylinder are il-

lustrated in Figr-rre 6.2. For reference, the volume elements that were used

by Roggemann et al, [104] were not cylindrically symmetric and had a
non-uniform density defined by a three-dimensional Gaussian refractive in-

dex distribution within the region of the volume element. The path integral

through the ftrnctionV¡ (r,z) is given by:
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Figure 6.2: Cut-away of a cylinder containing 14 x 14 annular voxels

159

(6.1)

(6 2)

w¿¡ (r,Y) f 
""o' 

,, (r,, z) d.z

rziT'"'@,u)I "" 7dz
J zl7*"" lx,u)

where Z);** (r,g) and ZYPp"' (r,y) are the limits of integration thror-rgh the

ijth volume element for a ray passing through the coordinates (ø, g, 0). Pro-

vided one chooses a fine enough mesh, one can ensure a good approximation

to all axially symmetric temperature distributions.

Physically, the functions ru¿, (r,A) can be thought of as the wavefront dis-

tortion measured at the exit plane, Po(1¡, Íesulting from transmission through

a uniform density annular volume element, V¡ (r, z). An example of a single

annular volume element in a mesh is shown in Figure 6.3 a) and the corre-

sponding wavefront distortion is shown as a greyscale image in Figure 6.3

b).

To prevent large numbers of indices in the following discussion, the func-

tions V¿¡(r,,2) and u¿j(r,gr) where 7 < i < ¡/" and 1 < j < ÄI, will be

re-labelled V¡,(r,z) and u¡, (z,g) where 1 ( k { N, X Nr.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: a) An example of a single annular volume element, V¡(r,z),
and b) a greyscale map of the corresponding wavefront distortion, u¿¡ (r,A),
measured at the exit plane, P"¡1.

Recovery of the temperature distribution from the off-axis measurement

becomes a straightforward process. The coefficients, A¡a, of the best fit of

wn(r,g) to the measured wavefront distortion are determined. If the wave-

front distortion is measured at m positions (zo,go), where l1c- 1m, the

best fit is determined using the fitting method described by Bevington [106].

The calculation of a least squares flt to a set of functions, wn (r, g), begins

by determining a vector, B, containing the overlap of the measured wavefront

distortion projected onto P"*¡¡, the exit plane, WD(z,g), and eachw¡"(r,a),

where the Bn component of the vector is given bv

Bn : D [WD (2", U.) w¡" (r*, a*)l

P"*,

(6 3)
d

Next one determines a square matrix M, representing the overlap of every

combination of w¡r(r,A), where the lkth component of the matrix, M¿¡, is

given by

Mtk : Dlr, (ro,a.) wn (ro,ao)] . (6 4)
(\.
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Thus, the coeffi.cients, Ap, of the best fit of wn(r,A) Io WD(z,gr) are the

components of the vector A, given by

A:BM-1 (6.5)

where M-1 is the inverse of M. The fitted refractive index distributiorr,

nnt(r, z), is then

nnt(r,r):D AnVn(r,r), (6 6)
k

the temperature distribution, Tnt (r, z), is

Tnr(r,r, : (**) D orV¡,(r,z),

: f ""r' '*(r'z) d'z

: 
1,""' ç 

At'vt' (r' z) d'z

-1
(6 7)

k

and, finally, the fitted on-axis wavefront distortion, WDnt(r), is given by

WD61 (r)

(6,s)

6.4

6.4.L Simulation procedure

In this simulation, I compare the on-axis wavefront distortion, for a realistic

temperature distribution, by a) directly calculating the on-axis distortion,

and b) calculating the off-axis distortion and then using the voxel recon-

struction to determine the best-fit temperatnre distribution and its resulting

on-axis distortion.

1. Using the substrate absorption solution of Hello and Vinet, specify a

temperature distribution, 7 (r,"), in a 200 cm diameter, 100 cm thick

glass cylinder t heated by a Gaussian beam with a 7 f e2 radirs of 25 cm

lThe optic is large by realistic standards but does not affect the results of the voxel
analysis.

Numerical simulation of voxel analysis
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propagating along the cylindrical axis. For this simulation, the glass

had the same thermal properties as the BG20 filter glass described in

Chapter 2.

2. Integrate T (r,z) along the z-axis to determine the on-axis wavefront

distortion, WD"" (r).

3. Determine the off-axis path integral of T (r, z)

(a) Determine the off-axis path integral projected onto, Pu¡1, the exit

plane of the optic, WDon (ro,U.), through the distribution at

angle 0 : 32.6" by taking the snm of a series of axial slices of

the temperature distribution of thickness dz that are offset from

each other in the r-direction by dz tan (d) at the r¿ coordinates

(ro,Uo), where 1 { o I m. Note that the path integral (pro-

jection) through a distribution at angle á is known as the Radon

Tlansform of that distribution [107].

(b) Determine the aperture created by the front and back faces. Set

WDon (n,y) to be zero outside this aperture.

4. l)etermine the finctions, 'ur¡

(a) Specify the limits of each of the N,x N" volume elements, Vn (",A),

where there are l/" elements in the radial direction and Äi, ele-

ments in the axial direction. Note that because of the aperturing,

some areas of the cylinder are undersampled and some are not

sampled at all. Hence the extent of the voxels in the radial direc-

tion is set to be less than the actual radius of the cylinder.

(b) Determine the path integral through each uniform density volume

element, tl¿ where 7 < k < Äf, x ÄIr, using Equation 6.1.

(c) Determine the overlap of WDo6 (ro,rJo) with the functions tr¿,

using Equation 6.3 to yield B.
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5, Determine the square matrix M, representing the overlap of every com-

bination of w¡r(ro,Ao), using Equation 6.4.

6. Invert M to determine M-l

7. Determine the best fit coefficients A using Equation 6.5

8. Reconstruct the temperature distribution 7¡¡ (r, z) using Equation 6.7

9. Determine the on-axis distortion, WDnt ("), by integrating the recon-

structed temperature distribution along the axis nsing Equation 6.8.

10, Compare the reconstructed on-axis distortion, WDn, (r), with the known

on-axis distortion, WDo,, (r), calculated in Step 2.

6.4.2 Simulation results

The given and reconstructed temperature distributions from the simulation

are shown as false color images in the left and right cells, respectively, of Fig-

ure 6.4 a). Note that the full width of the temperature distribution can't be

reconstructed due to aperturing and thus the reconstructed temperature dis-

tribution does not span the full width and has grey edges. The reconstruction

qualitatively agrees with the given temperature distribution.

The directly calculated and reconstructed on-axis wavefront distortions

are shown in Figure 6.4 b). There is clearly very good agreement between

the two distortions within the constraint of the quantization inherent in the

analysis.

The results of the simulation demonstrates that the off-axis voxel analysis

is, in principle, capable of reconstructing the temperature distribution and

on-axis distortion under ideal conditions.
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Figure 6.4: Simulation resnlts: a) (teft) False colour image of temperature
distribution in simulated BG20 glass (arbitrary units) and (right) false colour
image of 74 x 14 voxel reconstruction of temperature distribution. Grey
area indicates the region not reconstructed. b) Wavefront distortion (WD):
directly calculated on-axis distortion, WDo. (r), (line) and reconstructed on-
axis distortion, WD6¡ (r), (points).
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6.5 Proof-of-principle demonstration of off-

axis voxel reconstruction

6.5.1 System layout

The measurement system for the proof-of-principle of the off-axis voxel anal-

ysis is shown in Figure 6.5. The BG20 glass test optic (GTO) described

in Chapter 2 was placed in the object arm of a Mach-Zender interferome-

ter that was constructed using a 10mW HeNe laser beam. A 3W Nd:YAG

cw laser beam was propagated along the axis of the GTO to produce wave-

front distortion in the GTO. The on-axis WD was measured using the MZ

interferometer in which the exit plane of the GTO was imaged onto CCDMZ.

The off-axis wavefront distortion, WD (rt,yt) at P-"*, was measured us-

ing a HWS similar to that described in Chapters 3 and 4. The output from

the 820 nm Agilent fibre-coupled SLD r,À/as expanded and collimated into a

beam by the lenses in telescope T5. This probe beam was incident on the

GTO at an angle of 57.2+0.2" and transmitted through the optic with an

internal angle of 32.8'+0.2" assuming the nominal refractive index is 1.55.

The probe beam was then demagnifled with a Galilean telescope, T6, and

was incident on the HWS.

6.5.2 Procedure

The procedure for measuring the on-axis and off-axis WD in the GTO was

1. Place a grid of holes at the exit plane of the GTO and record image of

632.8 nm transmission through the grid on CCD¡,17 to determine the

scale of the GTO image on the CCD.

2. Repeat step 1 with the 820 nm transmission through the grid and record

an image on the HWS CCD but with the Hartmann plate removed, to

determine the scale of the GTO image at the HWS.
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SI TI
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of experiment to measure thermal lensing in a cylin-
clr:ical test optic. The or,ttpttt of a 3W 1064 nm Ncl:YAG laser is incident onI_-l--

shutter 51. When the shutter is open, the beam passes through telescope,
T1, and is transmitted through the BG20 glass test optic. The 1064nm is
incident on telescope T4 at an angle very close to normal incidence. A beam
dnmp with a small hole in it is placed at the focal plane of T4 and is adjusted
such that normally incident rays on T4 pass through the hole and those rays
at a small angle are blocked. The 1064 nm beam is blocked by the beam
dtrmp. Tlie output of a 10 nW FIeNe lasel is the inpul Lo ¿r. M¿rch-ZellyJet'
interferometer, the object arm of which contains the BG20 optic. The ob-
ject and reference arms are expanded by telescopes, T2 and T3, respectively.
The object arm is normally incident on telescope T4, is demagnified and
recombined with the reference arm at the second beamsplitter, BS2. The in-
terference pattern at the exit plane of the glass test optic is imaged onto the
CCD with lens L1. A dichroic beam splitter, DCBS, immediately before the
glass test optic is used to combine the two different wavelengths. The output
from the 820 nm Agilent fibre-coupled SLD is expanded and collimated into
a beam by the lenses in telescope T5. This probe beam is incident on the
GTO at an angle of 57.2+0.2'. The transmitted probe beam is demagnified
with a Galilean telescope, T6, and is incident on the HWS. The exit and
measllrement planes described in Figure 6.1 are indicated on this fìgure by
Psx11 and P,',".r, respectively.

T3

I

I

I

I

8," .

\
DCBS

HV/S
T6

T2
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3. Record a series of reference interference patterns, with no heating of

the GTO, with CCDMZ.

4. Record a series of reference measurements with the HWS (with the

Hartmann plate replaced).

5. ú"*pt : 0 s. Turn on the 3W 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser to induce a thermal

lens in the GTO.

6. ú"*pt t 500 s. Record a series of distorted interference patterns with

CCDMZ. Simultaneously, record a series of distorted Hartmann images

with the H\MS.

7. Turn off 1064nm laser and cease recording with CCD¡a2 and the HWS

6.5.3 Results

The on-axis and off-axis wavefront distortions are shown in Figures 6.6 a)

and b) respectively, where the scale was established by the images recorded

in Step 1. The off-axis distortion is clearly elongated in the ø direction due

to propagation through the temperature distribution at a large angle. The

shape of the aperture (tall and thin) seen in Figure 6.6 b) is consistent with

viewing the GTO at a large external angle in the horizontal plane.

The off-axis wavefront distortion, WD (rt,yt), was projected onto the

coordinate system at exit plane of the optic, P"*i1. The off-axis voxel analysis

was applied to the projected-off-axis-distortion, WD (r, A), to reconstruct the

on-axis distortion, WDn* (r), using a variety of different voxel configurations

(N, , N , and ry*o,) . Two reconstructions are plotted in Figures 6.7 a) and b) ,

respectively. Also plotted is the radial on-axis distortion, WDo. (r), measured

by the interferometer. These plots show that the off-axis voxel analysis is, in

principle, capable of reconstructing the on-axis wavefront distortion.

The accuracy of the reconstruction is dependent upon the configuration

of the voxels. For example, the quality of the reconstruction improves when

the range in the radial direction is reduced. This is to be expected because
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Figr-rre 6.6: Contour plots of a) on-axis and b) off-axis wavefront distortion
as seen at the plane P-"*.
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Figure 6.7: On-axis measured and off-axis reconstructed wavefront distortion.
a) Reconstruction with 10 annular x 7 axial volume elements to a radius of
23.0 mm with an RMS wavefront error of 11 nm. b) Reconstruction with
11 annular x 4 axial volume elements to a radius of 13.5 mm with an RMS
wavefront error of 4.5 nm.
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the aperture reduces the sampling of extreme radial values. Also, the quality

of the reconstruction decreases when the number of voxels is increased. Once

again, this is an expected effect of trying to fit a higher spatial resolution

model to a finite spatial resolution measurement.

6.6 Conclusion

The off-axis voxel analysis described here has been demonstrated to work

under ideal conditions in the simulation presented in Section 6.4.1 and in

practice in the experiment results presented in Section 6.5.3. There is scope

in future work to examine the efficacy of this technique under a variety of

conditions, such as the dependence on noise sources and the optimum model

configuration at a given angle. As such, this technique has been demonstrated

to be a promising area of research.



Chapter 7

Conclusron

7.L Review of aims

The objective of the research described in this thesis is the development of a

wavefront sensor with sufficient sensitivity and spatial resolution for use in a

closed-loop active thermal compensation system in an advanced GWI. The

use of such a sensor contributes to solving one of the problems associated

with upgrading from initial to advanced gravitational wave interferometry,

as required for the realisation of gravitational wave astronomy. The specific

aims, therefore, were

1. to validate the Hello-Vinet solution for absorption induced wavefront

distortion. This solution has been used extensively in the modelling of

GW interferometers,

2. to develop and test a wavefront sensor with a sensitivity sufficient for

use in advanced GWI: at least 
^1467 

@ 632.8 nm with a spatial reso-

lution of at least 23x 23 sample points over the region of interest [21],

and to investigate the limits of sensitivity possible with the wavefront

sellsor,

3. to deploy the wavefront sensor in a long-baseline high optical power

177
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cavity and measure the thermal lensing within the input-coupling mir-

ror, or ITlVi, of that cavity,

4. and the development and proof-of-principle demonstration of a single

view tomographic algorithm for reconstruction of axially symmetric

wavefront distortion.

7.2 Summary of results

A high-precision interferometric measurement of absorption-indnced wave-

front distortion was described in Chapter 2. The results showecl good agree-

ment with the predicitions of Hello and Vinet for longer times, but there was

a small systematic difference, possibly due to convective cooling of the glass

test optic - a cooling mechanism not included in the Hello-Vinet model. The

validation of this modcl, within this limitation, increases the confidence in

the validity of numerical models of GWI, such as IVIELODY [16], that employ

the Hello-Vinet model.

The design and development of a Hartmann wavefront sensor (HWS) for

advanced GWI was presented in this Chapter 3. Extensive modelling and

diffraction simulations were rrsed to optimize the Hartma,nn sensor, including

an investigation of the systematic error introduced by cross-talk between

neighbouring spots in the HWS. In the final HWS design, random noise

associated with the photoelectrons in the pixels of the CCD was identified as

the urajt-rl nt-rise soLLrce, litliLitrg Lhe single-shol selsilivily Lo aboub À/1050

@ 633nm based on the nominal properties of the CCD.

The measurement of the sensitivity and accuracy of the HWS was dis-

cttssed in Chapter 4. The choice of an incoherent light source was shown

to be effective in reducing the uncertainty in centroid measnrements to the

Poissonian shot-noise limit, thereby enabling the wavefront error to be re-

duced to at least À/15,500 by averaging multiple measurements. Evidence of

another noise source, due probably to fluctuations in the temperature of the

HWS, was observed at this level. The measlrrement of a very small defocus,
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equivalent to the change in wavefront curvature that would be caused by

an 850m lens, with an accuracy of \.77o and a precision of 0.7% was also

described.

Chapter 5 described the use of the HWS for the measurement of absorption-

induced wavefront distortion in optics that were remotely suspended in a

large vacuum system as part of a high optical power cavity. The sensitiv-

ity of the HWS was À/730 at À : 800 nm (average of 10 frames), limited

somewhat by the noisy environment and residual air currents. The HWS

measurements were validated by showing that the measured distortion was

consistent with the predictions of a FEM of absorption-induced wavefront

distortion, using the measured cavity power. The cavity mode size pre-

dicted using the measured distortion agreed to within 0.05 mm (rms) with

the mode size measured by a beam profiler. The results in that chapter also

illustrated that the HWS provides a direct, detailed measurement of the vari-

ation of the absorption-induced wavefront distortion, rather than an indirect

measrlrement that relies on the validity of assumptions and models to infer

information about the intra-cavity optics.

In Chapter 6, a single-view off-axis tomographic technique was described.

A numerical simulation was used to demonstrate that a Hello-Vinet temper-

ature and refractive index distribution could be recovered with good fldelity

using a single off-axis view. The technique was validaied by showing that the

on-axis results of the tomographic analysis agreed well with the wavefront

distortion measured on-axis using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

7.3 Future directions

It was evident from the results presented in Chapter 4 that the temperature

dependence of the current Hartmann sensor design probably limits the long-

term accuracy of the sensor. Work on future designs will most likely focus

on reducing this temperature dependent error. A passive reduction in the

temperature dependence can be made by replacing the brass Hartmann plate
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with one made from a material with a low coefficient of thermal expansion,

for example, invar. Alternatively or concurrently, active stabilization of the

temperature, using a combination of high precision thermistors and thermo-

electric coolers, could be employed to maintain a constant temperature in

the Hartmann sensor. Although this would require more development than

passive solutions, it would most likely allow the Hartmann sensor to operate

with high precision accuracy in many more environments.

I would also suggest further investigation of the tomographic technique,

presented in Chapter 6, to optimize its sensitivity and explore its application

under a variety of conditions. The generalization of this technique to non-

axially symmetric wavefront distortions may be important for identifying

point absorbers in test masses of advanced GWI or for the measurement of

wavefront distortion in the beam-splitter of a GWI.

"Ourimagi,nati,on has driuen us to ltsten for the mus'ic of the cos-

mos. The openi,ng mouement enterta'ins us wi,th fam'ili,ar themes,

but the rema'inder i,s an und'iscouered symphony, i,nfi,ni,tely richer

and more nuanced than we can poss'iblu 'imag'ine."

Aidan F. Brooks



Additional derivations

Appendix A

4.1 Analytic form of Hello-Vinet solution

Substrate absorption

Only the temporal Hello-Vinet substrate absorption case was considered

in Chapter 2, although that solution asymptotes to the steady-state case.

The solution is as follows.

For a Gaussian intensity distribution, 1(r), of waist w and power P, given

by

I(r):ffi"*rl-#l

transmitted through a cylindrical test optic of radius ø, length h, volumetric

absorption o, density p, specific heal C, thermal conductivity K, and thermo-

optic coefficient dnf d7, and assuming only radiative boundary conditions,

the total wavefront distortion, ,þ (r,t), as a function of time is:

dn, rhl2
,þ (r,t) : ñ l_n,rlrlt,r, z) - T"*¡l dz

The temperature distribution, T(t,r, z), is given by
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T(t,r, z) : T.*, + D c;^ [1 - exp (-*o*ú)] cos (u, zla) Jo (C-r la) ,

P'tn

I

where Z"*t is the external temperature, where

r\t -4aaP^ |up*- Kh ek I
sin (uo hl2 a) r cos (urhlz a)

u.p e3.,+ "3

where ao^ is given by

K /-oQp*: 
;dæ $k+ "?r) ,

where uo is the pth solution of

where (- is the mth solution of

r J1(r) - r Jo (r) : 0,

uh
cot

# 1," 
I(')r,(

U:T
2a

where p- is given by

1

JoG-)

where r is given by

and, finally, where co is given by

(* r dr,L
a,

T : 4o'T!*raf K,

cp:1. 
*"nsin 

(uo hlù .
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A.2 Variance of a digitized value

Determination of the variance in a digitized value. Suppose ones wishes to

determine the variance in a value, l/", which has been digitized on an n-bit

scale. The gain, go, of this digitization is the ratio of the highest possible

value of ¡/", ÀL*,*, and the total number of digital values, 2".

ÄL*,*
(A 1)9o

2n

All values between i. gp and (z + t) 9¡ will be rounded down to i, ge in the

digization process. Therefore the effective mean of these values is i, g¡. I1 a

series of M measurements, tr"., are made, such that they are all rounded to

'i g¡,lhen the variance is given by

2
digital,llzl

t t2

l'", - i go)

M -7
o

Mtj:r

M
:\- z,

j:7

:1
9o

/ ¡2 9n
\r"¡-29o) M _I (A 2)

In the limit that M -+ oo, the set of values (r", -zgp) approaches a

continuum , r, that ranges between 0 and g¡, the value gol(M -1) approaches

dr, and the variance calculation becomes an integral

Iim
NI+æ

_2u digital,A,I

1 
^/-vdlgltal - 6 qn.

Vù L

lon"

1

9o

s3
a
r)

12dr

Hence the standard deviatiotr, odisitul is given by

(A.3)

(A.4)
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4.3 ABCD cavity calculation
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ITM- reflection and transmission ABCD.nb

179

Determine the relative size of transmiss¡on and reflection from
distorting opt¡cs

Treat \ilD as defocus: the C component in ABCD matrices

Note that the thickness of the ITM is ignored: the thermal lens is of the order of kilometers and the thickness of
the ITM is only 46 mm, hence ignoring the thickness for simplicity is OK,

ABCD Matrix representi-ng beam entering ITM

nITM = refractive index of ITM : 1.75
nvac : refractive index of vacuum = 1.0
DSI : 1/curvature of surface

( thermo-elastic )

1 0
nImMintollM = nlIM-nvec

- 

*usl

ABCD Matrix representing beam transmission through wavefront distortron
(thermo-optic and eÌasto-optic)
Characterized by defocus: ÍÌDdef

MtransllD = wDdef 1

ABCD Matrix representing beam exiting ITM (thermo-elastic)
DS2 : L/curvature of surface : -DS1

1

01

)=t
I 0

MexitWD = nvec-nlry nvaê

- 

*DS¿.Îfr nITM
nveê-n1ry nvåc*usl 

-
nIfr nld

ABCD Matrix representing reflectì-on from curved surface (thermo-elastic)
DS3 : l/curvature of surface = DS1

MreflectwD =

Determine the ABCD matrices for transmissíon and reflection in the ITM

MReflecÈion = Simplify[MintoITM-MtransliD.MrêflectwD.Mtrans¡ilD.MêxitIùDJ ;

MTransmission = Sinplif y [MintoITM. MtransHD. Mexi- t!i¡D],'

Extract defocus components

rêf1êct = MReflect,iont t2l I t I1l l
trans = MTransmissiont I2l I I t1] I

10
2DS3 1

10
2DS1 1

Printed by Malhematica for Sludenls
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ITM- reflection and transmission ABCD nb

Determine the coefficients multiplying WDef and DS1 on transmission: (1.5
and 1.75). The norma.Iization of V,lDef with respect to DS1 on tTansmission is

1.75
nom=-

1.5

Adjust the size of DS1 such that the reÌative sizes contributions of the
thermo-optic and elasto-optic effects and the thermo-elastic effects are
consistent with the vafues in qiven in Table 5,2

0.8
DS1 = DS1 + 

- 

(nom*VlDd€f)
1.0 + 0.2 '

DêÈêrminê the ratio of t-he rEflecÈion and transmission êffects

2

sinplify[reflect/tråns/. {nrna; !.75, nvac+ 1, o"1 . !:9 f:i$g:lllt.2 1.5

Printed by lilathematica for Studenls



Appendix B

Computer code

8.1 Hartmann plate optimization code

The following Mathematica file produced a complex array representing the

transmission through a Hartmann plate of varying parameters of hole size

and hole spacing, discussed in Steps 1 to 5 in Section 3.3.2.7.

The data array from Mathematica had some header information attached

to convert it into a .ZBF frIe l77l suitable for importing into ZEMAX. The

complex array was unchanged by this step.

The.ZBF file is loaded into ZtrMAX via P0P-rnany.ZPL. The command

THIC(count) = i*200.9 + 100.0 increases the thickness of the count-th

surface in increments of 200.0 mm, from 100.0 mm to 900.0 mm. The

index count simply identifies the 'surface' in ZEMAX which is being al-

tered. In this case the surface is simply free space and, hence, its thick-

ness is equal to the propagation distance or lever arm. The command POP

f ilename$ count performs the physical optics propagation which uses the

Fourier diffraction propagation discussed by Goodman [80]. This covers Step

6 in Section 3.3.2.1.

The output is saved to a .ZBF file from which the electric field is extracted

and converted into an 8-bit TIFF image as described in Step 7 in Section
ot.'t1J.ò.L. L.
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Cowect FKSl Auto-l.nb

APPENDIX B, COMPUTER CODE

¡ l)eline Function to determine the area of the intersection of a pixel with circular aperture

Circlntênsityl:ßpos1_, ]¡posl_, xcentl_, ycentl_, holês1_, de1Èaxy1_l :=
Modulê[(rylist, itenp. jtênp, Ntotal1, fracl),
Ntotall = 16,'
xylist = Tabl€l(xposl + (itemp/NÈotål1 - 1/2) *dêltaïyl, ]4losl +

(jt€nll)lNtotaLT - Ll2l *deltaxyl), (itemp, Ntotall), (jtênp, Ntotall)l;
fracl = 0.0;
For[itenp= 1, itemP< NtoÈall, itérnP++, (

Forljtê¡np = 1, jtemp 3 Ntotall, jtmp++, {
fracl = fracl + rflsqrt[(xylistllitênp]l [ ljtêftp] I I Illl -xcentl) ^

2 + (xylíst[littrpl] [[jtempl] tt2ll - ycenÈl) ^
2l s ho1esl, 1.0/ (Ntotall^2), 0.01;

)l;
)t;

RetuEnIfracl];
1;

r Specify Parameters of H¡rtman plate to Iterate Over

strHolêsizê = ("0.2"' "0.¿", "0.6", "0.8", "1.0")t
StrHolespåcing =

1"2.25", "2.50", "2.75", ,'3.00", "3.25", ',3.50", "3.75", "¿.00");

General::spelll: Possjble spellinq error: new synbol name "jLempI is sinilar Lo éxisLing symbol "iLenp',

Printed by Mathematica for Students
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Correct FK5 I Auto- I .nb

¡ Loop Over all parameters. Save a data file of Hartnann plate intensity and phase array. Phase is
calculated using Hello-Vinet solution.

Count5 = 1;
ror[roaster=2, KMastêr< 2, rMaster++, {

for[,laaster = 1, .fMasters 1, JMaster++, {
ror[Ilaaster = 0, IMaste¡< 2, KMasÈer++, {

Print["Executed Total = ", Counts. " of ", 5*8*3]
Count5 = CounÈs + 1,'

HoIêSize = KMaster* 0.2;
HoleSpacing = 2.25 + (JMast€r- 1) *0.25;

Printl"Initial Timê: - ",
Datê[] [t{]1, ":", Date[] tlsll, ":", Date[] t16lll;

BearìMode = IMaster;
NGingin = 1.0,'
h = 0.03;
a = 0.025,'
Tx = 300,'
K = 0.911;
o = 0.76* 5.67*10^-8;
t= 4oEx^3a / K;
w = 0.008;
a = -77;
P = 6-0rNcingin;
dndt = -7.05 * 10^-6,'

^ = 0.6328 *10^-6,'
(*HolêSPacing = 2.25 ; tl ;

N1 = 30;
ÀperturêSizê = HolêSpacing* 1l + 0.5;
N3 = 1024;
TablêSizê = 60.0;
I{aist = 50 .0;
êq1 = xBesselilll, x] - zBesselJ[o, x];
z= 4oTx^3alK

soln = rable[0, {i, 46}, {i, 211;
prev = (eq1 /. x+ -65, -65\;
¡ = 1;
ror[i=L,í<260,í++,

{curr = {eq1 /. x + (-65 + í12), -65+í/21;
rf Isign[cuff] + signlprev] ,

{Y3x3 = cun;
y2x2 = curî;
y1x1 = Prev;
whj-].ê[.Abst y2x2ll7)] I > 10^-10,

y2x2llrll - y1x1[[1]l
y2xzll2ll - y1xltt2ll '

v1x1t[1]ly3x3[[2]l = ylx1[127) -' :' ;
sIoPe

y3x3[[1]l = eq1 /. x + y3x3[[2]l;
ylxl = y2x2;
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Printed by Mathematica for Students
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Correcl FK5l Auto-l.nb

APPENDIX B. COMPUTER CODE

yzxz = y3ß;\l;
sotnl[jl1 = y3x3;
j = j + 1Ìl;

prev = curr;)];

len = length[soln];
For[i = 1, i< 1en - f. i++,

{rflÀbslsoln[ [i+ 1l] tt2ll - soln[lil¡ It2]l I < 0.01.
{soln = Delete[soln, i+1],.
len = Ien -1;)l

T1 ;

En = Tablê[0, (i, f,engthlsolnl]l;
For[i = f. i< Lengthlso1n], i++,

{Enltill = solnIti]l tt2ll ;)I
Cn = Takelfm, (22, A2|l;
Tinf = Q;

ú¡ = o;
r/tabLe = Ta.ble[0, (i. Lêngth[Bml]l;
ror[i = 1, i < Lêngthtg], i++, {

E = 6n[[i]¡;
PË2

Pm = -----;
na¿

Tinfm = Be

PrinÈ[i, " ", Date[]l;
ÃngularDist = Dl'y'rt, Tl;

91 = rable[0, (i, N1^2]l;
Deltax = HoleSpacing/ 8,'

DeItaY = HolêSpacing/ It
ror[i=1, is N1, i++, {

ExP
- 1 -uP-[-; e'",J

(Ê2 + t2) (Besselil[O, !] ) 
2

ssel¡[0, €r l;ta'

(. 2tcosh[!3¡ ìIinfn = Tinfn* 11 - _l
I te + r) rxptf t - (E - E) Expt- *t J

ca2 on
Tinfm= 

-:-*Tinfm.
KS2'

úm = dndr * rnrcararc[rinfm, {2, -}, Ill,
ú,table[[i]l = 'rm;tltr=(tr+grn;

Tinf=Tinf+Tinfm;

)1,

Printli, " ", oateil I;
If[rUasÈer== O&& JMastêt == 1, {

phaserabLe = r^au¡3! 1,, t (r+ ar (í-t't / (4N3 -1)), (i, an3)];

]t,

Printed by Malhemalica for Students
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Correcl FKSI Auto-l.nb

185

4

ror[j=1,jrN1.j**,{
ypos = (i-1-N1 l4*11 Ho1êspacing/2 + Dê1taY;
xpos = Mod[i, 2] *HoleSpacíngl2 +

(j -1-N1/2) *Holêspacing + Dêltax;
S1 [[j+Nl * (i-1)]l = NI{:<pos, t¡Pos}l;

)1,
]t,

Total1 = Lêngth[g1l;
count = 1;
For[i = 1, i < Íotall, i++, (

If[((91[[counÈ]l Itlll -Dêltax) ^2 + (91[lêount]l tl2ll -DeItaY) ^2) ^0.5 <

ÀpêEturêSizê, count = count + 1,

91 = Dê1etê[91, count]l;
)t;

NPoints = r,ength[g1l;

datal = rablelo, (i, N3]. (j. N3]l;
DêItasize = Tablêsizê/N3;
DeItaIJ = Round[HolêSizê /Deltasize + 6] ;

If[rMastêr == 0, (
Forlk= 1, k< LengÈh[gl], k++' {

i1 = Round[N3*(91ilk]lttlll/rableSize -0.5) + 0.51;
j1 = Round[N3*(g1ilklll12]l/rablesize -0.5) + 0.51;

For[i = i1-DeItaIJ, i< i1 + DêltaIiI, i++, {
Forlj = j1-Dettelf, j < j1 + Dê1ÈaI;I, j**, {

xpos = labJ-eSíze/2 + (i- 1 /2) /N3 * Tablesize;
ypos = Iable9íze/2 * (j-1/2)/N3 iTa.blesize;

rxpos = xpos - 91[tlc]llllll;
rypos = ypos - 91[tlc]lll2ll;

If lsqrtlrxpos^2 + r]rpos^ 2l / DeltaSíza <

Round[HoleSize/ (DelÈaSize)l - 1.5, {
datal[[i, ¡¡¡ = rxp[-((xpos^2 + ypos^2) ^.5) /Iraist];]l

If lsqrtIrxpos^2 + rypos^2] / DeltaSize >

RoundlHolesize/ (Deltasize) ] - 1.5 && SqrtIrxpos^2 + rypos^2) |
DelÈasize < RoundlHolêsizê/ (DêItasize) ] + 1.5,

(fractionl = circlntensity[xpos, ypos, 91[tk]l tt1]1,
31t fkll [ [2] l, Holesize, Deltasizêl ;

datal[[i, ill = fractionl* Exp[- ((xpos^2 + ypos^2) ^.5) /waist] ;

)t;

}I;
)l;

)t;
datatemp2 = datal;

(datal = dataÈenP2;)l;

If[IMaster == 0 I I lMaster == 1, ListDensityPlot[datal, Mesh; False] I ;
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data2R = rable[0.0, {i, N3}, (i, N3}l
n1 = N3,'

ror[i = 1, i < n1, i++, {
ror[i = 1, j s n1, j**, {

rfldaraltti, j]l + o, {
xpos = -TaIÐIeSíze/2 + (í-t/2) /N3 * TablêSizê,.
ypos = -TableSíze/2 + (j-L/21 /N3 * TableSizê;

xpos^2 + ypos^2
11 = looo . o

(4*N3-1) *r1
¡1 = Round[ + 1l ;

IflBêanMode == 0, data2R[ ti, j] I = datalI Ii, j] I I ;
If[BeanMode == 1,
data2Rili, ill = Reldatalili, ill * Exp[ ri*Phaserabreltkl]l llt

If[BeanMode == 2, daÈa2Rlti, j]l = In[datal[[i, j]l *
ExpI iiPhas€rab1eI tk1]l I I I ;

]l'

Nstring = Tostring[NPoinÈs] ;

Nscingin = ToStringlHolespacing] ;
Locationstring = "O : \\Physics\\Optics\\abrooks\\HartFiles\\" ;

If[JMastêr < 10,

{Nstringl - rr0'r <> TostringIJMasterl ; ] ¡ (Nstringl = TostringIJMastêr] ,.] l
If [BeanModê == 0, NameFile = Locationstring <>',HolesÀ-Spacinçt-', <>

StEHolespacingI fJÈtaster] I <> "MM-HoleSize-" <>

SÈrHolêSizê[ [RMasÈer] I <> "MM-Radius.dat',1 ;
If[BeanMode== 1, NmêFi1e = l,ocationstring <> "HolesB-Spacing-', <>

StrHolespacing[ [,]Mastêrl I <> "MM-HoIêSizê-', <>

StrHolesize[ [KMaster] I <> "MM-Rådius.dat"l ;
If[BeanMode == 2, NmeFile = Locationstring <>',Holêsc-Spacing-,' <>

StrHolespacing[ [JMaster] I <> "MM-Holesize-', <>

SÈrHolêSizê[ [KMaster] I <> "MM-Radius.dat',1 ;
PrintlNileFile] ;

Print[" "];

Printf"Pre-Save Timê:- ", Datê[] tt4ll, ":", Date[] [[5]1,
rimel = rablelDare[][[i+3]1, {i, 3}l;
rimelN = 3600*Îine1[ [1]l + 60 *Tine1[[2] I + Tinê1[ [3] I ;
TimelN=TimelN+594;
Tinê1[ [1] I = Floor[TinelN/ 3600.0] ;
rinel[[2]l = Floor[(ÎimelN - rimê1[[1]l *3600) /60.O1;
rinel [ [3] I = ModlrimelN, 601 ;
Printl"Post-Save Time about:- ,',

rinê1[[1]l , ":", rinelf[2]), ,':',, rimelIf3]ll;
Export[NmeFilê, data2R, I'Tablê" ] ;

", Datê[]tt6lll;

Print["Post-Save Tim€:- ",
Date[] [t4]1, ":", Date[] ttsll, ":", Date[] tt6l1l;

]
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6

General::spelll:
Possible spelling error: new symbol name "TMasLer" is srmilâr Lo exisLing symbol "KMaster"

ceneral::spell I

Possibte spelling error: new symbol n¿ne "JMasLer" is simllâr Lo exisLing symbols (IMasLer, KM¿ster)

ceneral: tspelll : Possible spelling error: neH synbol naRe "Tinfm" is slmilar to exisLing symbol rrTinfrl

General::spelIt : Possjble spelling error: new synìh,ol name "t/rn" is s:mrlar lo existlng symbol r'úr"

ceneral::sl-op : FurLher ouLpuL of General::speIll will be sùppressed during Lhis calculation

ceneral::spe11 :

Possit,le spelling error: nev, symbol name "rypos" is sjnilar lo exis ing syßbols {rxpos. ypos}

)t,
)1,

)1,

Executed Total = 7 of 720

lnitial Time: 14:58:28

22 {2-003,9, 1.2,74,5Bt 29}

22 {2003, 9. 1,2t 14, 59, 2}
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! Loop to create fully ape¡tured Harfmam plate
counL = 2

FOR q2 = 1, 2, 1

I Loop lh¡ough q2 to ro DIST æd mIST respecti.vely
IF lq2 < 2)
f11e4$ = file4Yg

ELSE
fi1e4$ = file4N$

MIF

! Loop th¡ough j to run Chrough all Lhe hole spacj.ngs
holespace = 2.25 + (j-1)*0 25
FOruT 3-2

holespacel$ = $sTR(holespace)

! Loôp lhrough k Co ru through all the hole sizes
holesize = 0.2*k

FOmT 2 .1
holesizel$ = SSTR(holesize)

I Create the input filename.
iofi.leç = fi1e1$ + holespacelg + file2$ + holesizelç + f

i-tf i1e1$ = rC:\ll0!r¡¡¡ I ilcsvl,MAXU,Ol,Ulcilììlrilcs\" + inf ileç

i1e3$ + fi1e4$

1I ZEW test

ÀperCu¡eSize = 60

! Clea¡ Al1 Surfaces
De1AIl = NSURO

rF (NSBO > 2)
FOR i = DelA11 - I, 2, -I

DELETE (i)
NEXT

8MIF

! Create file to store Locations
OmPUT rrcùnttrs txt,l

L Set-up System Parametels

AVÆ = 60-0
WAVL 1 = 0.6328
wwGT 1 = 1.0

INSÊRT (cout)
APTP (coút) = 0
THIC (cout) = 1000-0

fi1e1$ = rrHolcs-Sprsjng-"
f ì1e2ç = "MM-Holusirc-,,fi1e3ç = "MM-lìrdiusrlfile4Y$ = tr-l)l\l 7lllril
fi1e4N$ = il-UNl)l\l 7lìlrr

FORi=1,8,1
FOR k = 1. 5. 1

COPYFILE infilelç "(:\lì'ìgùnr l:ilcs!¿l:lr4AX\l)Ol)\lleilrÌliilcs\iDpull ZlJ

OUTPM SCREEN
PRIm infilel$

outfile$ = filel$ + holespacel$ + file2S + holesizet$ +

FOMT 1. O

PORi=1,5,1

! Set propagation distance
THIC(cout) = (i-1) 1200.0 + 100-0

10)

fillerS = "o'
FOMT 2. O

fillerS = r-Pl)-rr
filenurì¡er$ = $STR(mIC(co@t) )
filename$ = outfile$ + filler$ + filenutrÍber$ +

OMPM SCREEN
PRIm filenames

! Run physical optj.cs propagation æd save to ap

POP filenames cout

I Remove ¡esu1t from C: drive æd place on O:\ d

outf i 1e1$ = "C:\l'r o_grtilì I rilcsv4l:Mr\X\l)Ol)\lÌ.Inl ri lcs\ " + f

movedfile$ = rrO:!'HYSI('S\()nljcs\¡hr(r)ks\Hrúl:ilcs\" + fil

COPYFTLE ouCf i1e1$ movedf ileg
DEIETEFILE outfilel$

propriate filename

fi1e3$

NEXl
NEXT

MXT

fi1e4 ç

NEXT

IF(i<

ELSE

EMIF

ilename$

enane $

oo
oo
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8.2. CROSS-TALK ANALYSIS: DIFFRACTION PROPAGATION 189

8.2 Diffraction propagation for cross-talk anal-

ysls

The source code listed in this section was used to model the cross-talk be-

tween neighbor-rring spots in Figures 3.12 and 3.13.

Chp4_Fresnel_d j.f f ract ion-Broadband-centro íd . pro

The initial electric field, EIn, is created from an intensity array, Intln,
of hexagonally arranged circular apertures and a phase array, phase, which

contains a randomly set amount of defocus. This is propagated over the

Iever arm distance, del-l-aZ, using the Fourier transform technique discussed

by Goodman [S0] to yield the output electric field, Eout. This is converted

to an intensity array.

For the coherent sotlrce, the final intensity aruayr outputArrPeak, is only

calculated for one wavelength. For the coherent source, the final intensity

array, outputArrFinal, is made from a sum of intensity arrays, where each

array is weighted by the amplitude of that wavelength in the spectrum of the

incoherent source.
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seedl = 845?39L
NTest = 10
timel = systime(1)
fo¡ test_num.ber = 0, NTest-l do begin

; 9e! the center and defocus of Lhe havefrorr discortron
xc = lE-liræclom(seedt, 2)
defocus = (-1-o)^(f1oor(2-o*rÐatoeu(seedl) ) )
defocus = defocus * (1-0D-5)*(rmdomù(seedl) + 1 O)

fo! di-splacement = 0, 1 do begin
for Holeconfig = 0, 1 do begin

timeo = syseime(1)
; specLral widLh
dw = 100D-6
dw = 55.26D-6
dwTotal = 3 2*dW
ndw = 200
dwstep = dwToral/ndw

; geL spaEial arrå]' coordrnaEÈs
dx = (inputArrsize)/N1
x = (ditdgen(N1)*replicate(1 0D, N1) - N1/2)rdx
y = (dindgen(N1)+#replicate(1 0D, N1) - N1/2)*dx
oPD = (defocus/2 0)*((x - xc(o))^2 o + (y - xc(1)Ì^2.0)
if (dìsplacement eq 0) Lhen OPD = OPD*O-OD

; geL fnput mask
IntIn = 0-0*x

lengih mi Ls

outputÀrrFinal = dblarr(Nl, Nl)
ouLputÄrrPeak = oucpuLkrFinal

; Chp4 - Fresnèf approxlmatron
i tsricc¿n by Äidan Etoo¡:s 9Lh May 200?

; geC specEral array coordtnaEÈs
f0 = findgen(Nl) - (N1/2 - 1)
f1À = shlfr(f0, -(N7/2 - 1) )/(N1*dx)
;f1A = shifE (f0, -511) / (N1- rdx.Nr) )

freqx = f1Ä#replica¿e(1 0D, N1)
freqY = flÄ#+replicaEe(1.0D, N1)
freqR2 = freqx^2 + freqy^2

; spêc1f,\, parameters of model:
inputkrsize = (1.5D-3) *1024

;delt¿Z = 3lDO
;delEaZ = 10 43D0
deLLaZ = 10.00D0
h^l êêì zê

N1 = 1024
pl = acos(0.0D) ¡2 0D

r = sqrt( lx)^2 + y^2)
InLIn = IntIn + dou¡le(r 1e hoÌesize/2.0)
lf (Holeconfig eq 0) then begin

fori=0,5dobegin
a4g1e = i*pil3 0
pitch = 430E-3
r = sqrt((x-pitch*cos(angle))^2 + (y - pitch*sin(angte))^2

InLIn = IntIn + double(r 1e hoLesize/2.0)
endfor

endif

window,0
window, l

for k = -ndw, ndw do begin
wavelength = wavelengthPeak + k*dwstep
;ampliEudeE = exp i-l 0* i (wa?elengtb - $avelengEhpêak) / (dil) i ^2

anplitudeE = erc!)(-0-25* ( (wavelength - wavelengthpeak) / (dW) ) ^2

; get plopå9ator
PExponenL = -1 - 0D*pi*wavelength*del taz*f reqR2
TDeltaz = COUPtrEX (cos (PExponent), sin (pExponent), /DOUBIE)

; gec lnput field
phase = OPD*2 0*pi/wavel.ength
EIn = sqlt(lntIn) * CoupLEx(cos(phêse), sin(phase), /DouBrE)

; Perform propègation to geE outpuc f1ê1C ani rntensity
F1 = FFT(EiN, /DOI]BLE)
F2 = Ðeltaz*F1
EOUI = FFT(F2, /INVERSE, /DOBLE)
InCOut = (e.bs (EouE) ) ^2

i; ì; ;;-;t-;;;;-å".p"to"eu"r-=-i'.o".
outputArrFinal = outputÀrrFinal + htout
wset, 0
plor, hcout(Nl/4:3+NI/4, N1/2)/nd(rntour(NL/4:3'N1/4, N1/2) )

wseÈ, I
plot, outputkrFinal (*, Nl/2) /nd(outpuckrFínal (N1/4:3*N1/4, Nl

timêNow = sysCise(1)
prin¡. Itesc_nudber, displacement, Ho]eConfig, k, wâvefength, am

imeNow - timeo, timeNow - timell
eai8,0,001

)

t

/2) )

prIÈudec 2

en¿lfor

wiDalov
tvscl.
window

0
rntln(Nl/4 : 3*N1/4, N1i/4 : 3 *Nl,/4)

1
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{set, 0
ploÈ, ouEputArrPeak ( 3,Nl / 8 : 5 *Nr / 8, N\ / 2) /w louEputÆrPeak ( 3 *Nl/ 8 : 5 *

N1/8, Nl/2) )

*aet, 1
plot, ouÈputkrFinal ( 3 *N1/8 : s*Nr / I, Nr / 2 ) / w louEputkrFiEl ( 3 *N1/8 :

srNl/8, N1/2) )
wl.rdor, 2
x2 = dbla'r(N1/8)
for i = 0, N1/8 - 1 do x2(i) = roÈal(ourpurk¡Peak(i*8:(i+1)*8 - 1,

Nr/2-4.N!/2+3) )
x3 = dblalr(N1/8)
for i = 0, N1/8 - 1 do x3(i) = total(outputÀ¡rFj.Da1(j.*8:(i+L)*8 - 1,

NL/2-4:NI/2+3) )
N2 = N1/8
ptot, x2 (3 *N2l8 | 5tN2 / ø) /w lx2 13*N2,28 : 5*N2l8) )
wlnalow,3
ploÈ, x3 (3 *N2l8 : 5*N2lB) /@ (x3 ( 3*N2ile : 5*N2l8) )

dirData =' D:\Sc¡WordfthesisvlarâV.hapLer_4\cflrss-l¿lk_b¡oudbud_L,l'
outfilename= di.lDaea+'\ctÌ)ss_talk_d¡sp¡_resL_nuDìbc¡_' + stlllg(test_nunb

er, folmat = '(I3-3)') $
+ gtrlEg(displacement, fomat = '1122)') + Ç

'Holcconfiel' + striDg(Holeconfig, fomat = '(f22)') + 'dur'
opeDw, outúit, outfilename, /GAT Lnv
Elteu, ouEunit, 1o¡g(Nl)
ElÈeu, outunit, Ein
E1Èeu, ouEuniÈ, OPD
EILeu, outunj.t, IttIt
ElÈeu, ouLunit, outputArrFiÉl
€lÈeu, ouEuit, outputArrPeak
free IE, outúit

; EiLeu, outuit, long (N1)
; Eibeu, outuit, Fj.nall
; wriEeu, outunit, Final2
i Miteu, outúit, Peakl
; uriEeu, oucuit, Peak2
ì ftee_Lú, outúit

erilfor
e¡¿lfo¡

endfor
4d

rvscl, rncouE(NL/4.3*N]-/4, N1/4:3*N1/4)

Fina11 = outputkÍFinal
Peakl = outputkrPeak
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792 APPENDIX B. COMPUTER CODE

8.3 FEM of ITM and CP thermal lens at the

HOPTF

The source code listed in this section was used to produce the finite element

prediction of the wavefront distortion in the cavity at the HOPTF. The de-

focus was determined from this wavefront distortion and is plotted in Figure

5.16.

The five files listed here are as follows:

1. FEM-Using_Spiricon. pro

The main code for that runs the finite element model.

2. solvecrosssectionalareaf em. pro

Solve the Cross Sectional Area on the end face.

3. Create-V-FEM.pro

A procedure to create a variable to hold the volume elements.

4. CreateSurf aceAreaArrayFEM. pro

Create an array storing the Surface Area elements seen by each cell in

the 3D mesh of the FEM.

5. CreateThermalConductM. pro

Procednre to determine the CrossSectional area between cells divided

by the length between nodes of cells



; if Nt),?e = 1 theû seL power to be constant
i if Wt),?e = 1 ther seL beam srze Co be consLant

if (mat1 eq 1 ) Èhen material = 'srpphiÈ' else maLerial

If (sTRcMP(material, 'supphirc') eq 1) lhen begin
; Thernalconductivlty = 33-0
; Text = 300 0
; densiEy = 3980-0
; SpecificHeaL = 157.A

ThermalconductiviLy = 46. 0
TexE. = 300 0
densìty = 3970-0
specificHeat = ?75.0
SBConstane = 0-?5*5-67E-8

radlus = 0 05
heighL = 0.0s

endlf else begin
ThermalconducLivity = 1.38
lext = 300.0
density = 2202-o
SpecificHeat = 745 0
SBConsCant = 0- 75*5.67E-8

radius = 0-08
height = 0-017

en¿le1Êe

NnodesR = N1k
Nnodesz = 27
dx = 2. 0*radius/double (N4odesR-2. 0)
dY=ox
dz = height/dou¡le (Nnodesz-2 - 0)

dNw = loú¿t (waistx/dx)

;dz = height/double (Nnodesz-2-1)
Crossx = - radius - dx + dx*(dlrdgeû(NnodesR)+0.5)
crossz = -hei.ght,/2.0 - dz + dz*(dindgen(Nnodesz)+0-5)
;Crossz = -heìghE/2 0 - dz + dzr(dindgen(Nnodesz))

5
5
083

0
0
0

0
0
0

i helght
wais E.x

;radius =

waisLY = 0.0083

064D-5 )

tuscd siLcü'

Nlk = 121
FiLl = 0

NLype = 1
wïype = 1
maLl = 1

; determine cold cavity beam slze
waisLx = GeL Bean SizelfDg, 120.O
waiseY = waisLx

if (wT}?e eq 1) then begiD
waiÊtx = 0.0080
waistY = 0-0080

endl f

; Create che Volume and Crosssectional Area arrays
SolveCrossSecEioralAreaFEM, keaEnd, LocatioturxY
À¡eaEndold = À¡eaEnd
ÀreaEnd = À¡eaEnd + dou¡le(ÀreaEnd eq 0-0) *10000.0
V = CreaCe_V_FEM(keaEnd, height, Nodesz)

prtnt.,' St¿i in-q thcrnÌ!l c(nductjvity ilì¿ll ix'
wait,0.001
; Create the Thermal ConductiviLy Ma[rix
CrêateThermalconductM, ThermalconductM, radius
reahdold
print, ' End thcrnìal rnutri^'

; cLear @ecessarv va¡iables
;De1var, LocaCloturXY, ÄreaEndold, AreâEnd

ThemalConducLM = themalConductivity*ThermalconducLM
Surf acekea = Surf acekea*SBConstant

TempArr = dblar¡(NNodesR, NNodesR, NNodesz) + TexC
PArr = ¿lbtarr(NodesR, NNodesR, Nodesz)
¡PMr(NodesR/2-5:NodesR/2+5, NodesR/2-5:NNodesR/2+s, 1:Nodesz-2) = 100000.0

OffseLx = offsetxi + (i-0.s) / (Nodesz - 2.O)* (Offsetxf

OffsetY = 0-000
Crossx2 = Crossx#repllcaee(1.0D, NodesR)
xMin = sqrL(2.0)*(crossx2 - offsetx - dxl2.0)/waistx
¡g¿a = sq¡¡(2-0)*(crossx2 - offseLx + dx/2.0)/waistx
CrossY2 = Crossx#*repllcaEe(1.0D, NodesR)
YMin = sqrE(2.0)r(crossY2 - OffSeLY - &/2.0) /vaístY
YMax = sqr!(2 0)r(crossy2 - offsecY + dx/2-0)/waistY

pÄÌrEnd = 0-25*Power*(erf(xmin) - êrf(eax))r $(erf (Ymin) - êrf (Ymax) )

;pkrEnd = PÀrrÈnd r 0 5*(sin(2 o'Crossx2/O-005) + 1 0)
;PArrEnd = heaÈ Bean FEM(NodesR, FiEl)

PA¡rEnd = Par¡Etd r double (keahdold gt 0 - 0)

PAr!(r, r, i) = heighr*alpha*ÞkrEnd(*, *)/(NNodesz - 2-0)
4dfor

timeo = systlûe(1)
fo¡ i = 1, Nodesz - 2 d.o begLn

wlndow,4

crossz, LocatioñrxY, ÀCrossX

offsetxi )

CrossXradius

Offsetxi = 0.000
Offsetxf = 0-000
Pôwer = 1-0

MeaEndold, radius, Crossx, Crossz
; Create the Su¡face &ea kray
C¡eaLeSurf aceÄreakrayFEM, Surf aceArea
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ÐirTohalyze = size (DirTohalyzeHs, /N ELEEMS )

SpiricoÐaLaFiles = DirToMalyzeHs
ThursFiles = FIIE SNCH(tr1):\llr¡lrnrnn Shilcùt)(runr(nrs\Spìdc(u\2(,i)7-or-0N,, ,t(x)1. lxl,, CO
INT = ncouncl)
SpiriconDaEaFifes (O:ncountt-1) = ThursFiles(*)
FriFiles = FILE_SNCH(.1)\Hillìr¡nn ShrNdl),)cunìcnts\t rì^ltcrr(ì(ì¡tirklcr,, /]il)7-.1 -9-,t\1,,

COUNT = ncout2 )

SpiricoúataFiles (ncounEl :ncoúL1+ncount2-1) = FriFiles (*)
FriFiLesCP=FILE_SEMCH('l);\Hil1rtäDf-Shrrù(l)ocurtrcnls\lìri/\ltdrnooDl{,ldur,,,lt)lr7-l)l09t\1,
, COWT = ncoùt2 )

SpiriconDataFiles (nDirToMalyze-1) = FriFilescp ( *)

Dtllndex = 0
fileFEM ='l):\Hrrìillrrl-Shrrùdl)ocutrcnts\Spijie(r)\llrM, + sL!ing(DirIn¿lex, format =,{l.j-ì)')
FILE MþTR, fiIEFEM

; copy Sprrlcon tife rncc a EÈmpo¡ar,v dlrector), end fcse the Elme strtng
S AC EhE SLåIE

filenamespir = SpiricoÐataFiles (Dirrndex)
filenameTemp =',c\\tetil|\\Coprcd Spiricor lllcttr"
sErrn = u u

n¡ines = FILE_¡INES (f ilenamespi¡)

openf, outunltl, filenamespir, /cET LW
opens, oucunit2, filenaneTemp, /GET LW
for i = 0, úines - I do begln

¡eadf, outunitl, strln
strln = STRMID(sCrIN, 11)

; open Eempo.ary fil¿ and load Cera
if (Di¡hdex eq 12 ) then Ðims = I else úims = 6
dataspir = dblarr(úims, nlines)
openr, oucunit, fileNameTemp, /cEI LW
¡eadf, outunit, dataSpir
free lun, outunit
timespir = dblarr(ûLines)
timespìr(*) = dataspir(0, *)
timespir = timespir - timespir(0)

prj.nt, ' hi

1 = sysÈime(1)

outunit2
oucunitl

; load splrrcon daLa
DirTohalyzeHs = string(dblerr (13) )

f, outunit2, st¡lnpri.nt
eDalfo¡
free 1un
free l-uû

priDt, Cj.me1-Eime0
;wa1E,1000

prirt, timeSpir

TestDiffl = 0 0
TestDiff2 = 0 0
count = 1
EnergyÀrr = TempÄrr*densiLy*V*Specif icHeat

period = 200-0
w0 = 2-0+!Pi/pe¡iod
Tj.meExpired = 0 0
TimeArr =[0 0]
Nlimlt = 7t*10L^5
TimeNew = 100 1

TindextRecord = 0. 5
dtold = 0 5
tCritical = densi Cy*Specif icHeat*radius^2. 0/ThermalConductiwi ty
RecordTempÂrrHot = 0
RecordTempkrcold = 0
Reco¡dlmage = 0

; fpdèEe energy-f1ow matrtx
Q = 0.0*a
Q(l : NodesR - 1, r, * ) = tslporery(O(l : NodesR - 1,
NodesR - 2, +, + ) - S

TempÀrr(1 : NodesR - 1, *, * ))*ThermalconductM(O
)

Q(0 : NodesR - 2, ', * ) = tmporary(O(O : NNodesR - 2,
NNÞdesR-1,r,*)-S

TempÄrr(0 : NodesR - 2, +, * ))*Thermalconduc[M(2

; SLarE Ì!Èrarron of FEM
for i = 1L, Nlimit do begin

nspirDaLa = nLines

OPDDaLè = dblarr(4, Nlinit)

*,*))+(TempArr(

1 : NodesR - 1, *

*,*))+(TempÀrr(

0 : NodesR - 2, *

dr = 0-000s
O = dblarr(NNodesR, NNodesR, NNodesz)
diffT = dblar!(1)
wiDdow, 0
wlndow, 1
window, 2
Tempold = lempkr

nil

0)

if (nt)æe eq 1) tber begin
n1 = úines/2
currentPower = dêtâspir(1

eûdif else begiû
currentPower = dataspir(1

endels e
CurrenETimelndex = 0

0

1

(o
È
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Q(., 1 : NNodesR - 1, * ) = terÐo¡ary(Q(*, 1 : NodesR - 1, * ))
0:NNodesR-2,*)-ç

TempArr(*, 1 : NNodesR - 1, * ))*The¡malconductM(3, *, 1 :

O(*, ", 0 : Nodesz - 2) = Lenporary(O(*, *, 0 : Nodesz - 2 )) + (Tempkr(*
*/ 1 : Nodesz - 1 ) - $

TempÄrr(*, *, 0: NNodesz - 2 ))*ThermalconductM(5, *, r, 0: Nodesz

Q(*, *, 1 : NNodesZ - 1) = ¿ençorary(O(*, *, 1 : Nodesz - r )) + (lempkr(*
*,0:NNodesZ-2)-ç

TempÀrr(*, *, 1 : Nodesz - 1 ))rThermalconductM(4, *, *, 1 : NNodesz

; updaEe energy and EemperaEure arrays
Energ_yÀrr = temporary(EnergyÀrr) + Q*dt
Tempkr = EnergyÄrr/ ( density* Specif icHeat +V)

ilset,0
if (count le 5) then begln

TestDiffl = TesCDiffl + @x(a-b6(TempÄrr - TempoId)/Tempold)/10.0
endlf else begin

TestDiff2 = TesLDiff2 + Mx(a¡s(TempÀrr - TempoId)/Tempold)/10.0
endelse
COüC=CoUnt+1
TimeExpired = TimeExpired + dt

; update FEM wlLh real daca
if (TimeExpired gL Timesprr(CurrentTrnelndex + 1) ) Ehen begin

tf (CurrertÎinelndex It nspirData-t) Lhen begin
CurrentTimelndex = CurrentTlmelndex + 1
if (nType eq 1) then CurrenLPower = CurrenePower else CurrentPower = d

aLaSpir (1, CurrentTimelndex)
fileOUT = fileFEM + ,\\lrlì\4 c¡)n\tw, + material + sÈring(nt)?e/ fomat =

'(12:)') + '_l)lll_' + st!1ûg(CurrenLTimeIndex, formaL = '(li-+)') + 'r¡\r,'

openw, outunit, fileouT, /GBT LW
writeu, ouEunit, byEe (Nlk)
wríteu, outunit, TimeExpired
rrlteu, outunit, double (Crossx)
OpD = toÈal (TempÄrr(*, NodesR/2, ') , 3)
opD=oÞD-oPD(1)
writeu, outuniÈ, OPD
free lun, outuniL
priDt, systire (0)

2

0-0
^40-Text^40)

+ (TempÄrr(

NodesR - 1

+ (Temp&r (

NodesR - 2

i Add pouer lo ene¡gy-floN måtr1x
Q = Ls4)orary(Q) + P-ðrr*currentpower/10
Q = terporary(Q) - SurfaceArea" (Tenpk¡

terporary(Q(*, 0 : NodesR - 2, * ))

- 2, " )) 'ThêrmalconductM(1, *, 0 :

Q(*, 0 : NodesR
r, 1 : modesR - 1,

TempÄrr ( * , 0 : NodesR

!
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( 1 064E-6 ) / (3 - 141591 (CurrentBeams j.ze*mag)

qI = f U/qllnv
q2 = lqr + 11.o)
q2lnv = I.o/q2
lmgPart = IBGINÀRY(q2rnv)
w2 = sq¡r( abs((1 06aE-6)ii (3-141s9*rmgParr)) )

print, "llcdùSizcur l'l14=', w2*1000.0
;warsEX = w2
;walslY = w2

f or kl = 1, Nodesz - 2 do begin

offsetx = offsetxi + (k1-0.5)/(Nodesz - 2 0)+(offsetxf

OffsetY = 0 000
Crossx2 = Crossx#¡eplicate(Ì-0D, NodesR)

PÀ¡rEnd = 0.2s*Power* (erf (xmìn) - erf (XMax) ) * $
(erf (Ymiû) - erf (Ynax) )

;PÀrrEnd = PArrEnd * 0 5*(s1n(2 O*CrôssX2/O 005) + 1 0)
;PÄ¡rÊnd = heat Bean FEM(NNodêsR, Fitl)

PÀrrEnd = ParrEnd * ¿louble(À¡eaEndold gE 0-0)

PÀrr(*, *, kl) = heighL*alpha*ÞÀr¡Ênd(*, *)/(NNodesz - 2 0)
endfor

; record data at appropriaLe Eimes
if ( (limeExpiled ge TimeNexLRecord) OR (Recordlmage eq 1) ) then begin

Reco¡dlmage = 0
TimeNextRecord = TímeNexcRecord a (fcritlcal/dtold)^(1 0D/50-0)
Temploral = (roLaL(Tenpalt, 3)*dz+(2-6*ro o^(-6 o) ) )/(6-33*10-o^(-? o) )

endif

if (i rcd 10) eq 0 tben begit

^2 o))

Lxi )

offse

OffSerx - dx,i2.0) /waisLx
OffSeLX + dx/2.o) /wais:x

(1 . 0D, NodesR)
offseLY - dxl2.0),/waiscY
offsecY + dx/2.o) /wais:Y

CurrenLBeamsize = dataspir (3
1f (CurrenLBeamsize It 3200.

; solve for beam slze at
mag = 0 00918612/(3145 0)
qllnv = coprEx Gr/120 a,

elalt f
etallf

endif

, CurrentTimelndex)
0) then begln
ITM

&ln = sqrt(2-0)*(Crossx2 -
ag¿a = sqr¡(2.0)*(C!ossx2 -
CrossY2 = Crossx##repllcaÈe
Wrn = sq¡t(2-0)*(CrossY2 -
Wd = sqrE(2.0)*(CrossY2 -
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; ----_----------
, check ÈhaÈ Eine inEelval ot ,", t" snìall enouqh
if (TesLDiff2 lr TesrDiffl) rhe¡ dr = dr*l.1 et:e dr = dr/l
if (dt le o-0005) Lhen dr = o-ooo5
if (Tes[Diff2 It 1.08-14) Ehen i = NLimiL + 2OL

; print and ploc updaLed data
print, i, dt, TimeExpired, total (Surfacekea* (Tempki^4 - O - Text^4. O) ) /to

]E(lenpkr) - TempÀr¡(1, NodesR/2, 1), Gx(Tempkr) - Tex

TeEtDiff2 = 0.0
TestDi.ffl = 0-0
cout = I
wset, 0
p1oL, TempÀrr (1 :NNodesR-2. NodesR,/2, NodesZ/2) - Tempkr (1, NodesR/2,

Nodesz/2 )

op1oE, TempÀr!(1:NodesR-2, NNodesR/2, Nodesz,/2) - TenpArr(1, NodesR/2,
Nodesz/2), PS\T = 6

oplot, TempÄrr (NodesR/2 , 1 :NodesR-2 , Nodesz/2 ) - TenpÀrr (NodesR/2, t,
Nodesz/2 )

r Print, kl
iprint, TempArr(NodesR/2, NodesR/2, 3) - TexE
weit,0-001
diffT = ldiffT, TempArr(NodesR/2, ModesR/2, Nodesz/2) - Texr]
limekr = [Timekr, TimeExpired]
;diffT = [diffT, a1og10( (nax(Tempk¡) - TempArr(1, modesR/2, 1) )/tota1(S

urfaceArea'(TempÄrr^4.0 - TexL^ .0)) ) l
; wseE, 1
; p1oE, TlmeÄrr, diffT

; prinL, dE
wset, 2
pIoE, Tempkr(NodesR/2, NodesR/2, r) - Text;---- ----------

oPD = Lo¡al(Tempkr(*, NNodesR/2, *l , 3)
OPD=OPD-OPD(1)
result = poly fit(Crossx(NodesR/2 - lNw:NodesR/2

NW:ModesR/2 + dNW) , 2, SÎÂroS = statRes)
OPDDafa(0, i-1) = TimeE)çiled
OPDDaCa(1, i-1) = CurrentPower
OPDDaLa(2, i-1) = result(2)*2.0

OPD = toÈal(TenpÀrr(4, NodesR/2 + ofÉsetx, *), 3)
OPD = OPD - OPD (NodesR/2 )
result = poly fit(Crossx(NNodesR/2 - INW:NodesR/2 + dNW)

NW:NodesR/2 + dNW), 2, STÀTUS = staLRes)
OPDDafa(3, i-1) = result(2) 12.0

/NN) +FTMTE (lempE!, /rNFrNrrY) )

oPD (NodesR/2 - d

oPD (NodesR/2 - ddNW)

offset = 0.12*td(10-0*acos(0.0D)/90 ¡)
off setx = ¡ound (of fset/dx)

e¡dif
TEmpOld =lempkrresult = Lotal (FINITE(Tempkr
rprinL, result
weiÈ,0-001

ra1 (Pk¡) , $

t

; plol any remaining datê
if (i rcd 10) eq 0 theD begin

wset, 1
ploÈ, OPDDaLa(0, 0:i-1), OPDDaLa(1, 0:i-1)
vseE, 4
plot, OPDDaCa(0, 0:i-l), OPDData(2, 0:i-1)
oploÈ, OPDData(0, 0:i-1), OPDData(3, 0:i-1)

eDallf
ElcK = 2

et¿lfor

sd
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Solve the Cross SecLional Ärea on the end face

pro SolvecrosssectioDalAreaFEM, keaEnd, LocationÀ¡rxY, radius, Crossx

dx = crossx(l) - crossx(0)
x = Crossx+repllcaÈe(1 0, Nnodes)
y = crossx#*replicaEe(1.0, Nnodes)
r=sq!t(x^2+y^2)

dx¡ = 2.o*radius/(NNodes - 3.0)
xloc = -radius - dxl + dúrflndgen(Nodes)

LocationÀr¡xy = dblarr(2, Nnodes, Nnodes)
LocationÀrrxY(0, *, *) = x
LocatioñrxY(1, r, *) = y
rLocatroilrrxY(0, *, *) = ¿oc+repÌicate(1-0D, Mod.es)
;LocationArrxy(1, */ *) = x¡oc*#replicate(1 0D, Nodes)

SunÀ = total(rIrsm eq 1.0)*(dx*dx)
rEdge = (rInsn gt 0.0) N (rlnsm lt 1-0)
Edgelist = where (rEdge)
s = slze(EdgeLi.st)
s1 = s(1)

N3=8000
forl=0,sl-ldobeglD

xc = x(EdgelisL(i))
yc = y(Edgelisr(ì))
XYPosn = mY TmICES (x, Edgelist (i) )

lTemp = doubte(r1 Ie radius)
Tempsum = Lotal (rTemp) * (dx*dx) /double (N3^2)
Sum=Suû+Tempsum
area(Edgelist(i) ) = Tempsum/ (ò(rò<)
if (Lotal(rTemp) ne 0-0) the! begln

LocatioturxY (0, xYPosn (0), xYPosn (1) ) = Èotal (iTemp*xl) /toÈal (¡Tenp)
LocaLj.oñrxY(1, xYPosn(0) , xYPosn(1) ) = total (rTemp*y1)/Èotal (rTemp)

endi f
prtnÈ, i, il (rl il, strlDg(sl, format = '(i:l)'), " -Cùlcúlaliûgsùlrceurcû"
waiE,0-0001

dx/ 2
dx/2

endfo!

keaEnd = alolble (areaadx+dx)

eûd

+ xc)+replicate(1-0D, N3)
+ yc) #+replicate (1. 0D, N3)

s = slze(Crossx)
Nnodes = s(1)

rlnside = double(! Ie radius)
area = rlDside
rIDSm = srcotb(rlnside, 3)

N3
N3

xl = (ò<*(dlndgen(N3) + 0.5)/do!¡]e
y1 = (dx*(dtndgen(N3).r 0-5)/dou¡Ie
rI=SqrE(xf2+yI2l
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; fùcEion to creaEe varíable V Eo hold Lhe voÌunre elemenls

fúctlon Create_V_FEM, keaEnd, height, Nnodesz

s = size (AreaEnd)
sl = s(1)

begiD

reCurn, V*height/(Nodesz - 2.0)

end

V = dblarr(s1, s1, Nnodesz)
forì=0,Nnodesz-1do

v(*/ *, i) = AreaEnd(*
endfor

(o
Oo
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; CreaEe an array storing Ehe Surface kea elements seen by each cell

pro CreatesurfacekeaÀrrayFEM, Surfacekea, Àreahdold, radius, Crossx, Crossz

; surface area is nominally zerol except for those nodes whose grid cells lnters
ecÈ the radius
; determine the area in each cell by working Ehrough the list of celÌs given abo

; OpEion A: GeE llsE of fractlonaf area efemenEs fron AreaEndold- Search for the
cfoss-sections f¡om Listout2

; OpEion B: Determlne the cefls whlch bolder the inEersec¡ion points 1n Listout2

keaEndNew = ÀreaEndold/ (dx+dx)
Edgel,ìst = ehere( (ÀreaEndNew tt 0.999999) m (keaEndNew gt.0 0) )

;LisEIndlces = (Listout2 - x0)/dx

; CreaLe an array of Ehe EDGES of the node boxes
;x0=CrossX(0) -05*dx
;20=crossz(0)-0-5*dz

; Determine the inLercepts of the gridlines and the clrcle
if (ladius^2.0 ge xmin^2.0)^EheD begln^

xminYvâls = lsqrE(radius^2.0 - xmin^2.0), -6qrE(radius^2-o - xmin^2 O)]
endlf else begln

xminwals = [10 0^6.0, 10 0^6-o]

)

)

1)
1)

,0
-0

0
.0

(Edgelist (
(Edgelist (

(Edgelist )
)

; geE centre and edges of cell

x = crossx#repllcaÈe(1.0, Nr)
y = crossx##replicaÈ.e(1.0, Nt)

dx = crossx(l) - crossx(o)
dz = Clossz(1) - Crossz(0)

sR = sl.ze(Crossx)
sZ = size(Crossz)
Nr = sR(1)
Nz = sz(l)

SurfaceÀ¡ea = lEeaEndold*o.0
fori=0,s1-ldobegln

Xmln = XC

)mat = yc
Ymd = Yc

s = slze

Ml2
dx/2
dx/2
òx/2
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1/2CreateSurf aceAreaArrayFEM.pro

ge max^2.0) theD b€glû
lsgrt(¡adrus^2.0 - xmax^2 o), -sq!t(radius^2.0 - xmax^2.0)l

endif e begj.n
a1s = [10 0^6-0, 10 0^6-O]

endelge

lf {radius^2.0 ge lmax^2.0) ÈheE begiD
]madvals = [EqrÈ(radius^2.0 - ]îax^2.0)

endtf else begtn
ymaxxvals = [10.0^6 o, 10.o^6.0]

endelse

lf (radlus^z o ge lîin^2.0) Èhen begln
yîj.Dxvals = lsqrLrradius^2.0 - yîin^2-o)

endif elsê beql.n
tîinxvals I tro.o^e.0, 10.o^6.01

eDdelse

clossPts = dble¡!(2, 4)
crossN = 0

; Check posiEions of intercepLs - do they line on ce1I
if ((xminYvals(0) ge )T1n) N (xminYvals(0) Le )max))

crossPLs(*, crossN) = ixmin, minYvals(0)l
CTOSSN=cfOSSN+1

eDdI f
if ((xmj.nYvals(1) ge ymin) N (minYvals(1) Ie ymax))

crossPLs(*, crossN) = lxmiD, xminYvals(1)l
clossN=crossN+1

eDdl f

1f ((xmaxYvals(0) ge ymin) N (maxYvals(0) Ie )Tax))
crossPLs(*, crossN) = lxmax, maxYvals(0)]
clossN=crossN+l-

eDdif
if ((xmaxYvals(1) ge ymin) N (maxYvals(L) Ie ]max))

c¡ossPcs(*, crossN) = lxmax, maxYvals(].)l
CToSSN=CTOSSN+1

eDdi f

lf ( (]miilvals (0) ge xmin) N (ynidvals (0) Ie xnax) )
crossPLs(*, crossN) = l]îinxvals(0), ]minl
crossN=crossN+1

erdlf
if ( (ymidvals (1) ge min) N (]îiilVals (1) le xmax) )

crossPts(*, croÊsN) = lyminxvals(1), ymin]
CToSSN=CrosSN+1

endlf

If ( (ymdvals (0) ge xmin) N (lanagvals (0) Ie
clossPts(*, crossN) = []îÐ<XVals(0), ]maxl
clossN=crossN+1

erdlf
tf ( (ymaxxvals (1) ge min) À¡E (lanadvals (1) Le

crossPts(*, crossN) = l]madvals(1), ymaxl
crossN=crossN+1

endif

edges?
then begin

then begin

tber begin

then begin

Lhen begi.n

then begln

Lhen begLr

Lben begir

ende lse

1! (taqlus 2,o
xmaxYvals =

xmax) )

xmax) )

)max 2.uil

ymin^2 o) l

-sqrt (radius^2

-sqrt (radius^z

Createsu
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; rearrange values so that the flrst two form and arc and che second two form
an êrc

if (crossN gE 2) Lhen begin
cross?tsx = dblarr(4)
crossPtsY = dblarr(4)
crossPtsx(*) = crossPts(0, *)
crossPtsY(*) = crossPts(1, r)

rX = sqrE ( (crossPtsx - crossPtsx(va1 (0) ) ) ^2,0 + (crossptsy - crosspt.sy(val(0)))^2.0)
rX(val(1) ) = 100.0*radius
Nea¡List = sorE(rX)

; gec the arc length takang inEo acccunL the fact that the arc mighE cross

= abs( atæ(crossPCs(1, 0), .rosspts(0, O)) - eta(crosspts(1, 1)
1)) )

if (Arclength ge !Pi) tben Arcleûgth = 2-O*lPi - kclength

; if the¡e are two poircs where the clrcle crosses ahe ce1Ì wa1l, Cher add Èh
e two arcs

if (c¡ossN gt 2) theD beglr
kclengLh2 = ebs( aÈe(c¡osspLs(1, 2), crosspts(0, 2)) _ atÐ(crosspts(1,

3), crossPts(0,3)) )
lf (kclength2 ge !Pi) LheD kclength2 = 2-Or!Þi - Ärcleogrh2
kclengEh = Àrclength + kclength2

ED¿II f

SurfaceÀ¡ea(EdgerisL(i) ) = ArclengLh*¡ådius*dz
eDdfor

SurfaceÄreaout = dbla!¡(Nr, Nr, Nz)

0

2
3

crossPfs
crosspts

crossOuC = 0.0rcrossPts
(*, val(0))
(*, Nearlist(1))
(*, NearList (2 ) )
(* , val. (1) )

clossPts = crossout
eDdi f

for I
if

= I, Nz-2 do begl!
((i eq 1) oR (i eq Nz-2)) tshen begh

0) = crossPts
1) = crossPts

crossOut
crossOuL
crossout
crossout

XTrue = 0
YTrue = 0

for

e¡dfo¡
eDdfo¡

ÀrcLength
crossPts ( 0 /

EhÐ begi!

thet begiD

) = 0, 2 do begin
fork=j+1,3dobegiD

if (crossPtsx(j) eq crossPtsx(k))
xTrue = 1
val = tj, kl

eDdtf
lf (crôssPtsY(j) eq crosêpCsy(k))

val = ti, kl
endlf

NJ
OO
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SulfaceÀreaout(*, *, i) = keaEûdol-d(*,
eûdi f

Surf acekeaout (* , * , i) = surf acekeaout ( *
enclfor

surfacekea = Surfacekeaout

erd

)

i) + SurfaceÀrea(t, r)
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; p¡ocedure to deternine the CrossSection¿l area betkeen cells divided bv the le
ngth becween nodes of cells

pro CreateThermalconductM, ThermalconductM, ¡adius, Crossx, Crossz, LocatioÈ¡x
Y, AreaEndold

CrossSecLionBetweencells = dblarr(4, Nr, Nr)

xmín = Crossx(i) - dx/2.0
xmax = Crossx(i) + òx/2.0

)min = Crossx(j) - dx/2-0
)îax = Clossx(j) + dx/2.0

; ISouEh-ilesf, NorEh-West, NorÈh-EasE, South-EasE
rnsideR = lsqrE(xmin^2.0 + ]îin^2.0) 1e radius, sqrt(xmin^2

r ô ,:âi !ra ê

sqrt(xmil^2-O + yîax^2-0) ]e radius, sqrE(xmax^2
1e radiusl

; fiesL
if (InsideRr0) N InsideRlL) ) then begin

crossseccioÉetweencells(0, i, j) = dx
endif else beqln

if ((xmin^i le radius^2 O) N ( abs(abs(xmin) - abs(radius))/abs(radiu
s) qe 1-08-5 ) ) then begin

Midpt = sqrÈ(radj.us^2.0 - xmin^2)
MidPr = [MidPr, -MidÞr]
Select = where((MidPt lt )max) N (MidPt 9e yMin))

1f (InsideR(o) OR InsideR(1) OR abs(Midpt(0) - MidPt(1)) Le dx ) Lhen b
egln

if (InsideR(0) ) CheD begin
CrosssectioÉetweencells(0, i, j) = abs()Tin - MrdPt(select(0)) )

endíf
if (InsideR(1) ) Lhen begin

Crosssection¡etweencells(0, i, j) = abs(ymax - MidPt(Select(0)) )

endif
i.f (abs(MìdPL(o) - Midpt(1)) 1e dx ) then begln

crosssectioßetweeûce11s(0, i, j) = a¡5(MidPt(0) - MidPt(1) )
endif

endif
endif

)

)

begrD
do begtt

ThermaLconductM = ilblarr(6, Nr, Nr, Nz)

Nr- I¿lo
0, Nr - 1

dx = c¡ossx(1) - crossx(0
dz = Crossz(1) - crossz(0

for i. = 0,
fo¡i =

+ ynax z u,

+ ymin^2 o)

size ( Crossx)
stze ( Crossz)
sR (1)
sz lIt

sz
Nr
Nz

endelse

; No¡th
if (lnsi.deR(1) N InsideR(2)) then begj.û

CrosssectioÉetweencells(1, i, j) = dx
endj.f else b.qi."- 

_if ( (ymax^2 0 le radius^2.0) N ( abs(abs()îax) - ãbs(radius))/abs(ra
ge 1-08-5 )) Èhen begln

MidPt - sqrt(radius^2.0 - ymax^2)
MidPr = [MidPr, -MldPr]
SelecL = vhere((MidPt lt xmax) N (MidPt ge xmin))

if (hsldeR(1) oR rrsideR(2) oR a.bs(Midpr(0) - Mi.dPL(1)) le dx ) rhen b

tf (InsrdeR(1)) EheD begin
Crosssectiongetweencells(1, i, j) = ¿¡s(xmin - MadPt(Select(0)) )

eadlf
if (InsidêR{2) ) then begin

CrosssecLioÈetweencells(1, i., j) = abs(xmax - MidpL(Select(0)) )

endl f
if (a.bs(MidPt(0) - MldPt(1)) le dx ) then begín

crosssecLioÈetweencefls(1, i, j) = abs(Midpt(0) - MidPt(1) )
erdi f

endif
endlf

endelse

; East
if (InsideR(2) N InsideR(3) ) then begin

CrosssectioÉetweencells(2, i, j) = dx
erdif else begin

if ((xmax^2-O te radìus^2-O) N ( a¡s(abs(xmax) - abs(radius))/a.bs(rad
ius) ge 1.0E-5 ) ) Ehen begln

MidPt = sq¡t.(radius^2 o - xmax^2)
MìdPt = [MìdPt., -MrdPL]
Select = where((MidPt lt ymax) N (MidPt ge )min))

if (rnsideR(2) oR rnsideR(3) oR ê¡s(MidPr(0) - MidPr(1)) le dx ) Ehen b
egln

if (InsideR(2) ) Lben begln
CrosssecLioßetweencells(2, i, j) = ê.bs(ymax - MidPt(Select(0) ) )

endif
if (InsideR(3) ) Lhen begln

CrosssectioÈetweencells(2, i, j) = abs(]din - MidPt(Select(0) ) )

endí f
if (å¡s(MldPt(0) - MidPt(1)) le dx ) Èhen begin

Crosssectioúetweencells(2, i, j) = abs(MidPL(0) - MidPt(1) )
endlf

endi.f
endi.f

endeLse

; Southj.f (InsideR(3) N InsideR(0) ) Lhen begin
crosssectioßetweencells(3, i, j) = dx

endif else begin
if ((),mln^2 o le radius^2 o) N ( abs(abs()mrn)

ius) ge 1.0E-5 )) then begin
MidPE = sqrt(radius^2-O - Fin^2)
MidPt = [MidPr, -MidPt]

- a.bs (radius) ) /abs (rad

dius)

egln
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selecc = vhere ( (MidPC 1È max) m (Midpt ge min) )

if (rnsideR(3) oR rnsi.deR(0) oR abs(Midpc(0) - Mi.dpL(1)) le dx ) rhen b

If (InsldeR(3)) rhen begLn
CrosssectioúeEweencells(3, i, j) = abs(max - MidÞt(Select(0)) )

eùli. f
if (InsideR(0) ) then begin

Crosssectj.o$etweencells(3, i, j) = abs(xmin - Mi.dPc(Select(0)) )
eadif
tf (abs(MidPt(0) - MidPt(1)) le dx ) Chen beglr

CrosssecfìoÉetweencells(3, i, j) = als(Midpt(0) - Midpt(1) )
endl f

endif
eadif

;ThermafConducEM = [Wesa, North, Easc, South, Back, Front]

LÄr! = (LocaEioturxy(*, Iminl:Imax1, Jmirl:Jmdl) - Locatioñlxy(*, I
min2 :Imax2, Jmin2 :Ltmax2) ) ^2.0

Larr2 = clblalr ( Imaxl-Imin1+1, JMxl-Jmin1+1)
LMt2(t, *) = sqrr(Larr(0, *, *) + Lar¡(1, *, +))

ThermalconducEM(i, fMinl:IMax1/ Jminl:ifmax1, m) = CrosssecLio¡tBetweence
Ils (i, Imiol : Imaxl, Jminl : JmaxIJ " dz/Latr2

endi f

eq
eq
eq

tf
if
if
i.f

l

l

)

egaE

endelse

fm1ú = DaaÈ
ImaP = Dist
Jmrn2 = Dl-st
Jmax2 = Dl-sL

etdfor
walt,0-001

eDdfor

form=1,N2-2tlobegln
fo!i=0,5dobeglD

; Fill in the sides
if (j. Ie 3) then begLr

West = [
south =East = [
North =

10, Nr-11 l
[0, Nr-2]

10, Nr-11 l
[1, Nr-1]

[0, N!-2] ,

[0, Nr-1]
[1, N¡-1],
[0, Nr-1]

Wesf
NorCh

SouCh

then DisC =
then Dlst =
ther DisL =
Chen Dlst =

Im1n1 = DIst 0
Imaxl = DisÈ 1
Jmr41 = Dist 0
Jmaxl = Dist 1

[0, Nr-1],
[1, Nr-1]

[0, Nr-1],
[0, Nr-2]

1, N!-11,
[0. Nr-1]
0, Nr-21,
[0, Nr-1]

; Fill rn the back surface (excepE between cells 0 ând I in z direction -nc ttrermal conduction)
if ( i eq 4) ther begin

lf (m De 1) theD begln
ThemaLco4ductM\í, r, ., m) = keaEndoldl', ')/dzendlt

endlf

; Fill in che front surface (excêpE between celLs Nz-2 and Nz-1
- no Lhermaf conduction)

1f ( j. eq s) ther beglr
if (m ne Nz - 2) ther begln

thernalconducLM(i, *, *, m) = keaEndoldl*, ()/dz
erdl. f

endi f
ædfo!

endfor

eDd

in z dÌrn

;print,'hi
;waiÈ, 10

N)
O
N)
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This paper was superseded by the work discussed in Chapter 6.
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An off-axis Hartmann sensor for the
measurement of absorption-induced
\ryavefront distortion in advanced
grayitational wave interferometers
Receìved: l3 December 2004 I Publishecl online: 8 Septenrber' 2005
O Springer-Verlag 2005

Abstract We describe a novel off-axis Hartmann wavefront sensor, developed for
the measurement of wavefront distortions induced in the min'ors (test niasses) of
advanced gravitational wave interferometers by residual absorption of the circu-
lating laser power.

Keywords Hartmann sensor . Wavefi'ont distortion . Gravitational wave
interferometers

I Introduction

Advanced gravitational wave interferometers will have circulating optical powers
of older a few kW in the power'-recycling cavity and about 500 kW in the arm
cavities |1. Even extremely small absorption by the substrates and coatings of
the optical cotnponents in these cavities will result in thermal gradient within the
optics, which will lead to significant distortion of the optical wavefront via the
themro-optic and elasto-optic effects and thernto-elastic deformation [2].

Absorption in the substrates of the input test masses (ITM), which ale inside
the power-recycling cavity, and in the coatings of the ITM and end test masses
(ETM), which reflect the power in the ann cavitìes, al'e two particularly impor-
tant sources of wavefront distortion []. These distortions could significantly re-
duce the sensitivity of an advanced interferometer by reducing the sideband power'
build-up in the powet-recycling cavity and increasing the can'ier power leaking out
the dark port of the intelferometer [3]. Thus, theil effects must be cornpensated
[3], which requircs that the distortion in each minor be measuled independently,
without interfering with the circulating power in the interferometer.

A Brooks . P. Veitch (X) .J. Mr¡rrch 'T.-L. Kelly
Department of Physics, The University of Adelaide, Aclelaicle SA 500-5, Australia
E-m¿ril : peter.veitch@ adel aide.eciu.au
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l.âr0e diemÈler llÈNe

Hartrnann flays.
-'"-'R4ferèncl.,
+ Dist0rted

baam

H¿1r1nlann Piale Otlt¡c

Fig. 1 A schematic of a prototypical Harlmann sensol. The Hattrnann plate contains an arlay of
apel'tLues that plodLrce a set of Hartmann rays. The tlansvel'se aberration of the Hartmann rays
at the CCD is used to calculate the change in local slope of the waveflont dne to the optic.

The High Power Test Facility (HPTF), a collaboration between the Austlalian
Consortium for Gravitational Astronomy (ACfGA) and the LIGO project, located
at Gingin in Western Austlalia, will be used to investigate the effect of the absorp-
tion in substrates and coatings in optical cavities that have high circulating power.
The optical configuration of this facility has been designed to yield wavefront
distortions with pararneters that are directly relevant to advanced interf,erorneters.
Initially, we shall Íneasure the effect of absorption in the substrate of the ITM, and
investigate its compensation [4].

We are cleveloping a novel off-axis Hartrnann sensor that can be used to mea-
sure wavefront distortion without intelfering with the circulating power. Hartmann
sensors [5, 6], one valiant of which is shown in Fig. l, rneasure wavefront distor-
tion by tecotding tlre positions of the "Hartmann rays" at the CCD camera before
and after the distortion is introduced. Since the measured transverse displacement
or abenation of each ray is propoltional to the change in slope of the wavefront
at the point at which the ray passes through the optic [7], the wavefront distortion
can be determined by integration.

We have chosen to use a Hafimann sensor rather than a Shack-Hartmann sen-

sor [8] to monitor tlre wavefront distortion. It does not require a rnicro-lens anay,
which could introduce interference between adjacent rays, as the light source is

coherent, and it can lrave larger beam sizes at the CCD thereby reducin-e the effect
of irregularities in pixel responsivity. Furthel, the effective optical 'lever aLm' in a
Haltrnann sensor could be larger than for a Shack-Hafiman sensor if a large area
CCD were used, thereby furthel improving the sensitivity. The poorer spatial res-
olution of the Hartmann sensol' is unimportant in this application as the wavefront
distortion occurs over an area typically 2 cm diametel in the HPTF test and l0-20
cm diameter in an advanced interfelometer', and is not expected to contain high
spatial frequencies.

In this papeÍ, we outline the development of the Hartmann sensor, including
validation of the sensor, and preliminary measurements.

2 Hartmann sensor validation

The Hartmann sensor is validatecl by cornpaling tlre wavefront distortion measured
using a stored-beam holographic interferometer [9], shown in Fig. 2, with that
rneasured using an on-axis Hartrnann sensor, shown in Fig. 3, and the off-axis
Hartrnann sensol', shown in Fig. 4.

In a stored-bearn interferometer, the holographic beam-splittel is recolded
while the heating beam is blocked, thereby recording and thus removing the effect
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ceD
I G64 H¡n b€åm

Hùlúùr;rphìc

Glðss Test ñla$s

H6NÊ ¡nlBdðromÊtÊr bornr

Fig. 2 A schematic of the stored-beam hologlaphic interfelorneter'. The hologlaphic beanr-
splittel is lecolded while the heating beam is blockect. The output st¡t'face of the ,elass test mass is
imagecl onto the CCD. Note that the glass Lrsed for the test mass is chosen to have a low absolp-
tion and the heating beam is letlo-r'eflected thloLrgh the test mass to provide a power absorption
that is alntost independent of the axial position. The 

-glass was chosen to prodLlce the distortion
encounteled in an advanced intel'fel'ometel'.

of the non-common static abenations in the anns of the interferometer. Replay-
ing the holograrn while the heating beam is blocked results in a zero interfer-
ence fi'inge as the beams transrnitted thtough the hologlam are identical to the
hologlaphically reconstructed beams. Unblocking the heating beam ploduces ad-
ditional wavefront distortion as the interferorneter beam passes through the glass
fest mass and thLls the transmitted and reconstructed beams differ. The resultant
interference pattern can be measured accurately by tilting one of the beams inci-
dent on the hologram priot'to unblocl<ing thc hcating bcarn, thereby introducing
straight inteference fringes. The added distortion is then determined by rneasur-
ing the displacement of the fringes.

As indicated above, the reference spot positions for the Hartmann sensor are
recorded with the heating bearn blocked. It is then unblocked and the abenated
spot positions are recotded. An example of the calculated tlansvelse abelrations is
shown in Fig.5. The ratio of the transverse abenatìon to the distance between the
test mass and the CCD camera gives the change in the local slope of the wavefront,
and is equal to the gradient of the wavefi'ont distoltion [7].

Since the Hartmann rays in the off-axis sensor propagate at an angle to the
cylindrical axis of the test mass, the tlansvelse abemation of each ray will not sim-
ply reflect the wavefront distortion that would be experienced by the eigenrnode

l-lR minor
1.064 ¡Lm healirìfJ beärn

Glass [est l\¡lass

Hartrnann plate

Fig.3 A schenratic of the on-axis Haltnrann sensor. The reference spot positions are recolclecl
with the heating beam blocked. It is then unblocked and the aberrated spot positions are then
lecotded.

CCD
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'1 ,064 ¡rrn healing beam

Glass Test lvlass

/
Hartmann pfate

CCD

Fig. 4 A schematic of the off-axjs Hattmann sensor

of the interferometer, which propagates axially though the test mass. The distor-
tion can be estimated, however, if it is assumed that the temperature increase due
to the absorption is independent of the axial position in the cylindrical test mass,
as occurs for substrate absorption in the ITM of advanced interferometers and in
our tests. Tlren, tlre optical path difference (OPD) acquired by the Hartrnann ray
shown in Fig. 6 can be written, for small distortions:

dtt t'::h12OPD: _ I AI(.r(z),y(z))
dT J =:_t,lz

tan20lldz (l)

t!
a1tt!

t-
a1

ltlt

!
!'!t1rlt

tllf
t j i l

!/

ì-
i

Fig.5 Anexampleofthemeasuredtransvelseabelrations,showrrasavectorfìeld,recoldedby
the ofI'-axis Haltmann sensor.
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:- -?:!2 :- -ii2
Fig. 6 The geometry used to detelmine the expected OPD of a palticulal Hartmann lay. The
lay enters the test mass at (,\itt,),itt,z - -h/2). Tlansverse aben'ations are nteasul'ed in the
cool'dinate fi'ame of the CCD camela ancl tratrsfolmecl via a suitable I'otation into the cooldinate
fi'anre of the test mass.

whele the temperature increase is given by

N

LT(.r,rr-l A¡e2+y2/ , (2)

and it is assumed that the distortion does not change the path within the test mass
and thus "r (z) : z tan9 -l,t¡,¡ attd y (z) : y¡,,.

Since the transverse aberration is proportional to the gradient of the OPD, we
can use tlre measured tt'ansverse aberrations to detemrine the best estimate of the
polynornial coeffi cients by defi ning

(3)

where 7-4, and TA, arc the,r and y colnponents of the nreasured transverse aber-
ration. The usual 'least squares'minimization of X2 is tlren used to detelmine the
best estimate of the coefficients A¡.

A preliminary compal'ison of the wavefront distortion that would be experi-
enced by a laser bearn propagating along tlre axis of the test rÌìass, as determined
using the off-axis Hafimann sensor ancl the stored-beam interferometer is shown
in Fig. 7. The discrepancy between the two curves in this result is believed due
to the very noisy prelirninaly Halhnann data, caused by the poor dynamic range
of the CCD camet'a used, which significantly limited the precision with which the
centroids of the spots could be calculated.

3 Summary

We have desctibed an off-axis Hartmann sensor for measuring wavefront distor
tion induced by absorption in the subsfi'ate of the input test masses of an advanced
gravitational wave interferometer. We have shown how the rvavefront distortion

, :l(y-rA,)'.(ry-*,)']
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Fig. 7 A comparison of the wavefi'ont clistoftion that would be experienced by a laser beanr
plopagating along the axis of the test mass, as cletermined using the stored-bearn interferometer
(dashed line) and the off-axis Harlmann sensor (solid line). A HeNe laser, À - 632.8 nm, was
usecl for the measut'ement.

that would be experience by a laser bearn propagating along the axis of the test
lnass can be extfacted from the Íansverse abeffations measul'ed using an off-axis
Hartmann sensor. A pleliminary measurements showing that the wavefi'ont distor-
tion measured using an off-axis Hartmann sensor is consistent with that measured
using an interferometer has also been presented. We are currently replacing the
CCD camera used for the Hartmann sensor.
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1. Introduction

Hartmann wavefront sensors, first described in 1904 [], and particularly the Shack-Haltmann
derivatives, have enjoyed a recent surge ofpopularity due to improvements in the speed, quality
and size of CCD anays. They are currently used for a variety of applications, including lens

metrology [2], ophthalmology [3], adaptive optics [4] and the measurement of thermal lensing
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[5] [6]. The measurement of wavefront distortion induced by absorption in the optics of ad-
vanced gravitational wave intelferometers is a particularly dernanding application, requir.ing a
sensitivity equivalent to at least L 1600 atÂ : 820nm [7].

The type ofHartmann sensor used fol an applìcation is usually dictated by the intensity of the
available light source. Shack-Hartmann sensors use micro-lens affays to sample the wavefl'ont
and thus optimize the tight collection efficiency but they are susceptible to imperfections in
the micro-lens alray [8]. A HaÍmann wavefront sensor, by contrast, samples the wavefiont, I/,
using an opaque plate containing an array of holes, the Hâ[tn]ann plate, as shown schematically
in part of Fig. l. tt is therefore less light efficient but it is simple to optimize and, as shown
here, capable of superior performance.

(p c

v

scIsot

Fig. l. A schematic of the Harlmûnn wavefront sensor and the system used to test it. The
sensor consists of a Hartmann plate notrnled a dis[ance L from a CCD. f t was illuminated
by a wavefront W emirted f'rom a fiber-coupled super luminescent diode (SLD). the free
end of the which was mounted on a rnicrometer-controlled trânslation stage.

The Iays created by the Haltmann plate propagate normal to the incident wavefront l{u, to the
active surface ol'a CCD where they ploduce an array ofspots. Ifthe locat slope ofthe w¿ve-
ft'ont changes then the positions of the spots will change. Dividing the transverse displacenrent
of each spot by the 'lever-arm' propagation length L yietds the gradient of the wavefront change
lt erch hole (see [9] for example), and the lvavefront chûngc, ÀlV, can bc dctcrmincd by nu-
merically integrating this gradient field. While knowledge of the initiat wavefront would then
enable the new waveffont to be calculated, in this paperwe do not make any assumptions about
the initiâl wavefront but rather considel only the change, ÀlV, in the wavefront as required for
the measurement of thermal [ensing in glavitationaI wave interferometers.

The position ofeach spot is specified by its centroid, the precision ofwhich is maximized by
ensuring that each spot consists of a large number of pixels and that each pixet acquiles a large
number of photoelectrons in the availahle integralion tinle. This minimizes the effects of dark
curl'ent, CCD read-out noise, non-unifornrity in pixel response and photoelectron shot noise.
Since Hartmann waveflont sensors natulally provide large spot sizes, they should be able to
provide high sensitivity measurelnents of wavefront changes. Indeed, a Hartmann sensor that
has a reproducibility (sensitivity) of,l./1500 at À - l3.4nnr It0] and a scanning Hartmann
sensor that has a sensitivity of,1./500 at Â : l064nm l tl have been reported. The accuracy
of the scanning Hartmann sensorwâs estimated to be À/50at Â - l064nm. In this paper, we
describe a detailed investigation of the optimization of a Hartmann wavefront sensor (H-WFS)
and demonstrate large improvements in the sensitivity and accuracy of this type of sensor.
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2. Hartmann wavefront sensor

The camera used in our sensor is a I 2-bit digitize d, 1024 x 1024 pixel CCD camera that has a

nominal dynamic range of 66 dB (tl bits) and a nominal pixel spacing of l2¡rm. The actual
average pixel spacing was measured by translating the camera sideways using a micrometer-
controlled translation stage and observing the displacement on the CCD of a f,xed diffraction
pattern, yielding a value of I 1 .975 a 0.005 ¡r m.

The Hartmann plate was made from 50¡rm thick brass plate into which l50pm diameter
holes in a uniform hexagonal-close-packed anay spaced 430 ¡rm apart were laser drilled. It was

mounted on the body of the camera and the distance between the plate and the active surface
of the CCD, the lever arm L, was calibrated by illuminatlng the sensor with two laser beams

sepalated by a precisely measured angle and measuring the average displacement between the

two spot patterns, giving L:10.43 *0.02mm. The hole diameter, pitch, pattern and value
of L were chosen to ensure that cross-talk between neighbouring spots was negligibte while
maintainin g sensitivity.

A weighted centroiding algorithm was used to determine the spot positions !21:
x" -2¡ p?x¡12¡ pl and y":L¡ p?y¡12¡ p? where p¡ is the digital number, directly proportionâl
to the number of photoelectrons, and x¡ and y¡ are the coordinates of the ith pixel. The summa-
tion range of the algorithm was adjusted to minimize the variance in the centroids. In practice,

this meant using only pixels within a box that was l-5 pixels square, which is l07o larger than

the hole diameter. Simulations indicate that cross-talk due to diffraction should introduce a
systematic errorofless thanO,lVo for the defocus measurementdiscussed in this paper.

All measurements reported here were recorded after a 3 hour warm-up period to reduce the

effects of thermal expansion of the sensor. However, there was a residual 0.5 mHz oscillation
in the output of the H-Vr'FS due to a periodic variation in the temperature of the sensor with
an amplitude of 150 mK, caused by the cycling of the room temperature. The magnitude of
the oscillation is consistent with thermal expansion of the Hartmann plate. To reduce the effect
of this variation, we used data recolded at the turning points of the oscillation for the analysis
leported below,

The H-WFS was tested using the system shown in Fig. I, in which it was illuminated by

light emitted from an optical fibel with a 50¡/m core and 0.36 NA that was coupled to an 820

nm super-luminescent diode, which had a full-width-half-maximum coherence length of about
5¡rm. A Michelson interferometerwas used to measure changes in the distance, zo, between

the light source and the H-WFS with a precision of 50 nm.

3. Results

The statistics of the noise in the H-WFS were investigated by illuminating the CCD with the

output from the fiber at three dilferent intensity levels. A short integration time was used to
ensure that the dark current was negligible. We observed that the fluctuâtion, Âp, in the digital
number in a pixet, p, was well described l:y Lp * p05, and thus the noise has Poissonian
statistics. A relative fluctuation o10.25Vo was obtained for the maximum digital number (4095),

indicating a maximum photoelectron count of approximately 1 6 x 105, which is similar to the

specified electron well depth of each pixel, confirmlng thât the dominant noise is photoelectron
shot noise.

Numerical simulation predicts that the RMS uncertainty in the centroid position due to pho-

toelectron shot noise in a single Hartmann image should be about 0.257o of a pixel, or about
30 nm, if the brightest pixel in each spot is full. If the noise in sequential Hartmann images

is uncorrelated then the RMS error in the displacement of a centroid, óa¡,, will be a fac-

ør of 2t12 larger. The RMS wavefront difference between tLdjtLcent holes, o61¡, is given by
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o61¡y - o¡,-h¡,f L,wherc ho is the spacing between adjacent holes in the Hartmann plate. The
RMS wavefront error for a zonal reconstluction across all holes, assuming uncomelated noise,

is given by C|!' " oo* . where Cpd is the noise coefficient developed by Sou thwell [ 1 3], which
is dependent on the number. N¡s¡ss, and arangement of holes.

The wavefront error was measured using the system shown in Fig. I while keeping z¡ con-
stant.SpotcentroidswerecalculatedforconsecutiveHartmannimagesseparatedintimeby l5
s and the average prism in each image was removed. These zero-prism centroids were used to
calculate the errorin the wavefrontchange. A typical map ofthe wavefiontchange, which has
an RMS enor of h11450, is shown in Fig. 2. The RMS error for these maps vaded between

^ 
11000 and ),12000 which is consistent with the shot noise limit and Cp¿ : 0.2, calculated for

Nrrolcs : 263 used in this example.

E

õ 0a

-1 6

00 t2 24 36 48 60
lorizÕñlo Pôsitio. (rm)

72

Fig 2. Measured single-frame wavefront emor map over a 7.2nrm x 7 2mm region.

If the statistical characteristics of the noise do not vary with time then the wavefront enor
should be reduced by averaging over multiple Hartmann images. To test this, we recorded a
sequence of 2000 Hartmann images at 30 images/second and removed the gtobat prism from
each image. A set of reference centroids was then calculated by averaging over Nro[ - I 000
images, consisting of the first and last 500 images. The central 1000 images were used to
calculate sets of centroids averaged over Nou* images, where ffuug - 1,... ,990. This process
ensured that the reference and average centroids were statistically independent. The o¡¡y is
plotted in Fig. 3, showing that o¡yy < Â / l5, 500.

The o¡w is plotted in Fig, 3. Also plotted is the result of a numerical simulation that assumes
stâtionary random noise and in which the only free parameter is the Nuu, : 1 error. For small

N,,ug, the enor decreases 
^ 

Nj/*', as expected, and it asymptotically approaches a value that is ¡
factorN,"¡ times smaller than theNûvs: l, the limitdue to the noise in thereferencecentroids.
Note the good agreement between the measurement and the numerical simulation except for
Naus > 200 where the measured error is slightly larger than that predicted.

The RMS wavefront enor actoss all holes for N¿yg : 990 was Â / 15. 500, which is larger than

the value C)!' , oo* - Il2l .}}}predicted using the simulated data and the Sourhwell noise
coefficient appropriate for this measurement. These discrepancies are probably due to the effect
of the low-frequency temperature ffuctuation described above.

The ability of the H-WFS to measure a small (modal) change in the wavefront, Äl/, was
demonstrated by translating the fiber light source. As shown in Fig. 4, translating the source a
distance Â¿ from an initial position ze displaces the spot on the CCD by Ly(h), assuming thar
the change in the slope ofeach wavefrontacross the hole is small. The expected local gladient
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Fig. 3. The improvement in H-WFS sensitivity due to âveraging over Nùv. Hartmann im-

âges. The solid curve shows the improvement predicted by a numerical simulation assum-

ing only random, stationary noise in the spot centroids.

of the wavefront change can then be calculated using

aW- -9: , *',0 ,, - , ^'!, -sn (r)Ah t ko - Àz) (zo + t) (zo - Lz) zo

where /r is the position of the hole in the Hartmann plate, S is the primary aberration defocus

and we have considered only one dimension for clarity.

ccD

Fig 4. Schematic diagram showing the displacement of the Harlmann spot on the CCD due

to a change in the distance between the fìber end and the H-WFS.

Unfortunately, the 0.5 mHz oscillation in the output of the H-WFS resulted in a synchronous

oscillation in the calculated defocus. We therefore continously recorded Hattmann images at 40

Hz and translated the fibre by about 10 ¡rm every 5-10 minutes. The translation that occuned
nearest a turning point of the 0.5 mHz oscillation was then selected for analysis, as this ensured

that the average temperature of the H-WFS was the same before and after the translation. Plots

of the local gradient of the wavefront change for À¿ - 9.60 a 0.05 ¡tm, versus the transverse

position, y¡, of each spot are shown in Fig. 5. They show a linear relationship between the local
gradient and transverse position as predicted by Equation l, and the improvement in sensitivity
due to averaging.

The defocus due to the source translation can be calculated using the slope, lø, of the line-of-
best-fit to this data and S: m(zs+ L) lzo. The defocus for the l-image and 5000-image aver-

ages are -1.3+0.2 x l0 3m L and -1.15940.007 x l0-3m I at95Vo confidencelevel. The

uncertainty in S when averaged over 5000 images is equivalent to an uncertainty in the wave-

front sag of 0. t nm (^ 19300) over the CCD aperture (æ l0 mm), which is roughly twice the
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Fig.5 MeasuredlocalgradientoÊthewavet'rontchângeversusspotpositionattheCCD,rl¡.
due to translation of the fiber light source, averaged over (leit) t and (righÐ 5000 Hartmann
lmages.

previously measured L115,500 due probably to the non-stationary noise duling the extended
acquistion time.

The accuracy of the defocus measurement can be determined by comparing the measured de-
focus with that predicted using Equation 1, but this comparison requires an accurate measure-
ment of zo. The distance between the source and the H-WFS was determined by exploiting
the non-linear dependence of the local gradient on Â¿: analyzing Hartmann images recorded
with large Â¿ and determining the value ofzo that would produce the best agreement between
ihe rneasured local gradient and that predicted by Equation l. V/ith this approach, we lound
z.o:91.'7 t0.2 mm, giving an expected defocus of l.14+0 0l x l0-3m l, which differs
from the measurement by about l.'l%o.This error is equivalentto )"13.30O and could be ex-
plained by a change in average temperature of the H-WFS of order I 0 mK.

4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated thât the H-WFS can measure changes in a wavefront with a single-frame
sensitivity of Ll1450, which is primarity limited by shot noise. we have also shown that the
sensitivity can be improved to Â/15.500 by averaging multiple Hartmann images. Finally, we
demonstrated its application to the measurement ofa small wavefront change due to defocus
with a precision of 7 x t0-6m I and established that the sensor is accurate to within about
2.0x l0-sm l.

Together with the simplicity of the H-WFS, these results show that it is ideal for high preci-
sion and high accuracy measurement of wavefiont changes, and represent a large improvement
in the state-of-the-art. The H-wFS clearly exceeds the requlrement for the measurement of
absorption-induced wavefront distortion in advanced gravitational wave interferometers.
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